Years of Planning...

Deliberate, strategic planning and dedication to Emmanuel's founding mission have yielded dramatic success.
We begin the New Year 2003 with hearts grateful for the many blessings of the past year. Among our great blessings are the people who believe in Emmanuel College: people like Maureen and Frank Wilkens who gave the largest alumni gift ever; Carolyn and Peter Lynch who established the Carolyn A. Lynch Institute of Emmanuel College; and Tom Hynes who contributed his time and expertise to bring Julie Hall home to Emmanuel.

How delighted we were in September to welcome 382 new students to our traditional program, continuing the dramatic growth of our student population. All our students with their hopes, their energy and their commitment to others make our campus a vibrant college community. We are grateful to our faculty and administrative staff who carry out our educational mission, and to our graduates and friends who support our students through their generous contributions.

To live in Boston is to be particularly affected by the sexual abuse crisis in the Church.

In my own discussions over the past few months I find that the crisis in the Church has helped people recognize that their faith is in fact strong. College students especially have a deep interest in spirituality and a commitment to community service. I believe that this is the moment to engage lay people of all ages in taking responsibility for the life of the Church of today and tomorrow.

On campus we have been discussing a range of issues in the Church, and this semester we are inviting alumni to join us in a series on critical contemporary issues in the Catholic Church as described later in this magazine.

With the words of the Liturgy of January 1st, I pray that God may grant you every blessing and keep you safe throughout the coming year. May God grant you unwavering faith, constant hope, and love that endures to the end. May the Lord look upon you kindly and give you peace!

SISTER JANET EISNER, SND, PRESIDENT
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Emmanuel's Overnight SUCCESS is Rooted in Years of Careful Planning
ast summer, a yellow backhoe rolled up
next to Marian Hall and began digging.
For everyone at Emmanuel, senior facul­
ty and administrators especially, this was a long­
awaited sight. The new Student Center, the first
ground-up construction project to take place on
campus in more than 35 years, was moving off
the drawing board and into the earth.

In September, Trustees, government officials,
alumni, and other members of the College com­
munity gathered for a formal ground breaking
ceremony . For some, this was their first visit to
campus in years, and they could see immediately
that the Student Center project was just one of
several exciting new developments at Emmanuel.

Two things were impossible to miss. The first
was the steel frame of a major new building on
the back parcel of Emmanuel's campus. This was
Merck Research Laboratories - Boston, a result
of an innovative and enormously beneficial part­
tnership between Emmanuel and Merck & Co.,
Inc., a major pharmaceutical research company.
The other unmistakable change on campus was
the presence of male undergraduate students.
Indeed, the Class of 2006 was already
Emmanuel's second coeducational class, and on
this Friday afternoon visitors could sense the
dynamic pulse among the expanded and diverse
student body.

During the groundbreaking ceremony itself,
audience members also would learn that
Emmanuel had repurchased Julie Hall. In 1974,
administrators had deemed it necessary to relin­
quish the residence hall to Beth Israel Hospital.
Now Julie Hall — the College's first residence
hall and home to generations of students — was
once again part of Emmanuel, completing the
Brookline Avenue side of campus.

A closer look reveals that the College's success
has been decades in the making. The new
Student Center, for example, while highly visi­
table, is simply the latest in a series of improve­
ments that Emmanuel's leadership methodically
began putting into place in the mid-1980s.

"Even when — perhaps especially when —
trends were working against us, we made deci­
sions that would enable this College to thrive in
the long term," recalls Emmanuel President Sister
Janet Eisner, SND. "It required patience and tak­
ing the long view, but the resul ts are now becom­
ing clear, and they are tremendous."

To be sure, new construction and a growing
enrollment are signs that Emmanuel is on the
move. But these new realities also testify to the
success of the College's approach to planning
under the presidency of Sister Janet. That
approach is marked by great care, flexibility,
innovation, imagination and practicality. It also
is firmly rooted in the educational mission of the
Sisters of Notre Dame and in their belief that
education is the greatest work on earth.

1970s and 1980s: New Challenges,
New Opportunities

Despite its focus on facilities in recent years, the
College's leadership has adhered to the belief that
Emmanuel is more of a community than a place per se, its members connected more by a mission
than by mere proximity.

"We have always been much more than our
buildings," says Sister Janet. "What makes
Emmanuel great, what has always made us great,
is our people and the relationships among us."

That perspective became instrumental in the mid-
1970s, when the College began to experience
decreases in traditional enrollment and revenue
following transitions to coeducation at many
colleges, including Boston College and Holy
Cross. By understanding the College's identity
primarily in terms of people and a common edu­
cational enterprise, administrators and Trustees
were free to explore whether some buildings
could be either leased or sold in order to contin­
uue to support mission-critical programs and stu­
dent financial aid.

Following an extensive deliberative process,
Emmanuel officials identified a key opportunity:
the College owned more land than was necessary at that time to carry out its academic educational mission. This enabled Emmanuel, in 1974, to relinquish Julie Hall to Beth Israel and to lease Loretto Hall to Massachusetts College of Pharmacy and Health Sciences.

Ten years later, recognizing the need to renovate the College's science facilities, Emmanuel coordinated a joint venture between Beth Israel and Children’s Hospital and provided it a short-term lease of Alumnae Hall. The College used the resulting funds to transform a portion of Marian Hall into a modern science education center.

College Treasurer Sister Anne Mary Donovan, SND notes that the building surge on campus undertaken by the Sisters of Notre Dame following the Second World War gave the College the capital assets it needed to endure. “Without the vision of those Sisters who dared to build those buildings when the student population was great, the College never would have been able to survive those interim years,” she says.

These lease agreements never diminished the College’s ability to provide its students with an outstanding educational experience. On the contrary, the strategy of converting properties into funds for a period of time — while in most cases retaining full ownership rights of those properties — helped ensure the future of Emmanuel’s distinctive values-based liberal arts and sciences offerings.

It is important to recognize, too, that the College did not simply persevere during this time but instead moved forward on a range of important initiatives. By completing the extensive renovation of Marian Hall, and by partnering with IBM to become one of the first campuses in Boston to be fully wired in residence halls and classrooms for interactive technology, Emmanuel demonstrated that it looked confidently to the future.

We have always been much more than our buildings. What makes Emmanuel great, what has always made us great, is our people and the relationships among us.

SISTER JANET EISNER, SND

A strategy for strength in the new century

The momentum at Emmanuel accelerated notably in 1996. In that year Sister Janet led the discussion to initiate the Colleges of the Fenway (COF), an innovative consortium of six neighboring colleges. Since the COF’s founding, Emmanuel has offered its students the social and academic benefits of a large university while maintaining the close-knit community of a small private college.

It was also in 1996 that the College developed an Institutional Master Plan. The aim was to identify tangible, achievable ways for Emmanuel to significantly increase its enrollment and thrive in the new century.

To secure a sufficient revenue stream for this growth, the College again looked to its real estate holdings. Extensive study by the architectural firm Goody Clancy confirmed that the College could ground-lease two more parcels of its land without affecting the quality of its academic program, even if full-time enrollment were to increase substantially. The Master Plan subsequently identified this lease-able area as the “endowment campus.”

The challenge then became how to derive the most monetary value from that land — and in the process significantly increase Emmanuel’s endowment. Together with representatives of Corcoran Jennison, a construction management firm, the College reviewed a number of possible uses for the land, including an office building and a hotel. It became clear that the land would be most ideal for a research and development facility, given its adjacency to the Longwood Medical Area and close proximity to students at Emmanuel and other outstanding colleges and universities.

Coincidentally, Merck & Co., Inc., was looking at that time to build a major new research facility in the heart of Boston.

Following approval of Emmanuel’s Master Plan by the city of Boston in 2000, the College entered into a 75-year ground-lease agreement with Merck, enabling the company to begin construction of its new 30,000 square-foot research facility in exchange for a one-time multi-million dollar payment.

The successful conclusion of the Merck lease is attributable in large part to Sister Anne Mary Donovan, who negotiated directly with high-level Merck officials. College Trustee Kathleen Murphy, who was closely involved in the negotiations, says, “Sister Anne was absolutely key. For one thing, she understood what the College needed and what was important in terms of the educational mission. For another, she showed great business skills and instincts. I’m convinced that the deal would not have been as successful without her service and leadership.”

The partnership between Merck and Emmanuel promises enormous opportunities for students and faculty in the form of internships, science education initiatives and programmatic collaborations. It also places the College in a position of unprecedented financial strength. According to the accounting firm KPMG, Emmanuel has moved into “a new and different financial league.”

First-rate facilities to match superb programs

If the 1996 Master Plan identified a strategy for funding, it also sketched the ways Emmanuel’s academic and residence life facilities would evolve in the years ahead. The plan was based on the idea that Emmanuel had an opportunity to grow into its own success — that is, match the quality of its physical resources to the excellence of its existing programs.

One of the Master Plan’s guiding principles was that buildings should support and promote each student’s intellectual growth as well as the relationships that are at the heart of the community.
Sister Janet recalls that the plan aimed to foster connections among students, faculty and administrators while also building the college community. “The first facility we restored was our Chapel, and that made a powerful statement about the importance of our identity as a Catholic College,” she says.

With funds raised by the successful Campaign for Emmanuel 2000, the College proceeded to implement a series of substantial improvements to its academic and co-curricular resources. These included the addition of computer classrooms and labs and multimedia classrooms, as well as the renovation of the 250-seat multimedia Janet M. Daley Library Lecture Hall. In addition, Emmanuel’s auditorium was renovated; it now serves as one of the neighborhood’s most attractive venues for performing arts, lectures, meetings and receptions.

In the area of residence life, the Master Plan called for the College to replace St. Joseph Hall, the largest residence hall, with a slightly smaller suite-style student apartment complex. But this plan soon was ousted by events, in particular Emmanuel’s decision to become a coeducational college. With male students set to arrive in the fall of 2001 and enrollment numbers increasing, the College needed more beds, not fewer. Moreover, Emmanuel’s leadership recognized that there was a growing premium on community gathering spaces, as well as a longstanding need for a new gymnasium and modern fitness and recreation facilities.

Adaptability is a hallmark of the Emmanuel planning process, and it proved pivotal to the College’s decision to renovate, not raze, St. Joseph Hall and begin plans for the Student Center. “Having the flexibility and courage to alter a plan we had spent so much time creating — that ultimately enabled us to do what was best for the students and future of Emmanuel,” says Sister Anne.

Set to open in the fall of 2004, the Center will serve as a central gathering area or “living room” for the entire campus community.

Key components will include an atrium, student meeting rooms, a food court, a state-of-the-art training facility for students, and an NCAA regulation-sized gym with bleacher seating for 1,200 – 1,400 fans. Dr. Patricia Rissmeyer, Vice President of Student Affairs and Dean of Students, describes the Center as “a place where students can gather any time of day or night for club meetings, study groups, individual study or just to relax. There will be more dining options, more spaces to simply read for pleasure — more options for students all around.”

While the dedication of the Student Center is still a year away, anticipation among students is already building. “An NCAA basketball court, new fitness rooms, a food court — these are things that the students want and need,” says Joshua Fanning, President of the Class of 2006. “Not only will it be great for the students enrolled at Emmanuel now, but it will give prospective students more initiative to apply to Emmanuel and become part of our community.”

The Student Center is especially likely to improve Emmanuel’s continuing efforts to recruit diverse and talented high-school student-athletes. Andrea Basteri, a first-year student and a member of the varsity volleyball team, says, “This new gym can’t but have a positive impact on recruitment. Who wouldn’t want a brand new Student Center to work out and perfect your skills in?”

It also should be noted that, even with recent gains, Emmanuel still faces a range of needs in the area of physical resources. One longstanding problem has been that of “deferred maintenance,” that is, the accumulation of routine repairs that have been left undone for years. More work remains to be done on a the College’s behind-the-scenes infrastructure of heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning (HVAC), and many other vital systems.

Why were these repairs delayed for so long?

“Largely because, over the years, whatever cash surpluses the College had were given out in financial aid,” explains Sister Anne. “Anytime we’ve been able to provide students a chance to come here — to a place where we can nurture them and give them the tools they need to grow into their potential — well, that has always taken priority. Because that’s our mission.”

Indeed, Emmanuel’s founding mission has been, and continues to be, at the heart of every major strategic decision at the College. Among Emmanuel’s leadership and throughout the community, there is a deep commitment to enhancing the Emmanuel experience — and to transforming the lives of future generations of promising young men and women.

Sister Anne recalls how that commitment guided her in her negotiations with Merck. “At a certain point, Merck offered to buy the property outright, and I told them no, it’s not for sale. Now, in the back of my mind, I thought that selling would be a great way to generate money in the short term. But I’m a historian by trade and often view things in broad time context. I want to know that, 75 years from now, this land can come back to us, and that Emmanuel College will retain its place as a Catholic educational presence in the city of Boston.”

**BY SAM O’NEIL**
The Carolyn A. Lynch Institute, a unique and innovative collaboration between Emmanuel College and the Lynch Foundation to develop and retain teachers in urban school systems, launched on November 7th. Emmanuel President Sister Janet Eisner, SND welcomed Peter and Carolyn Lynch, Lynch Foundation Board members and education officials to the campus to inaugurate the Institute and to honor the Lynches for their $2.1 million founding gift.

The Carolyn A. Lynch Institute at Emmanuel College addresses the critical issues facing schools today with reality-based and practical programs — preparing teachers for the urban environment, enabling new and veteran teachers to collaborate and share knowledge, funding scholarships to attract the most-qualified students, addressing the shortfalls of math and science education, offering cutting-edge technology training to education students, and providing extensive professional support.

"Part of the Carolyn A. Lynch Institute of Emmanuel College is the belief in the life-transforming power of education. We believe deeply that education changes people's lives," said Sister Janet. "With the resources of the Carolyn A. Lynch Institute, Emmanuel is now developing a model program demonstrating how a college in partnership with local public and parochial schools can contribute to the quality of urban education and in the process improve student's lives."

Carolyn Lynch, who received an honorary degree from Emmanuel in 1994 along with her husband Peter, spoke during the event. "When I first learned about this venture five years ago it was an idea. It immediately struck me that here, finally, was a practical response to the teacher shortage crisis we are facing in this country, especially in the inner city environment." She continued, "Teachers face the complex issues of broken homes, students that do not speak English, homes that cannot afford books, much less a computer...this institute faces these problems in typical Notre Dame style, which does not shun the difficult road or just hope that..."
these problems will resolve themselves.”

Superintendent of the Watertown Public Schools Sally L. Dias ’62, a member of the College’s Board of Trustees and a former physics and math teacher, commented on the dramatic benefits of the collaboration. “As a former student and alumna of Emmanuel College, the values of community, of responsibility, of social justice, permeate this institution. These same values are the core of the Carolyn A. Lynch Institute, with its commitment to urban education, to our most at-risk students and the critical areas of mathematics, science and technology.”

She outlined the clear needs of the urban and semi-urban environments, based on her teaching and administrative experience, which the Institute directly addresses — “the need for consistent expectations for attainment of high standards, classroom instruction that is standards-based and content-rich, and strategy and support to manage the growing diversity of backgrounds and learning styles in our schools.”

Kathleen Flannery ’70, Principal of the Edward Everett School, a partner school in Dorchester, spoke of the opportunities for collaboration between the Institute and schools, which include full-year internships and professional development. “I would like to commend Emmanuel and the Lynches for the choice to support and develop urban educators. Urban educators need to be well-schooled in the aspects of collaboration and curriculum. Authentic professional learning that takes place in a real urban school is absolutely the right choice.”

Superintendent of Schools for the Archdiocese of Boston Sister Kathleen Carr, CSJ, spoke on behalf of parochial schools and elaborated on the Institutes’ Teacher-in-Residence Program.

The program is a year-long faculty appointment at Emmanuel for a teacher or administrator from a Boston parochial school who will teach two courses, supervise student teachers, collaborate with Emmanuel faculty, conduct research projects and develop curriculum programs.

“Emmanuel College is a loyal friend and longstanding supporter of Catholic schools, in particular the 41 high schools and elementary schools in the city of Boston. As the only urban, Catholic college, Emmanuel is uniquely positioned to work in partnership with us to further the mission of Catholic education in service to the youth of the city of Boston.” She continued, “The Teacher-in-Residence Program is innovative and we believe it has the potential to be a successful national model.”

Chair of the Education Department Sandra Perry presented the first-ever Lynch Scholarships to three Emmanuel educational studies majors committed to urban education — Kellie-Ann Folsom ’04, who is also pursuing a concentration in psychology, Samyuktha Lingamneni ’04, an instructional technology minor with a concentration in psychology, and Elizabeth Teixeira ’04, an active community volunteer.

Dr. Dennis Bartels, president of TERC, a math and science research and development center based in Cambridge which has developed curriculum for the Boston Public Schools, also spoke of his relationship with the College praising the work of the Lynch Institute.

Emmanuel Assistant Professor of Education Sister Karen Hokanson, SND, formerly a principal in both Roslindale and Dorchester, offered an interactive presentation outlining the technology programs available to Emmanuel students, which are critical to the ever-changing needs of classrooms. Funded by the Institute, these include integration of technology at pre-practicum sites, multimedia classrooms and computer labs at Emmanuel, and soon smart board technology for classrooms and online learning.

During a reception following the program, current education students and Emmanuel alumni displayed electronic portfolios, presented information on their practica experiences and demonstrated current educational technology.

BY MOLLY E. HONAN
From the events of September 11, 2001 to school shootings to a recent rash of kidnappings, the world has changed dramatically in the two-and-a-half years since Maggie Moran BA '77 MA '92 launched KidsTerrain, Inc. But Moran has never wavered from the founding mission of her company — to foster positive communication between children and adults. Wilmington, MA-based KidsTerrain has evolved to address quickly the ever-changing needs of children, parents and teachers and to accommodate the reality of the world today.

Moran founded KidsTerrain in July of 2000 after a 25-year career in the healthcare industry, launching a web site (www.kidsterrain.com) and producing publications that elicit discussion between children and caring adults about the often-complex issues that face them each day. The web site serves as an online community for parents, teachers and other adults to seek advice and find the resources to make this communication more effective. Books written by Moran and a monthly newspaper, KidsGazette, published by a division of KidsTerrain called New Voices Publishing, serve as jumping-off points for discussion. Based on the success of the site and publications, and societal changes, the company has expanded its offerings to include interactive motivational and educational programs in schools, daycare and community centers, and libraries.

Maggie Moran grew up in Dorchester, MA and conducted her nursing training in Lowell, Dorchester and Baltimore. Serving in several pediatric capacities at St John's in Lowell, St.
Margaret's, Cambridge City Hospital, Choate Heath Systems, Head Start, Camp Nurse and ultimately as a nurse at Regis College, Moran found that she was not only attending to the mental, behavioral and physical needs of the individuals seeking such services, but was also providing support to families and school systems. When she decided to further her education, Moran made the decision to pursue her bachelor's degree in psychology at Emmanuel, a move that proved to be a major shift in her career.

"The environment at Emmanuel encouraged broad-based learning and the faculty truly expanded my knowledge base." Moran specifically recalls a course with Sister Ellen Glavin, SND, her first and only art class, which sparked a new interest in artistic expression. Moran returned to Emmanuel and earned a master's degree in healthcare administration in 1992.

"Emmanuel is essential to who I am. It expanded my knowledge far beyond my boundaries and capabilities at the time." But it was not until she heard of a six-year old boy shooting a fellow student in Flint, Michigan when Moran knew she had to pursue her dream of making a concrete difference in the lives of children. Moran had been writing children's stories since the 1970s as a creative outlet, but this event provided the impetus to turn this craft into a career.

"Because of my experience in pediatrics, I believe that I am able to look at people in a variety of ways," said Moran. "I listen, observe and communicate differently because of my medical and psychiatric background."

Moran collaborated with colleague Ellen Gilmartin, co-founder and now KidsTerrain CFO, and formed a clinical team of child psychiatrists and psychologists, social workers and nurses. She combined the expertise of this advisory group with first-hand parent and teacher insight, and the business acumen of a volunteer board of directors to develop the vision for KidsTerrain — a community to help parents talk to kids, kids talk to teachers, and teachers talk to parents. And KidsTerrain began.

The publication of Moran's first children's story, The Magic in Me, brought her back to Emmanuel College. When she was looking for someone to illustrate the book, which encourages readers to discover and express their individual magic, she contacted Sister Ellen Glavin. Chie Sasaki '01, an Emmanuel senior at the time, was seeking an internship and the stars aligned. "The Magic in Me," which is also accompanied by a CD and is now the basis for an educational program, was published in November 2001. Max, one of the six KidsTerrain Kids, expresses his magic — promoting self-esteem among children, an issue that Moran has found to be pervasive today.

Sasaki, a graphic design and technology major while at Emmanuel, continued with KidsTerrain after graduation. "Our company brought out the magic in her and she brought out the magic in us," said Moran. "Her sweetness truly comes out in her illustrations."

Moran's second book, Aunt Rosa's House, was published in early 2002. Also illustrated by Sasaki, the book focuses on the importance of children and adults talking and listening to each other. Moran believes her stories address issues that have not been readily available to children and adults. Since founding KidsTerrain, Moran has discovered the main issues facing children, parents and teachers today, including disabilities, stress and lack of time, the teacher's role and lack of educational tools, inclusion in regular classrooms, stress, violence, communication, listening, obesity, and consistent messaging between parents and teachers.

Moran sees KidsTerrain educational programs, which range from six-week series to one-hour sessions, as an increasingly important part of her company, in addition to the site and publications. Through web site message boards and interaction with both children and adults, KidsTerrain has developed reality-based programs that are relevant to the needs of today. Issues addressed in programs for children include topics such as the importance of reading, building self-esteem, dealing with strangers and nutrition. Teacher programs address managing stress in the classroom, parent/teacher discussion and ergonomics for teachers. Parent workshops discuss play dates, nutrition and exercise, and listening and talking to kids.

Through the programs they have conducted, Moran and her staff have been able to pinpoint what children and adults are looking for to help one another and create an environment of effective communication. Moran believes that we, as a society, have lost the "neighborhood concept."

"My goal is to bring the wonderful aspects of the past into the present," said Moran. "By combining nostalgia with the reality of life today, you can find something amazing."

KidsGazette is a monthly classroom news publication that combines current events with historical and cultural issues, edited by Rita Schiano. CDs include The Magic in Me and "Tiny Acts of Kindness," a song about September 11th. Following the events, Moran saw a dramatic need for advice on how to cope with emotions and talk to children. Users from 65 countries have visited the web site.

"We're all here to help each other. I feel very strongly about that." Someone Took Vanessa's Bike, a story about consequences, will be available in early 2003. For more information about KidsTerrain, its publications and programs, visit the web site at www.kidterrain.com or call 978-658-2131.

BY MOLLY E. HONAN
Maureen Murphy Wilkens '56 is searching for the right words to explain why she and her husband decided to contribute $1 million to support the new state-of-the-art Student Center that is now being constructed in the middle of the Emmanuel College campus.

The strong emotional pull of her alma mater? A need to reconnect to her college after having lived out of the area most of their married lives?

No, says Maureen emphatically, glancing over at her husband Frank recently in their Osterville living room where they agreed to talk to Emmanuel Magazine about their gift. “It's not that. It was really Sister Janet,” she says finally. “Her enthusiasm for Emmanuel College is contagious and maybe we caught a little bit of that.”

“We had the opportunity to be able to do it and we were thrilled to be able to do it,” says Frank matter-of-factly.

The Wilkens' modesty about their support of Emmanuel College was evident watching them circulate around Marian Hall following a groundbreaking ceremony for the Student Center last fall. Wading into the crowd of more than 150 faculty, alumni and students after receiving a standing ovation for their gift, the Wilkens settled into a group of Emmanuel students and chatted with them about their hopes and dreams at Emmanuel.

“So many students came up to us afterward to talk,” said Frank. “It was great to see that kind of enthusiasm at the school.”

Being in the middle of Marian Hall was a reflective moment for Maureen Wilkens last September. High above the stage where she sat with her husband was a massive color banner depicting what the new Student Center will look like when it is complete. The gym where they sat will be replaced with a new gymnasium that will include one National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) regulation basketball court that will also serve as the largest gathering space on campus to accommodate the entire college community.

“Marian Hall went up in 1955 and I graduated in 1956, so I only enjoyed it for one year,” said Maureen. “The new Student Center will open in 2004, so the upper-class students we talked to will have graduated before it opens, but the others told us they look forward to using it.”

Maureen and Frank met when Frank was attending Harvard Business School. Three years later, they were no sooner married when Frank was transferred to Akron, Ohio. The recollection of that sudden move to Ohio still draws a look from Maureen who glances at Frank to underscore how less-than-thrilled she was to be leaving her beloved New England for Ohio. But soon they were leaving Ohio for the big city lights of New York City where Maureen welcomed the change. In 1971, the Wilkens settled in Greenwich, CT where they spent the next 20 years raising their four sons.

It was in Greenwich that they would first meet Sister Janet Eisner who would keep the Wilkens current about life at Emmanuel College and share with them her vision of what Emmanuel could become. Over the years, the Wilkens would lend financial support to Emmanuel, including support for scholarships. Contact with Sister Janet would continue as the Wilkens moved to Cape Cod in 1991 where they could combine a bit of a homecoming with retirement.

“I guess we were among the first to know that the college was considering becoming coeducational,” says Frank. “Sister Janet would talk to us about Merck and her excitement about reclaiming Julie Hall.”

The Wilkens’ interest in making a substantial gift to Emmanuel College was only waiting for the right opportunity. They wanted something that would be tangible and important in the students’ lives. “In supporting small schools you do see results,” said Maureen. “You can make a big difference, and that was important to us.”

That something tangible would become the Student Center, the very intersection of student life on campus.

There was nothing small about Frank’s college or post-college experience. It is hard to make that difference at the University of Wisconsin or the Harvard Business School, he says. “That’s the great thing about small schools,” he says. “When we talked to Sister about the Student Center, we liked what we saw.”

What has been particularly gratifying for the Wilkens is watching as Emmanuel College is quite literally transformed before their eyes. In just the past few years alone, they have witnessed the unique partnership with Merck Pharmaceuticals that will provide students with medical research opportunities on campus.

“It will probably always be a work in progress,” says Frank.

“I can’t say I’m surprised, we are very pleased by what we’ve seen,” says Maureen. “I can’t imagine what it would have been if it weren’t for Sister Janet.”

As she announced the Wilkens gift to an enthusiastic and grateful college community in September, Sister Janet made it quite clear that despite their modesty about their gift, the Wilkens have made a lasting impression on Emmanuel College that students will long appreciate for generations to come.

BY ERNIE CORRIGAN
Dear Graduates and Friends,

On behalf of the entire Emmanuel College community, I want to express my sincere appreciation to everyone who has contributed in so many ways to Emmanuel College during this past year. This Giving Report acknowledges the outstanding generosity of an increasing number of graduates and friends who recognize the value of contributing to Emmanuel College. More than 4,000 individuals, corporations and foundations contributed $2.5 million to Emmanuel in the 2001-02 giving year.

As the College grows, we are building on Emmanuel's 84-year tradition of Catholic academic excellence in the liberal arts and sciences in order to create a dynamic learning environment for our current and future students. The College's loyal alumni are so important to the vitality of Emmanuel today. The continued generosity of our alumni and friends gives us confidence as we move forward with our educational mission and future plans. All of us at Emmanuel are deeply grateful for this outstanding support of Emmanuel College.

May Emmanuel, our God-with-us, continue to bless this College and all those associated with it during the new year.

Sincerely yours,

Sister Janet Eisner, SND
President
President's Associates

The President's Associates, Emmanuel College's leadership giving society, includes individuals, corporations and foundations who supported Emmanuel College with gifts of $1,000 and above during the 2002 fiscal year (July 1, 2001 — June 30, 2002).

**President’s Circle**
- Nancy Mahoney Cohen ’63
- M. Rosamond Collins ’47
- Maureen E. Callinane ’67
- C. Michael and Janet Daley
- Fidelity Foundation
- Thomas J. Hynes, Jr.
- June Chaffin Kausel ’44
- Liberty Mutual Group Fund of The Boston Foundation
- The Lynch Foundation

**Founders**
- Teresalee Downing Bertinnson ’43
- Bon Appetit
- Mary Liva Campanelli ’62
- Mary Eva Candon, Esq. ’72
- Mary Dwyer Carey ’57
- M. Agatha Kooheze Carroll ’42
- Jeanne Connolly Clancy ’47
- Jane Kennedy Coon ’52
- James L. Ekock
- Kathleen Cumminskey Fothergill ’71
- Theresa M. Gillis ’71
- Elin Sullivan Harris ’64
- Kathleen Connelly Lynch ’66
- John H. MacKinnon
- Charlotte Fleming McCarthy ’45
- Monica DesMarais Murphy ’73
- Jean O’Hearn
- Mr. and Mrs. John P. O’Hearn
- Carmelita Shea Ryan ’48
- Maybeth Fandel Sonn ’63
- Catherine Dolan Spahr ’86
- Helen Coleman Stanton ’41
- Katherine McKierman Sullivan ’52
- James H. Walsh III
- Walsh Brothers, Inc.

**2002 Reunion Class Participation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Participation Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class of 1947</td>
<td>69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class of 1943</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class of 1945</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class of 1952</td>
<td>62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class of 1942</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Participation rates are based on total number in class (excluding deceased).

**2002 Reunion Class Gifts**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Total Gifts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class of 1967</td>
<td>$41,109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class of 1947</td>
<td>$37,945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class of 1952</td>
<td>$37,862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class of 1962</td>
<td>$32,255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class of 1927</td>
<td>$29,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Reunion gifts are based on gifts received as of June 30, 2002 (excluding unpaid pledges).
Associates
Anonymous (1)
Gour Banerjee
Susanne Barbari
Augusta Gallagher Baum '40
Carolyn Hardy Block '57
Miniam Knight Brennan '50
Madonna Brogan '94
Margaret McCullough Buckley '32
Rosemarie Basulacchi Buckley '53
Nancy Spissler Burns '40
John Cahill
Carol Doane Callahan '52
Janet Stewart Callahan '52
Katherine McGuillan Conney '54
Ann Canning '82
Anne Keefe Canty '50
Catherine M. Carr '71
Ann Giberti Carriere '59
Kathleen Chane '74
Judith Hertherman Cianciolo '62
Margaret Condon Claus '43
Marie Murphy Clauden-Corcoran '57
Kathleen Cleary '44
Marie Sally Cleary '52
Cathleen A. Clinton '72
Patricia Kyley Carey '48
Kathleen Costello '45+
Jeanne Gaffney Costello '48
Joan Cavanagh Coughlan '51
Alexander and Mary + Pintoin Courtney '44
Jean O'Flaherty Crossen '52
Mary Kay Collins Crossten '62
Louise Triggs Crowley '62
Ellen Condon Cunningham '65
Louise M. Cynkus '69
The Hon. Kathleen Ryan Dacey '41
Margaret-Mary Driscoll Dailey '43
Constance Grenier Dantu '52
Marion Burns Dauver '47
Catherine Dawson
Ann Abbott DeLorey '51
Margaret Hewes Dermody '52
Mary Devlin '48+
Sally L. Dias '62
Ann Syngstadt Dickson '63
Nancy DiNardo '71
Rita Desaulniers Dinneen '40
The Hon. Elizabeth Dolan '58
Virginia M. Donahue '49
Eleanor Mullen Donohue '52
Richard J. and Linda Donovan
Mary L. Downey '46
Dunkin Donuts
Catherine McQueeny Duggan '44
Helen Hennessey Eide '67
Alice Hosman Evans '65
Paulette St. Germain Farris '60
Theresa Mc Masters Finney '54
Elizabeth Fleming '41
Patricia M. Flynn '72
Mary E. Donlan '82
Peg Gallagher '51
Thomas E. Gaquin
Clare Gills '78
Elaine Fogel Gilmore '53
Constance Murphy Gormley '43
Eleanor Spillane Gray '39
Julie Flynn Griffin '50
Elizabeth McCarty Grimes '46
Mary Ellen Leith Yuhas Hagner '63
Ellen Gannon Hanley '41
Elizabeth Sullivan Harrington '60
Teresa Moynihan Hart '67
Mary Louise Hatten
Katherine Campbell Hebert '72
Anne Lawlor Hedstrom '67
Mary Delaney Hennessey '70
Marjorie Nyhan Hickey '37
Ellen McCann Higgins '50
Harriet Shannon Hill '56+
Mary L. Hogan '56
William Hogan, Jr.
Eileen D. Hotte '72
Megan Shanahan Horsepain '83
Janet Mitchell Hoyt '68
Ellen Ross Ingerman '71
Jeanne Hughes Joy '73
Diane Massa Kearney '68
Claudia Fasick Keefe '74
Judith Barrett Kelley '63
Madeleine L. Kelley '29+
Ann Kelly '62
Ganna Boyle Kelly '72
Mary Lawlor Kendall '56
Lena Nonemaker '43
William M. Condon '51
Margaret Kelley Lynch '57
Patricia Raftus MacAskill '45
Gail A. MacLean '65
Ann Murray Madigan '51
Clare M. Mahan '62
Elizabeth Mahoney '45
Judith Maloney-Boyle '57
Adelaide Manning '44
Marietta Marchetti '56
Myrna Masse '60
Kathleen Blue Matthews '46
Joan E. McAuliffe '43
Leslie Ferrick McCafferty '76
Anna C. McCarthy '41
Barbara Barry McGuire '52
Anna Noone McDonald '43
Frances Nixon McDonald '53
Winfred McDonough '48
Margaret McGaffigan '45
Cecilia Donahue Mcherney '43
Mary Minton McMullen '69
Ruth McNaughton '49
Barbara J. McNeil '62
Patricia McSweeney '51
Rose Caffaso Merenda '44
Eleanor Meskel '51
Lyle Micheli
Mary Louise Wovers Miller '68
Bonnie Jean Mitchell '93
Marie Connors Modic '52
Patricia Flaherty Moore '60
Eleanor Suprenant Morseau '56
Patricia Boyden Morris '51
Brian P. Murray
Julie Murray '66
Barbara Haviland Nash '46
Alicia Mendalka Newman '62
Margaret Delaney O'Connell '47
Anne O'Connor '57
Lois O'Hara '51
Elaine Corcoran O'Malley '53
Anne Torpey Ockerbloom '51
Lily Owyang
Martin Grady Parada '53
Mary Parent '61
Mary Pasquio '60
Elizabeth Hayes Patterson '67
Rita Duffy Pervier '42
Margaret O'Connor Petrofsky '52
Pamela Pettinati '65
Dorothea Phair '46
Sheila Smith Pickett '55
Rita Quane '38
Constance Arnold Ramsauer '72
Joan Reardon '52
M. Lois Happeny Ridge '67
George C. and Mercedes Riley
Virginia Good Riley '57
Catherine Colosi Romano '52
Pepsi Bottling Group
L. Pauline Ryder '41+
Margaret Salmon '47
Eleanor Mulvany Seaman '71
Elizabeth Stout Seaver '63
Charlotte Smith '54
Janet Studley '72
Mary Beth Thomas '84
F. Patricia McKenna Tobin '72
Mary Beth Claus Tobin '76
Rosemary Barton Tobin '62
Elizabeth Van Tassel Tooney '63
Patricia Fergus Tuohy '44
Eleanor Vander Haegen '62
Esta Gendreau Wall '48
Eleanor Helgert Weseloh '68
Mary Ellen Gunning Whinnem '73
E. Edna Murphy Wschmeyer '43

+ = deceased

Emmanuel College Giving Societies

President's Associates
President's Circle
$10,000+
Founders
$5,000-$9,999
Notre Dame
$2,500-$4,999
Associates
$1,000-$2,499

Leadership Recognition Societies
Leadership
$500-$999
Blue and Gold
$250-$499
Emmanuel
$100-$249
Contributors
$1-$99

Notre Dame
Emmanuel College is deeply grateful to the following graduates for their thoughtful gifts and class participation during the fiscal year.

**Class of 1923**
Total Class Gifts: $100
Class Participation: 100%

- **Emmanuel Club** Mary Brodhine +

- **Class of 1927 Reunion**
  Total Class Gifts: $29,000
  Class Participation: 50%

- **President's Circle**
  Olga Mafera
- **Notre Dame**
  Esther Turnbull +

**Class of 1928**
Total Class Gifts: $50
Class Participation: 25%
Contributors
Agnes Dunn McDevitt

**Class of 1929**
Total Class Gifts: $1,275
Class Participation: 50%
**Associates**
Madeleine Kelley +

**Blue & Gold Club**
Elizabeth Kelly

**Class of 1931**
Total Class Gifts: $1,275
Class Participation: 23%

- **Leadership Club**
  Gertrude Murdock Killion

- **Contributors**
  Agnes Dunn McDevitt

**Class of 1932**
Total Class Gifts: $2,125
Class Participation: 33%
**Associates**
Margaret McCauley Buckley

- **Leadership**
  Mary Clancy Gavin

**Blue & Gold**
Dorothy Mullin McGowan

- **Emmanuel Club**
  Agnes Knox +
  Gertrude Parsons
  Anna Bigelow Thompson

- **Class of 1933**
  Total Class Gifts: $1,618.3
  Class Participation: 15%

- **Contributors**
  Mary Marks

**Emmanuel Club**
Margaret Brooks
Margaret Devaney
Louise McAulliffe Donelan
Lucy Verla Fitzgerald
Angelina Graham
Claire O'Connor
Ruth Henderson Provavoli
Elizabeth Bolton Roque

**Class of 1934**
Total Class Gifts: $400
Class Participation: 24%

- **Emmanuel Club**
  Mary Malloy Duplain
  Cecilia Blake Kane
  Coralie Nelson McAllister

- **Contributors**
  Helen Keating

**Class of 1935**
Total Class Gifts: $1,803
Class Participation: 35%

- **Leadership Club**
  Mary Vaas Pink

**Blue & Gold Club**
Dorothy Leonard
Anastasia Kirby Lundquist

**Emmanuel Club**
Mary Lukaszek
Elizabeth Kennedy Williams +
Alice Sullivan

**Contributors**
Anne Drinan Clare
Agatha Maguire
Anne McCarthy

**Class of 1936**
Total Class Gifts: $2,325
Class Participation: 54%

- **Associates**
  Anne L. Kenney +

**Leadership Club**
Marie Coyle Fennessey
Louise Sullivan Jordan

- **Emmanuel Club**
  M. Rita Ryan Corcoran
  Mary Donelan
  Gertrude Larkin Miller
  Mary Curran Perkins
  Irene Ryan Ready
  Margaret Mary Rogers Sexton

- **Contributors**
  Rita Finn Brussell
  Alice Gallagher Daly
  Alice Harvey
  Fabronia Antos Macul

**Class of 1937 Reunion**
Total Class Gifts: $3,919.37
Class Participation: 48%

- **Associates**
  Marjorie Nyhan Hickey

**Blue & Gold Club**
Mary Dyfan Battell
Louise Kelly

**Emmanuel Club**
Margaret Brooks
Margaret Devaney
Louise McAuliffe Donelan
Lucy Verla Fitzgerald
Angelina Graham
Claire O'Connor
Ruth Henderson Provavoli
Elizabeth Bolton Roque

**Class of 1938**
Total Class Gifts: $2,643.76
Class Participation: 55%

- **Associates**
  Rita Quane

**Emmanuel Club**
Marie McGloin Clifford
Mary Cronin
Winifred Doyle Gens
Margaret Jenkins
Louise Keenan
Dorothy McGlinchy Mahoney
Hilda DeLoe Mahoney
Mary Flannery Miller +
Mary O'Neill
Catherine O'Connell Reardon
M. Katherine Buckley Sullivan

- **Contributors**
  Dorothy Murphy Condon
  Anna Curran Devaney
  Rita Lee Dooley
  Margaret McCarthy Driver
  Margaret Horgan Hanly
  Patricia Lyons
  Frances-Marie Connaughton Mitchell
  Capitola Mulligan Phelan
  Pauline Coyne Tierney

**Class of 1939**
Total Class Gifts: $2,827
Class Participation: 47%

- **Associates**
  Eleanor Spillane Gray

**Leadership**
Agnes Cox Carson

**Emmanuel Club**
Rita Sheridan Blute
Ellen McMahon Castles
Ruth Duffy Hayes
Jeanne Caulfield Hines
Mary Hogan
Margaret M. O'Donnell
Fimomena Natal Pasquarelli
Mildred Tully Schmidlin

- **Contributors**
  Mary Power Bakas
  Helen Finnegan
  Ann Holland
  Mary Sullivan Jones +
  Nora Keniry
  Alice Sweeney Mahoney
  Vivian Burns McBurney
  Margaret McDevitt Meehan
  Frances Murphy
  Lillian Polcari
  Elizabeth Smith

**Class of 1940**
Total Class Gifts: $4,425
Class Participation: 39%

- **Associates**
  Augusta Gallagher Baum
  Nancy Sprenger Burns
  Rita Desaulniers Dimmen

- **Leadership Club**
  Martha Page Wilson

**Emmanuel Club**
Lillian Ryan Hodges
Mary O'Brien McDermott
Mae Kinon McGarvey
Katherine Healy Pilet
Grace Morrisroe Vozella

- **Contributors**
  Mary Greennel Christian
  Mary Coyne
  Elise Valentine Dodge
  Sr. Elizabeth Louise Doyle, OCD +
  Mary Riley Giovannangeli
  Maria Struzierry Gladden
  Katherine Merrick Hannon
  Claire Devlin Johnson
  Mary Cream Kellett
  Jennie Ricci Palmisano
  Patricia Smith Rotman
  Maryrose Welsh
  Rita Sherry White

**Class of 1941**
Total Class Gifts: $31,313
Class Participation: 57%

- **President's Circle**
  The Honorable Mary Beatty Muse

- **Founders**
  Helen Coleman Stanton

- **Associates**
  The Hon. Kathleen Ryan Dacey
  Ellen Gannon Hanley
  Anna McCarthy
  L. Pauline Ryder +

- **Leadership Club**
  Alice McGhee
  Helen Barry
Class of 1942 Reunion
Total Class Gifts: $13,540
Class Participation: 60%

Founders
M. Agatha Kocbane Carroll

Associates
Louise Triggs Crowley
Rita Duffy Pervier

Leadership Club
Mary McDevitt Curcio
Catherine Nigro Guinee
Dorothy Gannon Hansberry
Marie Hines Murray
Catherine Healy Sweeney

Blue & Gold Club
Mary Gaudreau Dever
Anna Walter Fauhbeich
Mary Quinn Jaxath
Mary O'Donnell Konetzny
Eleanor Murphy Kuppens
Frances McGrath
Mary Elizabeth Sheehan

Emmanuel Club
Rita Adams
Isabel Goreski Bartosiak
Doris Healey Reol
Miriam Carney
Rita Dineen Casey
Kathleen Davis Dore
Rita Plante Dukesheir
Virginia Hall Essman
Mary Fitzgerald Finneran
Constance Petralia Fiorentini
Marion Coudy Flahery
Helen Hennigan Gallagher
Geraldine Colligan Gardner
Mary Mahler Hooker
R. Lorraine Smithson Johnson
Mary Thorpe Lewis
Kathleen McNitre Logue
Margaret M. McCarthy
Catherine Murphy Molloy
Marion McCarthy Noonan
Mary O'Brien
Anne Gargiulo Politi
Elizabeth Crowley Rohling
Frances Wright Sherman
Mary Reedy Sparks
Marjorie E. Sullivan
Mary Walsh

Contributors
St. Mary B. Barrett, SND
Florence Barry
Eleanor Finigan Condon
Eleanor Driscoll
Myra Roberts Filion
Sr. Margarette E. Greuer, OSF
Jeanne Histen
Eleanor Carroll Kearney
M. Patricia Sparkes Mackin
M. Josephine McDonough
Margaret Scully McNally
Marie Masterson Miller
Thelma Morales Pope
Eileen McSweeney Tomlinson

Class of 1943
Total Class Gifts: $22,847.85
Class Participation: 63%

Founders
Teresalce Dowling Berritunson

Notre Dame
J. Patricia Marsh +

Associates
Margaret Condon Clau
Margaret-Mary Driscoll Dailey
Constance Murphy Gormley
Joan F. McAuliffe
Anna Noone McDonald
Cecilia Donahue McNerney
R. Edna Wischemeyer

Leadership Club
Alberta Dillon Andrewartha
Kathleen Dennyey Carroll
Helen Rushe Donahue
Mary Patricia Gill
Jean Reddy Kennedy
Mary King
Mary O'Har
Margaret Riley O'Neil

Emmanuel Club
Lois Blakeney
Marjorie Scanlan Christian
Millicent Silva Craig
Anne DiPirro DeTorte
Constance Dowling Dwyer
Marion Lynch Garahan
Mary Barbara Lydon Hughes
Virginia Powers Kennedy
Elizabeth Maguire
Mary McGinnis Mahoney
Mary Tighe Mahoney
Mary McCabe
Dorothy Stanton Mulhern
Marie Cadarette O'Brien
Elmire M. Petz
Bernardine Travers Rines
Catherine Connors Sullivan
Gertrude Cronan Tolland
Eileen Tosney
Eunice Kelley Yost

Contributors
Florence Lee Bernard
Catherine Ronco Cassell
Constance Egan Cawley
Joan DeGuglielmo
Marjorie Greene
Kathleen Donovan Herlihy
Virginia Malaney Jaquar
Clara Cronin Larkin
Helen Greenler McLaughlin
Dorothy McDonald McNab
Sr. Lillian R. Morris, SND
Mary Gallagher Mullen
Mary Leonard Murray
Ruth Millard Powers
Anne Hogan Rockett

Class of 1944
Total Class Gifts: $23,122
Class Participation: 6%

President's Circle
Jane Chaffin Kausel +

Notre Dame
Sr. Marie Carmel White, SND

Associates
Kathleen Cleary
Mary Printon Courtney '46 +
Catherine McQueeney Duggan
Rose Cafasso Merenda
Patricia Fergus Tuohy

Blue & Gold Club
Anonymous (1)
M. Louise Butler
Mary O'Neil Mahoney
June Hill Miller
Mary Elizabeth Sullivan

Emmanuel Club
Mary O'Brien Conlon
Patricia Beatty Delaney
Dorothy Cronin Disario
Heleen Meany Donahue
Lilian Lawrie Donovan
Anne Cassidy Kane
Helen Kenney
Marie Graham MacGregor
Mary Finnegan Rankus
Patricia Twohig

Contributors
Eleanor Smith Boury
Julia O'Donnell DeMott
Louise Mercier Des Marais
Julia Andrakasis Gauthier
Marie Thomas Johnson
Barbara Foote Larson
Arlene Gaffey Medlock
Dorothy Gough Melnick
Ime McElaney McLeod
Anita Donovan O'Hara
Barbara Gilbert O'Hearn
Mary Farrell Pomerleau
Rita Murphy Rockett
Alice Mcburney Smith
Mary Zammitri

Class of 1945
Total Class Gifts: $116,138
Class Participation: 63%

President's Circle
Elefferia J. Themistocles +

Founders
Charlotte Fleming McCarthy

Notre Dame
Kathleen Quill

Associates
Anne Costello +
Elizabeth Fleming
Patricia Raffus MacAdam
Elizabeth Mahoney
Margaret McGaffigan

Leadership Club
Mary Virginia Dooley

Blue & Gold Club
Eleanor Mahler Boyle
Rose Dall'Elce
Phyllis Connelly Mullenn
Virginia Moore O'Grady
Catherine Brenahan Perry
Helen Ryan

Emmanuel Club
Barbara Xiarhos Campbell
Margaret McMahon Davin
Gertrude Scully Dufey
Mary Ziegler Fooker
Alicia Golden Gaudreau
Margaret Hopkins Hannigan
Virginia Horrigan
Mary Carroll McCue
Adelaide Feliciano Mickey
Mary Miller More
Mary McCabe O'Brien
Mary J. O'Keefe
Ruth Power
Mary Cleary Ronan
Kathleen Schleich Stelak
Eleanor Haynes Smith
Eleanor Kennedy Winn

Contributors
Anonymous (1)
Rose Ring Carroll +
Anna Burke Crosby
Genevieve Logue Desmond
Rita Kremm Diment
Dorothy Kelley Dodd
Adalce Andrade Hurst
Katherine Kearney Jewell
Bernice Bland Kelley
Gladsy Menten Latshaw

Emmanuel College Giving Societies

President's Associates
President's Circle $10,000 +
Founders $5,000-$9,999
Notre Dame $2,500-$4,999
Associates $1,000-$2,999

Leadership Recognition Societies
Leadership Blue $500-$999
Blue & Gold $250-$499
Emmanuel $100-$249

Contributors $1 -$99

+ = deceased
Nona Rohan Mahoney
Marguerite McCarthy
Mary McEvilla McLaughlin
Natalie Murphy
Mary Curly Newburger +
Barbara Doe Ritter
Adele Guinee Smith
Rosemarie Lynch Sullivan
Helen Mellyn Terpstra
Alice Thompson
Anne Antonellis Ward
Virginia Devlin Ward

**Class of 1946**

Total Class Gifts: $11,364
Class Participation: 50%

**Associates**
Mary Downey
Elizabeth McCarthy Grimes
Kathleen Blate Matthews
Barbara Haviland Nash
Dorothea Phair

**Leadership Club**
Phyllis Kane
Helene Riley White

**Blue & Gold Club**
Gloria Furtle
Margaret McKenna Greene
Nancy Sawyer

**Emmanuel Club**
Janet McDonough Andersen
Cathleen Garry Collins
Mary Canning Coulon
Mary Kelly Dacey
Helen Guiney Feleciano
Mary Trainer Freeman
Eileen Fleming Gillis
Dorothy Sauer Greenier
Florence Logue Healy
S. Corlyse Hazard Laporte
Marguerite O'Grady
Josephine Dolan Reney
Marie Buckley Snyder
Ruth McGovern Soles
Dorothy Tobin Staffier
Evelyn Dewire Sullivan

**Contributors**
Marie Bagley
Janet Smith Bank
Mary Riley Bonner
Mildred Bransfield
Mildred McManus Cardillo
Mary Cashman Cullin
Margaret Dineen
Dorothy Kelley Gaughan
Margaret Brady Gosslin
Gertrude Keating Grondin
Marilyn Carney Hagerty
Irene Higgins Hunter
Patricia Moore Johnson
Alice O'Grady Joseph
Theresa Scannell Keefe
Mary Kelley
Josephine Phillips Kelly
June M. Kidney-Yemans
Mary Love
Claire Billings Lynch
Marietta Mahoney
Mary Earley McHarg
Claire Condell Meuse

Helen Fiola Monahan
Ellen Murray
Anne Costello Neary
Audrey O'Neil
Joan Lawless Phillips
Eleanor Leavangie Pratt
Eleanor Connelly Wall

**Class of 1947 Reunion**

Total Class Gifts: $37,945
Class Participation: 69%

**President's Circle***
Mary Rosamond Collins +
Founders
Jeane Connolly Clancy

**Notre Dame**
Elisabeth O'Hearn

**Associates**
Marion Burns Daumver
Winifred Acton Kinnarney
Margaret Delaney O'Connell
Margaret Salmon

**Leadership Club**
Margaret Blake
Dorothy DiCicco Freniere
Jean Nangle Hannon
Barbara Ferson Muckley +
Mary Sullivan Murphy
Mary McLaughlin O'Brien
Catherine Lillyman Owen
Doris Tremblay Segadelli
Jeanne McNally Troy

**Blue & Gold Club**
Mary Ricker Booth
Mary FitzGerald Buckley
Sr. Margaret Drennan, CFP
Margaret Ford Fallon
Phyllis Gamallo Galante
Helen McDonough MacVarish
Mary Mespeli
Gertrude Kelley Mullemester
Margaret Daly O'Brien
Kathleen Mackin Ring
Pauline Hayford Rogers

**Emmanuel Club**
Anne Barrett
Frances Barrett
Val Van Dyke Christoforo
Mary Connolly
Jeanne Tabellario Contario
Jessie Costello
Catherine Murphy Cullen
Maureen Delaney
Mary Martin DeLorey
Ellen Christo DeNatale
Leda Dini
Marlyn Donovan Ellison
Frances Finnegan Fleming
Mary Elizabeth Fleming
Ruth Bryant Geller
Mary Gormley
Claire Clark Arnes Grimmell
Barbara Dooling Henson
Nora Burns Howley
Kathleen Cummings Huber
Barbara McHntyre Hunt
Barbara Elizabeth Sullivan Kelly
Mary Donovan MacDonald
Ruth Montague Maney
Dorothy Eager Mazznik
Marie Leary McCarthy
Rita Shea O'Sullivan
Gloria Freni Reed
Katherine Kain Regan
Mary Grimes Ruth
Miriam O'Connell Santilli
Jeanne Nelligan Sheehy
Catherine Murphy Stahle
Eleanor Porter Sullivan
Rosemond O'Keele Waters
Ruth O'Brien White
Claire Winters

**Contributors**
Grace Horrigan Anderson
Mary Martino Arena
Isabel Kelleher Bergin
Ruth Fitzgerald Bosworth
Mary Burns
Elizabeth Grandfield Buzzyk
Katherine Kimmer Carroll
Margaret Cassidy
Nancy Nolan Clancy
Jean Murphy Conley
Anna Fargnoli DeLellis
Priscilla Plummer Gaisson
Barbara Winchenbaugh Gardner
Teresa Mason Halligan
Helen McDonald Hall
Claire Reiss O'Toole
Christine Laforet Ross
Rosetta Sherry Sheehan
Elizabeth McDavid Stapleton
E. Muriel Waldron Sweeney
Barbara Gibbons Tierney
Marion Gibson Walsh
Eleanor Mulcahy Westling

**Class of 1948**

Total Class Gifts: $25,760
Class Participation: 61%

**Founders**
Carmelita Shea Ryan

**Notre Dame**
Eleanor Hannigan McKinnon

**Associates**
Patricia Rile Corey
Jeanne Gaffney Costello
Mary Devlin +
Winifred McDonough
Ella Gendreau Wall

**Leadership Club**
Dorothy O'Halloran Ford
Irene O'Keele Melville
Janet R. Rickarby-Regan
A. Claire Hart Russo
Barbara Scully Tracy

**Blue & Gold Club**
Virginia Lee Borden
Gertrude Creedon Broderick
Anne McCarthy Brousard
Barbara Dandeneau Burns
Mary Lyons Butterworth
Geraldine Carr
Mary Corcoran

Joan Quigley Donovan
Rosamond Leary Fandel
Lorraine Harding
Mary Ormond Jensen
Constance Carroll Kiley
Jean Farrell Lenahan
Mary Wadden Oliver
Sarah Rollins
Margaret McKenna Sanders
Virginia Spinney

**Emmanuel Club**
Carolyn Davis Bresnahan
Pauline Hurley Buckley
Marion Doherty Bucgieer
Martha Flynn Campbell
Margaret Higgins Carr
Margaret Carroll
Mary Barry Condon
Marie Connolly
Eleanor Hughes DePass
Martha Catahoga DeSimone
Mary Donald
A. Sophie Donovan
Marion Conran Donovan
Mary Sweeney Fitzgerald
Kathleen Crosby Gallagher
Bennis Hankon
Jean O'Leary James +
Florence Hanlon Lever
Ann Lyons
Eileen Donovan O'Keefe
Rita Fiorillo Ponte
Jean Donovan Quinn
Dorothy Coleman Rademacher
Frances Wadden Schoch
Barbara Sullivan Simpson
Amelia Cattani St. Andre
Theresa McCarthy Supple
Mary Tunney Thompson
Joyce Larivee Tivnan
Louise Millard Whitehead

**Contributors**
M. Margaret Bailey
Clare Sylvester Buckley
Mildred Legner Balman
Geraldine Nolan Cleary
Irene Brown Costello
Angelina Morreo DiMatteo
Marie Carey Doyle
Angela Carroll Fay
Mary Testa Gravellese
Dorothy Hingston
Audrey Kean Jachthion
Rita Lawler
Geraldine Cochran Maher
Catherine Sennott Mahoney
Susan Baldassarre Messe
Claire Magee McCoy
Gwendolyn Murphy
Helen McGourty Murphy
Elinor Murray O'Brien
Dorothy Durkei Ristaino
Claire Bland Sanning
C. Dolores Bount Schulz
Patricia Ballou Staudson
Claire McNally Sweeney
Mary Chandler Sweeney
Frances DeGuglielmo Tingle
Lois Murdoch Wallace
Christine McMannus Whalen
Class of 1949
Total Class Gifts: $13,964
Class Participation: 53%

Notre Dame
Margaret Desarro Rademets

Associates
Virginia M. Donahue
Ruth McNaughton

Leadership Club
Claire Rogers Manchester
Nancy Ford Murphy
Ann Lewis Shedd
Jean Carr Walsh

Blue & Gold Club
Alice Kane Barrack
Denise Dateo
Frances McCarthy Harrison
Dorothea Shea Hogan
Claire Hurley Hopkins
Mary E. Kelley
Barbara Breslow Locke
Mary Loque Snyder

Emmanuel Club
Jeanne McCarthy Bryant
Eileen Burns
Barbara Hughes Carmody
Ann Horrigan Coakley
Marie Farrell Collins
Mary Corey Dean
Marjorie Doherty Donohue

Class Participation:
Claire
Claire

Jean Sweeney Booth
Mary E. Kelley
Margaret Desarro Raidmets
Ann Horrigan
Alice Kane Baranick
Nancy Ford Murphy
Emmanuel
Blue & Gold Club
Leadership Club
Therese McGagh Griffiths
Theresa Rodgers Mroz-Tuvin
Marie Hughes Mayne

Class of 1950
Total Class Gifts: $24,025
Class Participation: 50%

President's Circle
Dorothy Lenihan McQuillan

Associates
Miriam Knight Brennan
Anne Keefe Canty
Julie Flynn Griffin
Ellen McKinnigan Hennigan
E. Patricia O'Connell Leary

Leadership Club
Elaine Cotter
Bertha Ryan
Elizabeth Strain

Blue & Gold Club
Anne Coughlin Berkland
Beatrice FitzGerald Casey
Shirley Dunn Horrigan
Dorothy Slesky Hayes
Eleanor Murtagh Lape
Rosemary Galgaya Lowrie
Barbara Harrington Lynch
Marie Halpin Madden

Emmanuel Club
Joan O'Neill Acord
Ruth Tremblay Boushaid
Margaret Lane Brady
Janet Supple Canty

Class Participation:
M. Patricia McQuillan Waite
Lorraine Maher Weaver
Joan Barnes Willenborg

Contributors
Josephine Bramante Adinolfi
Patricia Griffin Carey
Mary O'Connell Croft
Patricia Holleran Dunn
Audrey Glancy Dyer
Virginia Galvin Foley
Antoinette DeSimone Guarnaccia
Pauline Donahue Hansen
Eleanor Casey Conley Hickey
Mary O'Toole Kerrigan
Mary Barnicle Lantagne
Elizabeth Canty Leavitt
Joan Howard Massucco
Jeanne Marc Aurele McGinn
Miriam Hingston McLendon
Ruth Jenkins Mulroy
Virginia Connors Murphy
Marian Kohn O'Neill
Angelina DePinto Paison
Janet Cotter Poole
Mary-Louise Lady Seaver
Jennivive Berthaarman Whelan
Jean Hays Wilson
Lea Ming Wong
M. Jeanette Holmes Ziegler

Class of 1951
Total Class Gifts: $22,368
Class Participation: 48%

Notre Dame
Marie Maher
Imelda Owens

Associates
Joan Cavanagh Coughlan
Ann Abbott DeLorey
Peg Gallagher
Ann Murray Madigan
Patricia McSweeney
Eleanor Meskell
Patricia Boyden Morris
Anne Torpey Ockerbloom
Lois O'Hara

Leadership Club
Catherine Colman Daley
Margaret Dennison Sweeney

Blue & Gold Club
Jean Hughes Brown
Joan Hughes
Ann Mullane O'Keefe
Charlotte Colbert Quinn
Mildred McIlroy Silk

Emmanuel Club
Eileen Ahern
Blanche Foley Chateauveau
Jane Murphy Coburn
Marion Quinn Cove
Mary Moynihan Cox
Jane Dempsey
Catherine O'Neil Eisenmann
Mary Clougherty Fogarty
Nancy Buckley Ford
Brookie Brooks Foster
Claire Laboski Gorman
Louise Saracino Ingala
Jean Ford John
Frances McCarthy Kane

Marjorie Carr Kelley
Agnes Corcoran Kennedy
Margaret Hinchev McIcuskier
Patricia McDermott McDoug
Mary Hall O'Hare
Rita O'Heam
Mary Fitzgerald O'Mara
Dorothy Pemberton Sullivan
Joanne Maher Taylor
Patricia O'Brien Twitichell
Ann Oberlander Welsh
Laura Oskins Williams

Contributors
Rosemarie Voeglin Allan
Mary Murdy Balgno
M. Lorraine Flynn Beauregard
Jean Whalen Edmonds
Dorothy Dean Fay
Eileen Kelley Fitzgerald
Antoinette Clemente Fressinelli
Constance Balsamo German
Mary O'Donnell Glasheen
Martha Digan Gregory
Ann Verdesca Gullion
Mary Ailinger Joyce
Marjorie Monahan Lynch
Jeanette Twitichell Maher
Joan Gaffney McDonald
Claire Reilly Moynihan

Class of 1952 Reunion
Total Class Gifts: $37,862
Class Participation: 62%

Founders
Jane Kennedy Coan
Katherine Mcشيرnan Sullivan

Notre Dame
Rose Irina Lynch

Associates
Anonymous (1)
Carol Doane Callahan
Janet Stewart Callahan
Marie Sally Cleary
Jean O'Flaherty Crossen
Constance Grenier Dani
Margaret Hewes Dermody

Class Participation:
+ = deceased

Notre Dame Giving Societies

President's Associates
President's Circle $10,000+
Founders $5,000-$9,999
Notre Dame $2,500-$4,999
Associates $1,000-$2,499

Leadership Recognition Societies
Leadership $500-$999
Blue and Gold $250-$499
Emmanuel $100-$249
Contributors $5-$99
Contributors
Rita Faby Blount
Marion O'Connor Dunn
Ann Marie Hughes Harrington
Virginia Reeves Hartman
Barbara Messer Hugo
Mary Crosby Jackson
Barbara Ristaino Levins
Patricia Lynch
Martha McHugh-Brocklesby
St. Marion Montague, CSJ
Louise Bagley Murphy
Mary O'Brien
Deila Thompson Quinlan
Margaret Smith Roach
Elier St. Pierre

Class of 1953
Total Class Gifts: $14,463
Class Participation: 43%

Our Dame
Denise O'Leary Stanton

Associates
Rosemarie Busalacchi Backley
Elaine Fogel Gilmore
Nancy Foster Kommers
Francis Nixon McDonald
Elaine Corcoran O'Malley
Martina Grady Parasuda

Leadership Club
Julia Miller Christo
Rosemary Seibert Tierney

Blue & Gold Club
Louise Fugere Beattie
Mary McAuliffe
Ann Coughlin Sussenguth
Rosemary Barry Swanson

Emmanuel Club
Arlene Mullaney Angell
Jane Berestecki Baatz
Joan Griffin Blottman
Frances McIvevy Chory
Aileen Bernis Crowley
Margaret Covell Evans
Winifred Crowley Fitzgerald
Joan Marie Sandrelli Freni
Mary Finn Groggin
Joan McNary Guertter
Catherine Meskell Guthrie
Marie McGrath Hoy
Madeline McLaughlin Hurley
Louise Fogarty Kenneally
Irene Lavoie Lynch
Helen Hayden Maeriella
Maribeth Dumphy McGowan
Helen Tremble Moroney
Rose Marie Aionne Murphy
Elizabeth Sweet Noonan
Mary Blood Phelan
Barbara Barry Pogue
Margaret McCarthy Prior
Joan Mullin Schweib
Joan F. St. Charles
Jane Connolly Lyness Wall

Contributors
Ruth McCann Ankettell
Eleanor Canavan Bober
Marcia Chase Carlson
Mary Dolan Caspick
Mary Haverty Conlon
Mary Mroz Dabrowski
Mary Prior Dealsie
Kathleen Earley
Elizabeth Healy Goodhue
Ainita Ward Gorcaseya
Virginia Devlin Grammer
Mary McElteck Jung
Anna Lopez Lynch
Barbara Polcari MacIntyre
Mary Patricia Maskalenko
Bett Ann Clark McCarthy
Mary Mahoney McDonough
Jean Courtney McGinnis
Rita Curry McMahon
Marion Mulreaney Murphy
Mary Fanning Nichols
Patricia McGonagle Norton
Corinne Neves O'Neil
Elizabeth McNally Pohllman
Mary Rowley
Jeanette Allard Sauzio
Emily Faldetta Sullivan
Elizabeth Baker Terrio
Ruth McGinn Tucker
Lucia Fisco Valero
Helen Conway Welch
Mary Louise Cloherty Young

Class of 1954
Total Class Gifts: $9,083
Class Participation: 47%

Associates
Katherine McQuillan Canney
Theresa McMasters Finney
Charlotte Smith

Leadership Club
Helen M. Cummings
Elaine Magner McDonald

Blue & Gold Club
Emily Gregory
Norreen Kane McCarthy
Claire Morrissey

Emmanuel Club
Marguerite McLaughlin Canavan
Florence Horn Chamberlain
M. Patricia Cochran Clark
Alice Geishecker Cosky
Trudy Walsh Deane
Muriel O'Shea Delaney
Barbara McGarry Frawley
Mary Corning Healy
Sally Bynoun Lynch
Helen Hart McLean
Agnes Mahoney
Virginia Foley Noyes
Patricia Craddock Perry
Barbara Raftery
Pauline Walsh Sheehan
Alice Donahue Sloan
Patricia Flynn Towle
Carole McNisn White
Mary Pratt Zasada

Contributors
Rita Cronin Aronson
Nan Lynch Britt
Nancy Dray Burton
Barbara Clark Casa
Norine Cronin
Pamela Corradino D'Amore
Lida McDonough Hawx
Agatha Sicari Kraus
Anne McGovern Lenox
Mary Lou Tovagh Maloney
Thelma Jameson McClugh
Kathleen Fennnesy McGill
Helen Murphy McGlaughlin
Anne Shea Mitchell
Patricia Manning Morrissey
Maureen Manning O'Brien
Genevieve Waitt Pastorello
Jean Charron Poe
Mary O'Connell Racine
Jennie Lirieri Rie
Jane Ronan
Ann Butler Ryan
Priscilla Church Tiber
Katherine Gill Tsioukas
Zita Zarantka

Class of 1955
Total Class Gifts: $7,140
Class Participation: 50%

Associates
Shelia Smith Pickett

Leadership Club
Madelyn Kenny Brown
Margaret Murphy Bush
Ann Kelley Ryan

Blue & Gold Club
Winifred Doherty
Dorothy Gaspar Esposito
Kathryn Fairbanks
Mildred Corcoran Feloney
Mary Connors Gilet

Emmanuel Club
Joan Malloy Baker
Edith Beauchamp
Marguerite Donlon Boucher
Carolyn Bentley Carson
M. Patricia Dwyer Dawson
Marie Deignan Dempsey
Claire DeLa Enright
Jane Burke Furey
Margaret Gardner
Mary Gramer Hogarty
Frances Kelley +
Maryanne Connolly Kerrigan
Nancy Sheehan Macmillan
Barbara Mahoney Mannis
Patricia O'Malley Markham
Mary Mitchell Maurice
Agnes Prior Reilly
Rosemary Donohue Reiss
Grace Lafauci Taylor

Contributors
Virginia Shea Acerra
Irene Maire Allie
Jane Lyons Bernard
Mary P. Burke
Anne Sullivan Casey
Margaret Lagasse Cohen
Catherine Fanning Donahue +
Joanne Fabiano
Alice Fellows
Dorothy Navarro Geary
Mary Ruane Griffin +
Barbara Jones Hagan
Alyce Vincent Hanley
Rita Corcoran Harney
Bernadette D'Anca Lazzaro
Class of 1956
Total Class Gifts: $36,942
Class Participation: 40%

President's Circle
Maureen Murphy Wilkens

Associates
Harriet Shannon Hill +
Mary L. Hogan
Maizeta Marchielli
Eleanor Suprenant Morisseau

Leadership Club
Catherine Daylor Granger
Joan Mailloux Paille

Blue & Gold Club
Josephine DeCristofaro
Frances Macchia Lydon
Joan Alves Pano
Claire Magnier Selvitelli

Emmanuel Club
Mary Ann Barry Baird
M. Key Boyle
Bernadette Camniff
Barbara Fiore Cataudella
Terese Divito Cogliano
Mary Anne O'Brien Cotting
Anne Marie Cussen
Frances Wells Densel
Noreen Dimond
Margaret Kavanagh Donahoe
Elizabeth Walsh Driscoll
Barbara Derby Dugan
Mary Hayes Ellis
Rita Manzi Pauliso
Julia Gallagher
Eleanor Mahoney Harrington
Elizabeth Andrews Hart
Marianne Maguire Kerwin
Mary Collins Kiley
Eleanor Coneney Lyons
Doris Kenney Mahaney
Kathleen O'Connell
Mary Rice
Carol Ryan Supple

Contributors
Joan Houle Allix
Maryann Fusarini Bracken
Ann Crowley Calcaterra
Mary Lou Canessa Calleme
Marie Canfield
Virginia Robinson Cronin
Barbara Gilmore Cunningham
Doris DiTullo
Clotilde Sheehan Farrell
Joan Hinde Feener
Nancy Di Salvo Galante

Barbara Burke Gallagher
Catherine Noon Haley
Mary Higgins Houghton
Barbara Scigliano Jelison
Marie Hingston Kelly
Patricia O'Reilly Kennedy
Elaine Lavoie Kerig
Paula Brennan Kohler
Ann Marie Murphy Ladetto
Jacqueline Rinko Langlois
Geraldine Lambert Molloy
Ellen Surette Morrow
Patricia Monahan Nedorosik
Marianne Heid Ockerbloom
Louise Moriarty Quinn
Pauline Rainville
Grace Nurtall Rooney
Maria Moscardini Sorrentino
Anne Kelleher Sweeney
Paula Flaherty Sweeney +
Sheila Walsh
Margaret Nagle Young
Fanny Love Ward Zambuto

Class of 1957 Reunion
Total Class Gifts: $25,099
Class Participation: 48%

President's Circle
Jean Thiverge O'Lea

Founders
Mary Dwyer Carey

Notre Dame
Mary Loroti Hennessey

Associates
Carolyn Hardy Block
Marie Clausen-Corcoran
Doris Wierz Louden
Margaret Kelley Lynch
Judith Maloney-Boyle
Anne O'Connor
Virginia Good Riley

Leadership Club
Mary Louise Mahoney Hegarty
Joan Mazzeo Moore
Janice Murphy
Mary Brophy Renahan
Anne Arnow Oliver Webb

Blue & Gold Club
Barbara Cammarano Balsama
M. Regina Boldac
Ann Marie McMorrows Bruno
Judith Curley Colbath
Rosalie DeBeggis Crevo
Dolores Uso Haroniano
Diane Pawley Nielsen
Allyne Leary Peceovich
Mary Sullivan Sweeney

Barbara Wogan Gallagher
Cathryn Lane Gartmann
Irene Dillon Griffin
Patricia Harrington Jaworski
Patricia Donohue Kelley
Anne Morris Lynch
Arlene Cull McCullagh
Mary McGowan McDonough
Joyce McAffrey McGrath
H. Patricia McWalters
Eileen Burke Monahan
Judith Kelso Niss
Eleanor Heywood Norris
Joan Gabriel O'Sullivan
Mary Tallent Powers
Mary Begley Rice
Joan Tomlin Taylor Smith
Nancy Faron Smith
Merna Therieu
Martha Leonard Trask
Janice Pankow Wozniak

Contributors
Paula Campbell Brennan
Lauretta Moore Cleherty
Katherine Coleman
Sr. Mary Raphael Doody, SND
Catherine Mansfield Drumney
Virginia Ferlisi Duffy
Grace Laughlin Duggan
Rita Hurley Fahey
Margaret Breen Falcone
Aliza Cushing Flaherty
Dorothy Bernardi Getty
Jane McCarthy Gillis
Gloria Goudet Gioseffi
Annette Reynolds Harrington
Carol Scorton Kelley
Theresa Dobrowolski Klim
Joanne Keating LeDuc
Sr. Barbara A. Metz, SND
Sr. Anne P. O'Connell, SND
Mary Gardner’s Ring
Norine Forrest Robinson
Sr. Helen T. Ryan, SND
Carol Kelly Scally
Mary Hession Sewall
Eleanor Manning Whitney

Class of 1958
Total Class Gifts: $11,404
Class Participation: 50%

Notre Dame
Mary Cannon Michieliutri

Associates
The Hon. Elizabeth Dolan

Leadership Club
Mary Ann O'Donnell Pezzullo

Blue & Gold Club
Mary McClintock Barry
Mary Lyn Bourque-Stein
Constance Chisholm Churchill
Martha Fagan Mader
Suzanne McGowan
Joanne Cannon Murphy
Elizabeth Walsh O'Keefe

Emmanuel Club
R. Patricia DeFlumeri Anderson
Jeanne Dunn Brown
Janice Muriarty Ciolfi
Anne Mooney Day
Clementine De Angelis

Anne Cavanagh Ennis
Bernadette Madden Gibson
Margaret Cullen Igo
Mary Walsh Jacobs
Joanne Donovan Kelly
Kathleen Whalen Leckband
Maura Breen Leonard
Louise McDonald McLoughlin
Carol Brugman Melley
Joan Murray Lacona
Pauline Gallagher Payonzecek
Theodora Petrelis
Joan Ryan
Sheila Donovan Stauding
Margaret Macmillan Tis
Florence Pigo Wendell

Contributors
Mary Skiff Akoury
Joan Costello Bedford
Eleanor Ragan Bent
Carolyn Nash Blair
Jane Sartori Bunelle
Janet Murray Bruno
Mary Higgins Call
Mary Ryder Cavanaugh
Bernadette Chiasson
Claire Murphy Conlon
Suzanne P. Deedy
June Conneau Fahey
Anna Foley
Lois Rizoli Forry
Suzanne Doherty Gelinias
Felice M. Glennon
Ann Lannon Haley
Mary Leonard Halpin
Mary King Hanna
Caroline Helmer Harrington
Joyce-Ellen Tuld Kaseta
Patricia Quinn Keeley
Catherine Kellihner Krueger
Maureen Halpin Lahlumier
Grace Arena Lambert
Adrienne Fontaine Lamoureux
Rita Sotera Lilly
Mary Sullivan Mack
Elaine Magazia Mawwhinney
Ann MacNeil McCabe
Nancy Kelly McCarthy
Mary O’Reily McManus
Camille Minichino
Ann M. O’Brien
Joan Keefe O’Donnell
Birute Kapocius Pabedinskas
Joan Forrest Palmer
Mary Donahue Regan
Joan O'Donnell Schmelzer

Emmanuel College Giving Societies

President's Associates
President's Circle
$10,000+
Founders
$5,000-$9,999
Notre Dame
$2,500-$4,999
Associates
$1,000-$2,499

Leadership Recognition Societies
Leadership
$500-$999
Blue and Gold
$250-$499
Emmanuel
$100-$249
Contributors
$1-$99
Class of 1959

Total Class Gifts: $10,571
Class Participation: 44%

Notre Dame
Patricia A. Cahill

Associates
Ann Giberti Carriere

Leadership Club
Ann Agnew
Elaine M. Donahue
Elizabeth Molloy Twomey

Blue & Gold Club
Mary Lou Maney Cahanale
Louise Gadbois Cash
Jacqueline Soeldner DeMeo
Julie Kelly Halligan
Elizabeth Farrell McCarthy
Shirley Sampson O'Leary
Virginia Gray Oliver
Michaela Sheehan Spillane
Mary Dolan Sullivan
Jane A. Winchester

Emmanuel Club
Concetta Filippone Aluino
Lorraine Minuti Bordonaro
Elaine DeVuccio Boyer
Mary Murphy Burke
Mary Downey Coyne
Helen Quirk Garvey
Christine Judge
Maureen Dillon Olesen
Margaret Galvin Phillips
Frances Colantuono Raleigh
Sheila Sinclair
Rita Cacchiotti Sorrento
Marlene Pellerin Stenger
Jeannine Houle Vigerust
Elizabeth Molloy Twomey

Contributors
Claire Smith
Dena Cassiani Smith
Irene Joyce Squires
Nancy Coughlin Tucker
Mercedes Shruhan Warren
Ellen Whalen
Kathleen Cosgrove Wood
Barbara A. Ziornek-Ambrose

Class of 1960

Total Class Gifts: $13,245
Class Participation: 45%

Associates
Marjorie Perry Cass
Paulette St. Germain Farris
Elizabeth Sullivan Harrington
Myrna Masse
Patricia Flaherty Moore
Anne Pasquino

Leadership Club
Margaret Walsh Brauer
Maureen Donohoe Cullen
Ellen O'Brien

Blue & Gold Club
Sheila Grady

Emmanuel Club
Maureen Frazer Alcott
Ruthann Lang Budrewicz
Nancy Hughes Busch
Grace Crockett Bush
Ruth Barry Cox
Cornelia Spencer DeLuca
Marie Bemingham Dorsey
Adrienne Conley Dowling
Judith Klein Etheredge
Sally Sheehan Flores
Nancy Cahill Fraser
Jeanne Hunter Linxweiler
Carol Delaney Looney Roden
Jacqueline Malouf
Dorothy Donato McCaffrey
Kathleen Hardiman McLaughlin
Marie Fournier McNamara
Elizabeth Moloney
Nancy Sansone Moran
Sheila Ryan Morrison
Maureen Murphy
Anne Doyle Navin
Frances Glynn Resca
Eileen Fitzgerald Riordan
Mary Foley Roche
Mary Scott
Christine Spaine
Ellen Donoghue Stern
Kathleen Desmond Trahanovsky
Mary Walsh Williams

Contributors
Ann Cusick Black
Madeline Rosati Brown
Cleida Cushing Buckley
Margaret Morris Callanan
Barbara Costello Caparso

Class of 1961

Total Class Gifts: $11,797
Class Participation: 40%

Notre Dame
Katherine Eastman Reilly

Associates
Mary Parent

Leadership Club
Victoria Alexander Anagnos

Blue & Gold Club
Rosemarie Malik Brutnell
Jane Manson Coskren

Emmanuel Club
Patricia McKillop Ash
Elin Evans MacStravic
Theodora Malhowski
Anne McIveagh
Marguerite Ducharme McGee
Joan Glidden McGrath
Mary Mullin Miller
Patricia Vozezza Morrison
Barbara Ranaghan Murphy
Louise Joyal O'Brien
Mary Pruny O'Leary
Barbara Bonier O'Neil
Mary Ann Devita Palmieri
Martha Donahue Patton
Ellen Murray Rhuda
Joyce McCabe Riedel
Maureen Spillane
Paula Cundari Swirbalus
Barbara Talbot Taylor

Class of 1962

Total Class Gifts: $32,255
Class Participation: 53%

Founders
Mary Liva Campanelli

Notre Dame
Priscilla Howe Flynn

Associates
Judith Heherman Giancoli
Mary Kay Collins Crosson
Sally DeCastro Dias
Ann Kelly
Clare Mahan
Barbara McNeil
Alicia Mendalka Newman
Rosemary Barton Tobin
Eleanor Vander Haegen

Class of 1959

Total Class Gifts: $10,571
Class Participation: 44%

Notre Dame
Patricia A. Cahill

Associates
Ann Giberti Carriere

Leadership Club
Ann Agnew
Elaine M. Donahue
Elizabeth Molloy Twomey

Blue & Gold Club
Mary Lou Maney Cahanale
Louise Gadbois Cash
Jacqueline Soeldner DeMeo
Julie Kelly Halligan
Elizabeth Farrell McCarthy
Shirley Sampson O'Leary
Virginia Gray Oliver
Michaela Sheehan Spillane
Mary Dolan Sullivan
Jane A. Winchester

Emmanuel Club
Concetta Filippone Aluino
Lorraine Minuti Bordonaro
Elaine DeVuccio Boyer
Mary Murphy Burke
Mary Downey Coyne
Helen Quirk Garvey
Christine Judge
Maureen Dillon Olesen
Margaret Galvin Phillips
Frances Colantuono Raleigh
Sheila Sinclair
Rita Cacchiotti Sorrento
Marlene Pellerin Stenger
Jeannine Houle Vigerust
Elizabeth Molloy Twomey

Contributors
Claire Smith
Dena Cassiani Smith
Irene Joyce Squires
Nancy Coughlin Tucker
Mercedes Shruhan Warren
Ellen Whalen
Kathleen Cosgrove Wood
Barbara A. Ziornek-Ambrose

Class of 1960

Total Class Gifts: $13,245
Class Participation: 45%

Associates
Marjorie Perry Cass
Paullette St. Germain Farris
Elizabeth Sullivan Harrington
Myrna Masse
Patricia Flaherty Moore
Anne Pasquino

Leadership Club
Margaret Walsh Brauer
Maureen Donohoe Cullen
Ellen O'Brien

Blue & Gold Club
Sheila Grady

Emmanuel Club
Maureen Frazer Alcott
Ruthann Lang Budrewicz
Nancy Hughes Busch
Grace Crockett Bush
Ruth Barry Cox
Cornelia Spencer DeLuca
Marie Bemingham Dorsey
Adrienne Conley Dowling
Judith Klein Etheredge
Sally Sheehan Flores
Nancy Cahill Fraser
Jeanne Hunter Linxweiler
Carol Delaney Looney Roden
Jacqueline Malouf
Dorothy Donato McCaffrey
Kathleen Hardiman McLaughlin
Marie Fournier McNamara
Elizabeth Moloney
Nancy Sansone Moran
Sheila Ryan Morrison
Maureen Murphy
Anne Doyle Navin
Frances Glynn Resca
Eileen Fitzgerald Riordan
Mary Foley Roche
Mary Scott
Christine Spaine
Ellen Donoghue Stern
Kathleen Desmond Trahanovsky
Mary Walsh Williams

Contributors
Ann Cusick Black
Madeline Rosati Brown
Cleida Cushing Buckley
Margaret Morris Callanan
Barbara Costello Caparso

Class of 1961

Total Class Gifts: $11,797
Class Participation: 40%

Notre Dame
Katherine Eastman Reilly

Associates
Mary Parent

Leadership Club
Victoria Alexander Anagnos

Blue & Gold Club
Rosemarie Malik Brutnell
Jane Manson Coskren

Emmanuel Club
Patricia McKillop Ash
Elin Evans MacStravic
Theodora Malhowski
Anne McIveagh
Marguerite Ducharme McGee
Joan Glidden McGrath
Mary Mullin Miller
Patricia Vozezza Morrison
Barbara Ranaghan Murphy
Louise Joyal O'Brien
Mary Pruny O'Leary
Barbara Bonier O'Neil
Mary Ann Devita Palmieri
Martha Donahue Patton
Ellen Murray Rhuda
Joyce McCabe Riedel
Maureen Spillane
Paula Cundari Swirbalus
Barbara Talbot Taylor

Class of 1962

Total Class Gifts: $32,255
Class Participation: 53%

Founders
Mary Liva Campanelli

Notre Dame
Priscilla Howe Flynn

Associates
Judith Heherman Giancoli
Mary Kay Collins Crosson
Sally DeCastro Dias
Ann Kelly
Clare Mahan
Barbara McNeil
Alicia Mendalka Newman
Rosemary Barton Tobin
Eleanor Vander Haegen
**Leadership Club**

Dorothy Harris Bagley  
Eileen Barry Banta  
Ann DiBlasio Farie  
Ann Mullane Skelly  
Janice Bordieri Sullivan  
Loretta Kontriin Walker

**Blue & Gold Club**

Sue Dewey Anderson  
Ann Harrington Brockette  
Maureen Baxter Broderick  
Anne Marie McMullen Carpenter  
Mary Virginia Goodhue Chaplick  
Phyllis Beckett Cullinan  
St. Anne Mary Donovan, SND  
Mary Boyle Fox  
Anne Forde Hansen  
Ann Marie Jones  
Jane Farley Kleha  
Brenda Barry McCabe  
Susan Hart O'Leary  
Ann Power Parsons  
Naomi Rousseau Sullivan  
Mary Ann Moran Wall

**Emmanuel Club**

Sally Mannon Anderson  
Ann Galvin Augunas  
Joye Connell Bachman  
Barbara Moura Bamford  
Nona Redding Bilonis  
Mary Boyle  
Chris Suchecki Brennan  
Judith Mazza Brown  
Panicia Gorman Browne  
Sheila Whalen Campbell  
Janet Hamilton Carr  
Joan Coleman  
Joyce Collins  
Judith Collins  
Joyce Cummings  
Helen Delaney  
Judith Ursi Dewar  
Joye Kennedy Dunne  
Kathleen I'O'donnell Dykstra  
Roberta Higgins Erickson  
Carolyn Addesa Faria  
Mary Butler Fitzgerald  
Ann Flynn  
Patricia Curran Goenzema  
Judith Jodrey Higley  
Mary Irons  
Anne DeAngelis Jones  
Judith Beaulieu Kelly  
Suzanne White Kelly  
Elizabeth Dolan Landers  
Patricia MacCarthy  
Louise Murphy Maguire  
Mary Ann Spinaile Manzola  
Maureen Martin  
Joan McGowan  
Mary Cox McSoley  
Barbara Millaeta  
Janet Unis Moriarty  
Mary Ann Cerella Norton  
Maureen O'Leary Oates  
Marianne McGuire O'Malley  
Mary Sheehan Paull  
Ellen Kelleher Peterson  
Pescilla Mullen Riley  
Virginia Stebbins Seward  
Norma Razvad Snipas

Jean Staropoli  
Nancy Dearden Sullivan  
Mary Ellen Waggett Taylor  
Rosemary Tipping Timoney  
Marie Gillespie Wartolec  
Pauline Zywaski

**Contributors**

Anonymous (2)  
Fay Robideau Basmajian  
Louise Shea Briggett  
Nancy Conboy  
Margaret O'Keefe Cupal  
Sandra Deleca  
St. Sheila Finnigan, SND  
Marie D'Alessandro Fischer  
Eileen Shea Flowers  
Barbara Cashin Geoffrion  
Lorraine Calise Going  
Jean De Yosco Hobin  
Mary Jane Bush Hurley  
Sr. Charlotte Kane, SND  
Anne Cutler Knight  
S. Frances Kelley Levin  
Emily Phelan Listro  
Ann Masseno Loranger  
Mary Monahan Loveland  
St. Maureen Marr, SND  
Susan Magaire McClory  
Mary Bonier Parry  
Diane Pitchelli  
Susan Calbot Putnam  
Jacqueline Hingston Roberson  
Mary Louise Stebbins  
Elizabeth Doherty Storms

**Class of 1963**

*Total Class Gifts: $30,158  
Class Participation: 35%*

**President's Circle**

Nancy Mahoney Cohen

**Founders**

Maybeth Fandel Sonn

**Associates**

Ann Snygentad Dickson  
Mary Ellen Leith Yuhas Hagner  
Judith Barrett Kelley  
Nancy Laffeur Lapierre  
Elizabeth Stout Seaver  
Elizabeth Van Tassell Toomey

**Leadership Club**

Joan Gross Benzie  
Joan Kectic Donovan  
Judith Kelley  
Barbara Shea Martz  
Ann Marie Reen  
Mary G. Ryan  
Ann Bailey Brennan Thomas  
Esther Walters

**Blue & Gold Club**

Jane Kelley  
Marguerite Lessard Lang  
Mary Pacione  
Patricia Ryan

**Emmanuel Club**

Jeanine Riette Beaton  
Susan Lane Bishop  
Virginia Coghlan  
Ellen Bowes Contreras  
Eileen Cunniffe

Jean Hines Dalton  
Nancy Sullivan Donnelly  
Ellen King Evans  
Michal Vishinsky Farrar  
Ellen C. Flarley  
Ann Grinshaw  
Helen Hynes Grotz  
Ann Mulligan Hagl  
Ellen Gibbons Hughes  
Elizabeth Murphy Hunt  
Mary Lynch Jurecka  
Margaret Burke Lee  
Marie McLaney Liniz  
Cecelia Gallivan Loughman  
Eileen McBearty  
Sheila McCarthy  
Cecilia McDonnell  
Theresa Controy Mortimer  
Elizabeth Perrin  
Rosemary Dunn Piper  
Martha McGovern Reagan  
Claire Gastonguay Taber  
Mary Breen Uek  
Monica McCarthy Ali Warren  
Carol Glowacki Wassewski  
Mary Sullivan Whidden  
Louise A. Wyant

**Contributors**

A. Gail McCauley Alcarea  
Joyce Hallisey Baker  
Claudette Houle Bosigly  
Judith Dussault Butterfield  
Barbara Byrne Byron  
Mary Louise Powers Casavant  
Mary Annshy Colyer  
Dorothy Kihildis Conley  
Marlyn Walsh Corsini  
Helen Cote  
Mary Duffy Deigan  
Ann E. Dineen  
Marie Hyland Doyle  
Ellen Koehler Flaherty  
Mary Fleming  
Anne Chisholm Fox  
Donna Giberti Furio  
Helen McCoy Gavino  
Mary Breen Genger-Gry  
Annette Morante Gill  
Joan K. Griffin  
Claire Melkum Haggerty  
Elaine Davis Hartnett  
Patricia Lantini Holloway  
Anne P. Hughes  
St. Julie Theresa Kane, SND  
Marie Kelley  
Mary Kenney  
Janice Dooley Kerough  
T. Carole Williams Lachance  
Ellen Woods Laughton  
Mary McGauran Lemhan  
Margaret Gilmore Levy  
Mary Loughlin  
Ruth Hanson Lutts  
Mary Ann Niccola Marotti  
Veronica Callahan Marsh  
Patricia Bergin Matthews  
Susan McCloskey  
Rosemary Kelly McGraw  
Mary Ellen McLaughlin  
Margaret Allen Moughan  
Mary Mullally  
Mary McMannon Mulvaney  
Mary Murphy  
Joan Burke Nelson  
Joan Papa Nicosia  
Dorothea Conway O'Connell  
Karen M. O'Connell  
Gail Patterson  
Mary Margaret Quinn-Devine  
June Galvin Robinson  
Maureen Owens Roche  
Mary Camden Rudolph  
St. Anne Sr. George, SND  
Patricia Sullivan Straffin  
Carol Thomas  
Jean Maier Umscheid  
Maureen E. Walsh  
Ann Mullin White

**Class of 1964**

*Total Class Gifts: $10,392  
Class Participation: 31%*

**Founders**

Elin Sullivan Harris

**Leadership Club**

Maureen Reardon Gervais  
Gretchin Hanlon Wescott

**Blue & Gold Club**

Denise Beauchamp Archambault  
Anne Belson  
Anita Saia Bemis  
Elizabeth Cox Gravelle  
Mary Ann O'Rourke Kiley  
Barbara Quill Leary  
Judy Chadwick LeBlanc  
Barbara Lissandri  
Kathleen Palano Ray

**Emmanuel Club**

Joanna Guidara Adams  
Maureen McKenna Barton  
Judith Getch Brodman  
Donna Perrow Brown  
Catherine Farrell Cioherry  
Margaret Flynn Dolan  
Carol Kirly Dunn  
Mary Caputo Frentino  
Barbara Lebedzinski Fraterrigo  
Barbara Gorman  
Mairiam Noble Guilelward  
Jean Fraoa Harbage  
Mary Elizabeth Burke Harmon  
Angela Rauso Jackman  
Mary Mason Kolesar  
Pauline Beaulieu Lambert  
Rosemarie A. Loth  
Ann White Mahoney

+ = deceased

**Emmanuel College Giving Societies**

**President's Associates**

President's Circle $10,000+  
Founders $5,000-$9,999  
Notre Dame $2,500-$4,999  
Associates $1,000-$2,499

**Leadership Recognition Societies**

Leadership $500-$999  
Blue and Gold $250-$499  
Emmanuel $100-$249  
Contributors $1-$99
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>CEEB Code (if applicable)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>School name</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dates attended</td>
<td>Year of graduation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School name</td>
<td>CEEB Code (if applicable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dates attended</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full name</td>
<td>Guidance Office telephone number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guidance counselor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
16. **Parental Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Father</th>
<th>Mother</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Street address</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City, State, ZIP or Postal Code, Country</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College attended (if any)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree(s) and year of graduation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name of employer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job title</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

17. With whom do you live?  
- father  
- mother  
- both  
- other (specify)  

18. Names and ages of sister(s) and brother(s). Please list college(s) attended, where applicable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Year of graduation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

19. List any friends or relatives who have attended or are currently attending Emmanuel College.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Year of graduation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

20. Please list your primary extracurricular, community service, athletic, and special interest activities in the order of their importance to you; please do not use abbreviations. Please circle the activities you hope to pursue at Emmanuel College. Feel free to attach a separate piece of paper if additional space is needed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Years of involvement</th>
<th>Positions held</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
21. Work experience: Please list any current and previous employers, if applicable, including any positions you may have held during the summer.

Name of employer(s)  

Dates of employment (from/to)  

It is important that we get to know you as well as possible through this application. The following brief section provides you with an opportunity to express yourself in writing to the Admissions Committee.

22. Please describe any honors or special recognition you have received for academic or extracurricular activities.

It is important that we get to know you as well as possible through this application. The following brief section provides you with an opportunity to express yourself in writing to the Admissions Committee.

22. Please describe any honors or special recognition you have received for academic or extracurricular activities.

23. To what other college(s) are you applying?

24. How did you first learn about Emmanuel College?

☐ letter  ☐ college fair  
☐ brochure  ☐ guidance counselor/teacher (please specify)  
☐ viewbook  ☐ family member (please specify)  
☐ website  ☐ Emmanuel graduate (please specify)  
☐ advertisement  ☐ other (please specify)
The following section is optional; the information is used for statistical purposes only.

25. How would you describe your ethnic heritage?

- [ ] American Indian or Alaskan Native
- [ ] Asian or Pacific Islander (including Indian subcontinent)
- [ ] White, Anglo, Caucasian American (non Hispanic)
- [ ] African American
- [ ] Hispanic (including Puerto Rican)
- [ ] Other (please specify) ____________________________

28. What is your primary language?

- [ ] African American
- [ ] Hispanic (including Puerto Rican)
- [ ] Other (please specify) ____________________________

29. What is your religion? ____________________________

Please sign the following:

In consideration of the undertaking by the Office of Admissions to process this form, the undersigned agrees that the information furnished on this application for admission form, together with all information and materials of any kind received by the Office of Admissions from any source or prepared by anyone at its request, shall be completely confidential and shall not be disclosed to anyone including the candidate and (his/her) family, except for situations specified in the Family Rights and Privacy act of 1975. The undersigned also agrees that the information contained in the application for admission form is true and correct.

Signature ________________________ Date _____________

International First-Year Students

To complete your application file, please make sure you have sent:

- official secondary school transcript, accompanied by an official English translation, validated by a certified public translator
- proof of proficiency in English. A minimum score of 500 on the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL), or 173 on the computer based TOEFL must be sent directly from the Educational Testing Service. Test scores can be requested by calling 609-771-7600; Emmanuel College's reporting code is 9606. Emmanuel College may also accept successful completion of any of the following as proof of English proficiency: English Language Center program, ELS level 109, CELOP Level E, American Language Academy Level S, L.I.F.E. level 12
- If English is your native language, arrange to have Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) results sent to the Office of Admissions. The SAT is also recommended for other international students to strengthen their application
- two letters of academic recommendation—one from a secondary school guidance counselor or its equivalent and the other from a secondary school teacher
- completed Certification of Finances form with supporting bank documentation. (The College is required by the United States Immigration authorities to verify the financial resources prior to issuing the Certificate of Eligibility [I-20] form)
- you are encouraged to schedule an interview with an admissions counselor

International Transfer Students

International transfer applicants should follow the same procedure as noted in the instructions for international first year students. One of the two recommendations must be from a recent college advisor or professor. In addition, you are required to submit the following:

- official college transcripts from each college attended, including grades from the most recent semester, accompanied by an official English translation, validated by a certified public translator
- course description catalogs from each college attended, accompanied by an official English translation, validated by a certified public translator.
# U.S. First-Year students

To complete your application file, please make sure you have sent:

- official high school transcript including first quarter senior year grades
- two letters of academic recommendation—one from a secondary school guidance counselor and the other from a secondary school teacher.
- SAT or ACT results
- Please list any college or university courses you will have completed before entering Emmanuel College.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>College/university</th>
<th>Dates</th>
<th>GPA</th>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Department</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Official college transcripts and course descriptions for each course

# U.S. Transfer Students

What colleges or universities have you attended?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>College/university</th>
<th>Dates attended</th>
<th>GPA</th>
<th>Degree received</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please list the courses in which you are currently enrolled.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Department</th>
<th>Credits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What is your present major?

On a separate piece of paper, please comment on your reasons for transferring and the objectives you hope to achieve at Emmanuel College.

To complete your application file, please make sure you have sent:

- official high school transcript or GED scores, including SAT or ACT results, if taken
- official college transcripts from each college attended, including grades from the most recent semester
- two letters of academic recommendation, one from a college advisor or professor from your most recent college
- course descriptions for each course.
ADMISSIONS & FINANCIAL AID

Admissions

Tuition and Room and Board Rates for 2002-2003

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tuition</td>
<td>$17,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room and Board</td>
<td>$8,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$25,800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Admissions decisions are based on several factors, including:

- Previous academic record
- Recommendations
- SAT or ACT results
- Extracurricular and community activities
- Essay or graded writing sample

The College has a rolling admissions policy that, after December 1, gives you an admissions decision within two weeks of receipt of your completed application.

We observe the College Board's Candidates Reply Date of May 1 and subscribe to the early decision plan. To be considered for early decision, you should complete all admissions requirements before November 1 of your senior year.

You are encouraged to schedule a campus visit and personal interview to best determine if Emmanuel is the right place for you. Contact the Office of Admissions at 617-735-9715, where you will find our admissions staff on hand to arrange your campus visit and answer any questions you may have.

Financial Aid

Most financial aid is based on financial need. Some funds are awarded to students based on merit rather than financial need, as determined by the College. For more information about our comprehensive scholarship program and to get the necessary FAFSA and Emmanuel College forms, contact our Office of Student Financial Services at 617-735-9725. (Please note that the priority-filing deadline for financial aid is April 1.)

Emmanuel College admits men and women of any race, religion, national or ethnic origin, handicap, or sexual orientation to all rights, privileges, programs and activities generally accorded or made available to students at the College. The College maintains a policy of nondiscrimination toward all persons eligible for scholarship and loan programs and other College administered programs.

Emmanuel offers rolling admissions

Areas of Study

American Studies: Diversity and Change
Competitive Exams
Art
- Studio Art
- Art Therapy
- Graphic Design & Technology
- Art History
Biology
Biochemistry
Chemistry
Communications
Economics
Education
- Elementary
- Secondary
English
Global Studies for an Interconnected World
History
Information Technology
International Business
Management
Marketing: Communications
Mathematics
Performance Arts
Philosophy
Political Science
Psychology
- Counseling and Health Psychology
- Developmental Psychology
- General/Experimental Psychology
Religious Studies
Spanish
Sociology
Women's Studies

Office of Admissions
400 The Fenway
Boston, Massachusetts
02115
617-735-9715
617-735-9801 (fax)
enroll@emmanuel.edu
www.emmanuel.edu
Anne Lackworth Salipante
Maureen O'Hara Shupe
Donna Murphy Stevater
Marianne Salach Trainer
Ellen Lawler Ugi
Sandra Razicky Wellens
Cynthia Place Wilson

Class of 1967 Reunion
Total Class Gifts: $41,109
Class Participation: 34%

President's Circle
Maureen E. Cullinan
Notre Dame
Margaret McKenna
Associates
Helen Hennessey Edt
Teresa Moynihan Hart
Anne Lawlor Hedstrom
Elizabeth Hayes Patterson
M. Lois Happeny Ridge

Leadership Club
Joanne Duffy Conway
Cecilia DiBella
Annette Arena
Agnes Novocross Ball
Mary Sullivan Beyer
Rosemary Murphy Chacho
Janet Caggiati Cermier
Eileen Connor Courtney
Kathryn Quarrello Cullinan
Janice Darnico
Chelene Gough Dondis
Mary Fleming
Rita Banks Fleming
Ellen De Gennaro Freeman
Louise Lee Freese
Anne Marie Duggan Gear
Diane Viera Gigley
Margaret Anne Halle
Sarah Walker Harris
Mary Quinn Kenney
Susan Lewis
Barbara Loftus
Maryann O'Brien Lord
Edna Syne Mancias
Estelle Donohue McCarthy
Rosemary McGroo
Joyce McDonnell McDonough
Phyllis Riley McDoung
Jane Leahey McKay
Katherine Green Morocco
Mary O'Leary Moynihan
Maureen Murphy
Melinda O'Donnell Ongay
Christina Lovett Porter
Patricia Rogers Ramsey
Barbara Scord Renzi
Constance Lamontagne Ries
Barbara Poykay Rommelfanger
Susan Blevinse Rowe
St. Helen D. Seager, SND
June Kelleher Tomaolo
Mary Ann Walsh Hren
Kathleen Quill Walsh

Leadership Club
Susan Lyons Evans
Patricia Tinley Steen

Blue & Gold Club
Kathleen Bocash Knight
Karen Pybus Maloney
Ellen Pierce Mirabile
Dulce Maria Oullette
Monia McQuade Ridge
Teresa Gwiazdzowski Strong
Leslie Sullivan Turner
Lorraine Vekens

Emmanuel Club
Ellen Brennan Anderson
Margaret McCormack Anthony
Charlene Phillip Creedon
Rosemary Cooney Dean
Ellen Simpson DeMarinis
Mary Roy Ficociello
Cynthia Harre Gately
Cecilia Caputo Gauthier
Diane Flussi Girringer
Mary Griffin
Margaret Foley Harris
Elaine Carroll Hines
Janet L'Alleve Holten
Karen Graham Holley
Ann Fitzgerald Jepson
Kathleen Guski Keith
Shailene Sullivan Kopeck
Margaret Lanahan Kowalski
Diane Rizzi L'Ecyer
Suellen Pancallo MacLaughin
Marguerite Fasy Maloney
Judith Sheehy McNamara
Alice Mello McNaught
Mary Krasiewski Meyer
Ellen O'Brien Perfetti
Catherine Hammond Postonaro
Judith A. Rizzo
Janis Stoklosa
Eleanor Strang

Contributors
Anonymous (1)
Maureen Healey Burke
Elsability Lebrun Burnell
Anne Cronin Burns
Jane A. Carreiro
Elizabeth Sullivan Cinini
Elizabeth Tuite Clark
Mary Hingston Conkin
Jane Cucoran Costo
Janice Doyle Cronin
Loreen Edry Crosby
Corinne Bowen Devlin
Kathleen Condon Dunn
Mary Duffy Fairley
Diane Bernier Fasching
St. Eileen M. Finnigan, SND
Ellen Fitzgerald
Donna Deirdrick Gagliardi
Alesa Gordon Garcia
Margaret Grims Goltiersbach
Elon Gunning Grady
Alice McDermott Gunn
Theresa Chute Hansen
Mary Alice Hayes Hantout
Kathleen Figuegan Holcombe
Janet Michaels Loach
Patricia Sheehan McDonald
Janet Raupe McDonough
Patricia McPartlin
Elaine Muldowney
Ann Harkins Neville
Marie Pasqualet
Edna Petruzziello
Rose Giardini Rausch
Jane Chiuri Scozzi
Maureen Murray Sheehan
Kathleen Lemoine Steuernagel
Ann Sullivan
Eileen Sullivan
Marie Swenney
Pamela F. Tomaselli Waring
M. Christine Mixon Ward
Jo Ann Charchut Wells
Ann Whalley
Eileen Grant White
Dianne Bouley Wood

Class of 1969
Total Class Gifts: $12,386
Class Participation: 29%

Associates
Louise M. Cynxus
Mary Minton McMullen

Leadership Club
Wendy Scott Hopkins
Diega Campagna Therrien

Blue & Gold Club
Mary Banach
Marilyn Kane Gilboy
Margaret Ellis McCarthy
Arlene Black Mollo
Saranne Murray
Ann Marie Pellegrino Seeley
Donna Dalton White

Emmanuel Club
Kamila Barzykowski
Louise Neron Carran
Joanne Zorzos D'Alessandro
Anne Morello Davis
Barbara Deck
Lucinda DePatto
Cecilia Hall Dolly
Paula Duggan
Mary Kinney Fox
Anne Merenda Gardina
Kathleen Deary Glynn
Elaine Godin Hanon
Marie Shea Harris
Janet Morgan Hester
Maureen Stone Jarosz

+ = deceased

Emmanuel College
Giving Societies

President's Associates
President's Circle $10,000+
Founders $5,000-$9,999
Notre Dame $2,500-$4,999
Associates $1,000-$2,499

Leadership Recognition Societies
Leadership $500-$999
Blue and Gold $250-$499
Emmanuel $100-$249
Contributors $1-$99
Jane Welch Leard Carol Giarrusso Evans
Jane Mosher Janice
Jane Campbell Coviello Deborah Jones Harrington
Jane McKenna Meyer Jane A. Southworth Loretta Karr Anderson Catherine M. Sheila
Susan Russell Neary
Susan
Eleanor Kathleen
Kathleen Gilligan Burke Antoinette Theriault Geraldine Geary Mary Martin Fredericks
Marylogs Randall
Margaret O'Leary Silva Carol Ether Skill Mary Splaine M. Elizabeth White Lynne L. Williams-Powers
Contributors
Class of 1970
Total Class Gifts: $19,022 Class Participation: 31%
Notre Dame Marilyn Miller
Associates
Mary Delaney Hennessey Nancy Klemiewski Leadership Club
Denise Rondeau Klotzbucher Frances Ng Antoinette Theriault Diane Bonneau Tillson
Blue & Gold Club
Mary Phaneuf Anton Beverly Jones Benedetto Phyllis Conlon Margretta Backey Curry Judith Power Despres The Hon. Eileen Fennesty Carol Forest Esther Leonelli Linda Quelle O'Neill Mary Bartholomay Ritchey Martha Mooney Waleit
Emmanuel Club
Contributors
Class of 1971
Total Class Gifts: $28,132 Class Participation: 27%
Founders
Kathryn Cumnisskey Fothergill Theresa Gillis
Notre Dame Eleanor Matthews
Associates
Catherine M. Carr Nancy DiNardo Ellen Ross Ingerman Eleanor Mulvaney Seams
Blue & Gold Club
Alana O'Brien Askay Anne Shea Bliven Rosemary Morris Campbell Marie Mancuso Cromwell Martha Ring Dailey Toula Jaravinos Halperin Eileen Hardy Suzanne Huber Mary McCauley Manzi Dorothy McDonald Leslie Muraukcas Jacqueline Nolan-Haley Margaret Mulligan O'Brien Maureen Rogers
Emmanuel Club
Margaret Malloy Armstrong Mary Beth Lyons Bell Soleta Boni Mary Martin Fredericks Ann M. Furgiuele Christine Lukach Garcia Christina Genest Maryanne Gryboski Nancy Bouchard Hall Mary Kathryn Harrity Catherine Giannamalo Hawthorne Lee Waterman Kavanagh Nancy Zollinger Kelly Marilyn Rouliver Kirby Deborah Lynch Karen MacIsaac Rosemary Hanrahann Maher Kathleen Kelly Maloof Patricia Ryan Maslen Susan Murphy Patricia Wanders Mytkowicz Lori Raleigh Jacqueline Dowally Rapisardi Patricia Moscher Sadowski Catherine Sullivan Anne Klein Tupper Patricia Finn Wert Cynthia Arone Young
Contributors
Ellen Bergin Ahearn Mary Morris Anderson Marianne Anzunoi Dorothea DiNapoli Baernthalier Florent Blodeau Margaret-Mary Dailey Bramley Mary Ann Reautil Susan Brooks Margaret Kirwan Byson Marie Abbabs Callahan Judith Caporiccio
Virginia Dowling Caruso
Michele Harrigan Chaffee
Margaret Healey Chisholm
Marlyn Chochorek Coadley
Louise Coggeshall
M. Julie Coleman-Burns
Maureen Keman Corapi
Elizabeth Costello
Mary Buckley Covello
Elaine Finlay DeCola
Anne Dolan
Kathryn Ollis Donohue
Cynthia Dube
Sally Dunn
Deborah Ellsworth
Marie Linnell Ferraguto
Kathleen Babinne Flaherty
Ruth Furman
Ellen Coughlin Higgins
Liesl LaRoche Hodeskier
Carol Vosburg Horn
Deborah Maniaci Ireland
Marlyn Martineses Johnston
Janice Walsh Kelly
Marianne Kapaczynski
Margaret Fraher LeGendre
Claudia Luchenti
Jeanne Mulcahey MacEachern
Eileen Smolak Mauck
Mary Ellen Sceisi Sciortino
Kathleen Babineau Fiaherry
Marie Linnell Ferraguto

Paula Carroll
Kathleen A.
Karen
Mary Harney Osgood

Notre Dame
Founders

Susan Collins
Constance
Ginna Boyle Kelly

Leadership
Total Participation: 38%

Total Class Gifts: $30,905
Class Participation: 38%

Founders
Mary Eva Candon, Esq.

Notre Dame
Mary Lee Frisbie
Eileen Hote

Associates
Paula Carroll
Cathleen Clinton
Patricia Flynn
Katherine Campbell Hebert
Gina Boyle Kelly
Constance Arnold Ramsauer
Janet Studley
E. Patricia McKenna Tobin

Leadership Club
Kathryn Matakchinas Fox
Donna Malvey
Jane McDonough
Geneviee Coppa Meegan
Susan Moran

Noreen Walsh Walton
Sharon Wood

Blue & Gold Club
Helen Krolides Bischoff
Eleanor Sullivan Donato
Mary Hoar
Denise Murray Kofron
Eileen Martin MacKenzie
Claire Pollard
Robert Warren Scallet
Linda Denese Wolf

Emmanuel Club
Cathy Zimmermann Angellis
Jane Bartello +
Sally Walsh Beech
Kathleen Martinneau Bonsall
Jean Murphy Boundy
Irene Jaski Borogan
Lorna Condon
Patricia Roche Derba
Rita DiGiovanni
Jane Driscoll
Bonnie Quesnel Durand
M. Katherine Mark Gavin
Christine Wondolowski Gerstein
Kathleen McMahon Gilbert
Susan Cimino Graceffa
Josephine Grillo
Geraldine Anzuoni Harrison
Margaret Campbell Hill
Margaret Ann Hoban
Cynthia Ward Kavaughan
Ann Welch Kearney
Ann Marie Keegan
Jeannie Blum Kissane
Maryl绣n Lasex
Kathleen Goldrich Loich
Marylou Robinson McGuire
Elizabeth McIntyre
Dianne McKenzie
Catharine Sweeney Mikitka
Virginia Simmons Mullin
Patricia Wright Mummert
Ann Negrin
Anne Marie Martowski Nolan
Patricia Coen Norton
Joanne Bonomo Pease
Jane Brophy Porter
Monica Ross Pullano
Jean E. Ramsey, M.D.
Marianne Raci
Mary Ann Collins Ryan
Jean Callahan Singer
Laura Torres Souder
Donna Maria Ticchi
Patricia Toce
Linda Tufo
Maureen R. Vavolotis
Mary Wargo
Jayne Switzer Warmean
Jane Welch

Contributors
Anonymous (1)
Lee Alexander
Karen Kelly Al-Knani
Anne Johnston Barry
Cheryl Bailey Brooks
Nancy Rogaski Brusil
Margaret Burns
Barbara Ward Caldamone

Rozalia Bobrowski Case
Mary Barrett Chatel
Joan Cicione
Marie Areifa Dancy
Marguerite Debbie
Carmel Hoover Dickens
Kathleen Whalen Dyer
Patricia Shea Easton
Janice Bandini Fletcher
Alice Christiano Flynn
Mary Gayver Frank
Phyllis Gauthier-Scott
Carolyn Fields Grimes
Mary Lou Murphy Halloran
Nancy Barbara Hanson
Philomena Hare
Elizabeth Hart
Deborah Tirrell Hurley
Della Ware Keefe
Julia Jane Kirby
Mary Lance
Kathe Wheeler Landergan
Ann Mahoney
Anita Sellow Mamoun
Margaret Martin
Judith St. Cuyr Mason
Linda Bara Modkelgosh
Mary Kelley Murphy
Vicki Mutascio
Kathleen Scallion Northrop
Elaine Workman O'Brien
Bonnie Sinson Owen
Mary Beth Pear
Constance Phillips
Ann Lisa Purr
Patricia King Reaves
Joan Toomey Reid
Mary Ellen Remmert-Loud
Jacqueline Rolnick
Susan Shepard
Maria Tarrillo
Cristina Giampa Valdesolo
Mary Baell Volk

Class of 1973
Total Class Gifts: $14,951
Class Participation: 28%

Founders
Monica DesMarais Murphy

Associates
Jeanne Hughes Joy
Mary Ellen Gunning Whiteman

Leadership Club
Barbara Burati

Blue & Gold Club
Mary Connolly Barry
Carol Fay Brown
Catherine Ciancy
Evelyn Benson Fortier
Cathleen Beazel Hall
Catherine Voyta Hartfield
Barbara Mullkenock Walsh

Emmanuel Club
Anonymous (1)
Jane Stoddit Attanacci
Mary Wallace Baltren
Cindy Nicholson Bravo
Mary L. Bresnan
Noreen D. Burdett
Mary Jane Connelly

Margaret Connors
Suzanne Colby Corey
Margaret McDermott deJesus
Jeanette Delong
Susan Beaver Demone
Donna M. Driscoll-Tarnoff
Cynthia Gaffney
Karen Cuddyer Gezins
Mary Stigliani Gunn
Jane Doctor Haugen
Annie Leary
Janet Leaver
Catherine Gorman LeFran
Jane McCluskey-Ritz
Mary Jane Kilmartin Newber
Kathleen White O'Neil
Christine Polaczak
Maureen Smith, M.D.
Kathleen Soles

Contributors
Anonymous (1)
Janice Adie
Mary McCusker Bates
Deborah Elliott Bloomerg
M. Carol Brennan
Mary Weifenbach Buckley
Violet Burch
Mary Savage Callahan
Rosemarie Cioiho
Rita Coimiss
Patricia Toolin Cunningham
Anne DeMatteis
Linda Alo Dobblon
Jane Dunne-Brady
Mary Fedkiw Evriavides
Jane Blakeborough Gagnier
Donna Goldthwaite
Alice Mernin Gravel
Dolores Martin Green
Deborah Delay Gustafson
Karen Kattar Hallbauer
Jane Hammond
Mayre McGrath Hammond
Elizabeth Asci Hayes
Mary Ann French Howarth
Christine Sumpter Hyland
Martha Glavin Kempe
Ellen Desorges Lahiea
Joanne Dondero Lambert
Bick Mee Lee
Maureen Lee
Ann Mullahy Leonard
Claudia Leone
Victoria Cheponis Lessard
Lorraine Meuse Lewis
Gina Gentili Madore

+ = deceased

Emmanuel College
Giving Societies

President's Associates
President's Circle $10,000+
Founders $5,000-$9,999
Notre Dame $2,500-$4,999
Associates $1,000-$2,499

Leadership Recognition Societies
Leadership $500-$999
Blue and Gold $250-$499
Emmanuel $100-$249
Contributors $1-$99
Class of 1977 Reunion
Total Class Gifts: $14,564
Class Participation: 17%

President's Circle
Mary Jo Skayhan Rogers

Notre Dame
Gertr Schneider

Leadership Club
Mary Ellen Grandfield

Blue & Gold Club
Sharon DiGiove Arbit
Ellen Kuppers Feherty

Emmanuel Club
Roddy Aciilo
Mary Cougrove Allard
Theresa Amense
Ann Cousins
Valerie Chamberland Donovan
Sandria Fiumeferro
Marianne Hurley Gallagher
Elizabeth Sheils Howard
Susan Campbell LaChance
Marie Rahilly McGuiness
Maura Corbett Prouty
Dorothea McCulloch Riley
Janel E. Semple-Hess
Elizabeth Mulligan Stafford
Valerie Sullivan

Contributors
Sandra Chelton
Anastacia George Como
Elizabeth W. Conner-Hayes
Tamara Kallaur deBernardis
Barbara Domendly
Louise Ellis
Mary Ellen St. Angelo Fitzpatrick
Joan Clougherty Gozzo
Barbara Handel
Joan Kriener
June Leeming
Susan Pion Martin
Anne-Marie McCarthy
Carolyn M. McCloskey-Albers
Barbara Ray McDade
Patricia A. O'Leary
Mary Resmini Pare
Elizabeth Ricney
Judith Shea
Patricia Quinn Yerman

Class of 1978
Total Class Gifts: $4,270
Class Participation: 18%

Associates
Claire Gillis

Blue & Gold Club
Mary H. Herlihy-Gearan
Carolyn Norman Manfield
Theresa Mulligan Mansfield
Patrick McBride
Darren Sadaski

Emmanuel Club
Ellen Woldkovich Allen
Catherine McDowelll Brennan
Alicia DeSefano
Lee Flanagan Meier
Margaret Pohrer

Helen Reynolds Powers
Mary Roy

Contributors
Margaret Platts A'Hearn
Doris Babcock Baier
Christine Hofmann Beote
Donna Smith Brennan
Eileen Brown
Martha-Jane Ekstrand
Fradya Brody Faigel
Kathleen Gannon Farley
Ruth Lynch Farrugia
Anne Manning Finn
Carol Gilhonen
Carol Madden Gill
Susan Michalczyn Hausman
Patrice Hanlon Hobbs
Frances Johnson
Sheila F. Joyce-Bird
Anne Kleeman
Linda Lineback
Meredith A. Mason-Crowley
Lynn McCartin
Sandra Barton O'Neil
Marcia E. O'Neil-Bowen
Ardell Schmidt Patterson
Ellen Woods Ryan
Mary Kalonas Slack
Maryellen LeGrowe Cole Stone
Georgina Valante
Mary Lou Callahan Von Ew
Barbara Morrison Watts

Class of 1979
Total Class Gifts: $2,992
Class Participation: 19%

Leadership Club
Susanne Remy Taylor

Blue & Gold Club
Mary N. Doyle
Kathleen MacVarish Ottina

Emmanuel Club
Kerry Gilmore Burke
Carol Crimentden
Susan Matthews Epstein
Mary Evans
Ann Toomey Farrell
Judith Dalton Horn
Silvana DiCemro Myette
Diana Kelleheer O'Brien
Mary Parella

Contributors
Anonymous (1)
Sandra Leonardi Arangio
Patricia Stigliani Reason
Margaret M. Benz
Lauren Bowerman
Phyllis Keho Bryer
Marie Cannon
Elaine O'Shea Collard
Jane O'Neil Cook
Sally Cloherry Dolan
Christine Paccheco Duquette
Kathryn Gauthier
Nancy Gibbons
Jean Simon Goldstein
Honora Hall Griebel
Barbara Hover Jackson
Patricia Griffin Johnson

Maureen Chipman Kalivas
Sebastiana Kosciukiewicz
Bernadette Quigley Lavio
Jeanne Mahan
Maureen McHallam McGonagle
James McSweeney
Mary Ellen Wickstrom Michalak
Anita Arayas O'Brien
Barbara Connors O'Connell
Marcia Olson
Maryann Loselle O'Regan
Joan Pratt
Phyllis Ruez
Mildred Hibbard Sartucci
Deborah Mourikis Tasoulas

Class of 1980
Total Class Gifts: $3,245
Class Participation: 22%

Emmanuel Club
Norma Allen
Roseann Pasquale Aust
Ann Marie Blue
Patricia M. Carroll
Anna Forlani Frattaroli
Kathleen Hacker
Veronica Ecker Hatfield
Judith Molnar LoGerfo
Kerry McGill
Judith Babin Nicholson
Jane Owens Triano

Contributors
Hinda Abrams
Martha Cady Aries
Judith Carucci Bees
Regina Bowler
Grace Burke
Julie Murray Campbell
Marion Cerrone
Jeanne Charell-Fusco
Regina Chavez-Berlin
Janis Crafts
Tereke Sullivan Duly
Elizabeth Sullivan Evans
E. Pamela Faulkner
Mary Gesk
Cheryl Gilman-Newton
Genovefa Palmieri Grieci
Karleen Goerin
Barbara Wart Hokanson
Dolores Hopper
Elizabeth Crozjer Jordan
Elizabeth Davis Kraft
Lorraine Kuplast
Theresa Lahoe
Beth Webber Lewis
Julie Shaw Marini
Martha McCluskey
Mary Dehler McCusken
Marolyn Moriarty
Mary Palmer
Nan Butterfield Resenski
Lori Ryan
Carole Johnson Schepis
Debra Shontz-Stackpole
Catherine Goman Stuart
Barbara Wolf

Class of 1981
Total Class Gifts: $2,669
Class Participation: 17%

Blue & Gold Club
Rita Fabrizio-Ledoloe
Estelle Hannon McPherson

Emmanuel Club
Genevieve Conlin
Dawn Benchick Dziokonski
Patricia Fox
C. Barbara Guilfoyle
Gertrude Harrington
Sheelah Shaw Horton
Barbara Howard
Susan Phalen Leihger
Jo Anne Shire-Vitale
Kathleen Turner

Contributors
Anonymous (2)
Beverly Almanese
Marion Arques
Eileen Murphy Beckhoff
Virginia Brady-Mann
Judith Moorey Brooks
Diane Bertolami Burke
Ellen Canty-Ferrante
Diane Capen
Denise Carrie
Elaine Cobucci
Laura Cornell
Eleanor DePasquale
Paula Di Camillo
Theresa Garnham Gauthier
Kathleen Allen Hatch
Nancy Keaveney
Edith Stafffer Kenneally
Michelle Kiehl Lavigne
Judith Elkloy
Marilyn O'Kane
June Ferrera Roy
Patricia Powers Schneider
Pauline Sheedy
Mary McElaney Suedenfuss
Donna M. Watson-Dillon
Maryann Wattendorf

Class of 1982 Reunion
Total Class Gifts: $5,588
Class Participation: 16%

Associates
Ann Canning

Leadership Club
Sheryl Casinelli Amaral
Mary Donlan

Emmanuel College Giving Societies

President's Associates
President's Circle $10,000+
Founders $5,000-$9,999
Notre Dame $2,500-$4,999
Associates $1,000-$2,499

Leadership Recognition Societies
Leadership $500-$999
Blue & Gold $250-$499
Emmanuel $100-$249
Contributors $1-$99

+ = deceased
Class of 1989
Total Class Gifts: $1,485
Class Participation: 12%

Blue & Gold Club
Sandra Ray

Emmanuel Club
Anne Brutnell
Terry Charlton
Helen Clarke
Linda Dingfelder Niernert
Susan E. Perry
Sharon Sullivan-Paccini

Contributors
Anonymous (1)
Michele Cannizzaro
Mary Starkey Deveau
Michelle Duschang
Catherine Coulter East
Susan Garland
Kristen Branca George
Amanda Gonyea
Carol Gordon
Rosemary Immig
Paula McCullum
Jennifer Puccetti
Lisa Surprenant Sequeira
Anne Stone
Andrea von Kuegelgen Tooker
Ava Walsh

Class of 1990
Total Class Gifts: $894
Class Participation: 1%

Blue & Gold Club
Cara L. Mills

Emmanuel Club
Judith Donovan
Mary Natale
Dayna Woolley

Contributors
Karen McCaich Carr
Pauline Coutis
Nancy Horsepain Doherty
Rose Donovan
Stephanie Francis Gill
Loreta Harrigan
Joan Hill
Lori Johnson Maynard
Alice Cormier McGrail
Julie Nolet
Katherine Regan
Sandra Torrisi
Marjorie Weiner
Carolyn Worthman

Class of 1991
Total Class Gifts: $1,245
Class Participation: 8%

Leadership Club
Brenda Tehranian

Emmanuel Club
Anonymous (1)
Kathleen A. Cogliano

Contributors
Elisa Boente
Mary Lou Bonasia
Maureen Cahill
Julie Pesaturo Carter
M. Anne Cummings
Christine Brossinial DiGregorio
Donna Mae Kelly
Cristina Klavins-Winsor
Mary Levine
Jennifer Cuts Maier
Frances McNulty
Michelle Morgan
Lisa O'Loughlin
Lisa Habig Pearce
Jane Reidy
Michelle Gill Tycz

Class of 1992 Reunion
Total Class Gifts: $1,050
Class Participation: 9%

Leadership Club
Ellen Loew Campana

Emmanuel Club
Anne Baker

Contributors
Christine Carosella
Kerrn Carragher Cavossa
Joan Connors
Judy Haywood
Kelli Howell Hebert
Mary Ellen Leahy
Lorraine McArthur
Margaret Moran
Christina Huggins O'Donnell
Susan Bileau Pope
Elizabeth Robinson
Helen Torpey
Lucy DePena Wilson
Jennifer Wall Worley

Class of 1993
Total Class Gifts: $2,549
Class Participation: 11%

Associates
Bonnie Jean Mitchell

Leadership Club
Elizabeth Chaplin

Blue & Gold Club
Diane DiGirolamo

Emmanuel Club
William Brazil
Salvatore Caraviello
Zigrida Kruckows
Jane Maguire

Contributors
Nancy Black
Janine Buis
Diane Botera
Peggy Campion
Patricia Keating Cullen
Quonekua Banks Day
Luisa Dello Iacono
Lisa Devine
Shirley Freitas
Beth Anne Breen Holman
Erin Maloney
E. Stephen Meehan
Mary Melody
Eileen Mone
Bec Thi Nguyen
Joanne O'Brien
Carmel O'Leary
Pamela Oppelt
Rachel Panauda
Amanda Tracy Shockley
Susan Frank Sordello
Marleen Spengler
Pamela West
Noelle Carberry White

Class of 1994
Total Class Gifts: $2,544
Class Participation: 10%

Associates
Madonna Brogan

Blue & Gold Club
Ann Kelly
Suzanne Wenz

Emmanuel Club
Sheelah Dunlap
Heather Cocotas Lacey
Norma Mahoney
Janis Wheeler

Contributors
Mary Bartley
Margaret Winslow Berrio +
Sally Steele Brochu
Cynthia Chow
Janine Collymore
Lynda DeLellis
Carol Gleason Dignan
Mary Esposito
John Gallagher
Maura Connolly Kazorek
Kathleen Kelley
Susan Prentice Kossler
Ann Nichols Lomato
Susanne Borseth Mills
Micaela Morales-Scully
Marion Titrell Morgan
Kathleen Seivers Oliver
Joan Sutter
Christina Wong
Katherine Zak

Class of 1995
Total Class Gifts: $819
Class Participation: 10%

Emmanuel Class
Sonia Edghill

Contributors
Anonymous (1)
Patricia N. Adelmann

Class of 1996
Total Class Gifts: $2,039
Class Participation: 10%

Blue & Gold Club
Kathleen Driscoll

Emmanuel Club
Patricia Burns
Gail Farinacci
Deborah Harney
Kathy Jordan
Suzanne Swift
Linda Tatten

Contributors
Anonymous (1)
Alaine Bettencourt
Gina DeVivo Brassaw
Wanda Cook
Susan Coppola
John Costello
Jane Cruckshank
Thomas Giahouwski
Marilyn Daly
Elizabeth Desjardins
Melissa Reinsort Devine
Susan Doherty
Suzanne Dube
Caroline Lazinger
Melissa Lopez

Emmanuel College
Giving Societies

President's Associates
President's Circle $10,000+
Founders $5,000-$9,999
Notre Dame $2,500-$4,999
Associates $1,000-$2,499

Leadership Recognition Societies
Leadership $500-$999
Blue & Gold $250-$499
Emmanuel $100-$249
Contributors $1-$99

+= deceased
Richard MacDonald
Marie Macrorie
Cherylann Matthews
Gerald McCabe
Steven McCormack
Matthew McKinnon
Marjorie Miller
Stephanie LaRoche Musial
Anna Muti
Deirdre O'Shea
James Patterson
Douglas Smith
Oralee Winslow

Judith Jacobson
Jennifer Baker
Julia Stitson

Class of 1997 Reunion
Total Class Gifts: $2,064
Class Participation: 11%

Blue & Gold Club
Alicia Gori

Emmanuel Club
Arline Broberg
Loretta Cavagnaro
Kathleen Cormier
Mary Eustace
Carmella Hutchings
Brian Jeannette
Carol O'Connell
Patricia Sacco
Marianne Silk
Melissa Joy Tremblay

Contributors
Anonymous (3)
Carlene Bailey
Charles Bettano
Audrey Christen
Bethany Clemmey Colburn
Frances Corcoran
Laurie Bejlich DiFraia
Terrence Dynek
Mary Faunce
Janice Gallant
Linda Green
William Hanson
Judith Jacobson
Sland Jean-Pierre
Patricia Kenney
Stephen Martini
Charlene Niles
Rebecca Perkalis
Terese Peters
Tuan Phan
Mary Smith-Hammond
Elizabeth Sparrow
Julia Stinson
Noreen Sullivan
Maria Vigneau
Kathleen O'Reilly Vlaco

Contributors
Anonymous (3)
William Ashmont
Eric Blomquist
Catherine Brown
Barbara Casarano
Carole Faherty Catald
Ping Kam Chan
Karyn Budrow Down
Paul Drago
Christine Feehily
Janet Ogierd Folkins
Mary Greene
Glenda Jaroma Haggerty
Denise Lowney Hanlon
Louise Saleni Hannam
Mary Hosten-Hall
Debra Johnson
Kristine Johnson
Robin Keough
Erim Wall Klatt
Linda Paolini Kostigian
Carol Lang
Stacey Golden Leisher
Heather Martin
Marie Daniel Martin
Angela Maucri
Tracey Higgins McCabe
Richard McDonald
John Murphy, Jr.
Eileen O'Brien
Karen Carey Player
Mary Quinn
Theresa Stecher Reardon
Deirdre Driscoll Schiefen
Elaine Silverio
Donna Sinclair
Melissa Bougopoulos Thompson
Alison Ward

Class of 1999
Total Class Gifts: $1,924
Class Participation: 12%

Blue & Gold Club
Angela Hall Driscoll
Kathleen Malone

Emmanuel Club
Suzanne Cordon
Margaret Morrison Heylin
Melanie Souza
Ursula Wilcox

Contributors
Anonymous (1)
Gladys Echevarria Alvarez
Alexis Arapoff
Mary Ann Quinan Bonanno
Jennifer Hayes Carabetta
Kathleen Kerrigan Caulfield
Sophie Cesnickas
Tina Chaves
Corina Diranne
John Gillespie
Michelle Gorman
Yadira Henriquez
Karen Ruotolo Holmes
Becky Joachim
Janet Keith
Deborah Kilroy
Edith Plante LeBlanc
Patricia Robarge Lentz
Deborah Watts Martin
Nora McDonnell
Elise Delaney McHugh
Maureen McHugh
Dawn Santiago McNeill
Deborah Burt Meggsion
Donna Misiaszek
Maureen O'Neil
Kathleen Deaton O'Riick
Tracey Thibodeau Osborne
April Parsons
Nancy Barnes Pitrowski
Kenneth Rice
Catherine Petracca Sateriale
Caren Memnolo Sekenski
Patricia Tilden
Kimberly Vega
Nancy Walsh-Perpeta
Clare True Weissman
Donna O'Laughlin Wilkinson
Maureen Williams
Kimberly Paulhaus Woodbury
Karen MacKinnon Zingg

Class of 2000
Total Class Gifts: $2,205
Class Participation: 14%

Leadership Club
Julianne Corey

Emmanuel Club
Karen L. Giffen

Contributors
Anonymous (7)
Charles Arienti
Jeanne Zagami Barreta
Eileen Kelly Bonney
Cindy King Bottiglio
Denise Boyea
James Brock
Donna Purcell Bulger
Linda Dignard Cademell
Linda Chamberlain
Gail Grokaitis Chavoor
Fay Lombard Ciamarita
Noreen Cloherty
Janine Cobb
Donna D'Alessandro
Mary Pascinto DiDomencio
Darlene M. Dowdy
Charlene Johnson Drayton
Julia Ferreira
Sharon Grady
Margaret Guarino
Cheryl Guildford
Helen Wilson Holbrook
Suzanne H. Hutnick
Roseline Inzoli
Natalie Ishtisky
Linda Kennedy
Mary Kiernan
Donna Kruz Lopez
Susan McDonough
Linda McKenzie
Elisa Andrews McNeil
Laurie Miller
Wendy LeClair Morrissey
Paul Nimeskern, Jr.
Jacquelyn端午 Overberg
Cindy Pope
Crystal Redd
Linda Bartley Reddy
Kristen Lagstedt Richards
Mary Ann Saunders
Mary Weiler Schiariizzi
Anne Steers
Donna Salpnate Sullivan
Neal Sullivan
Lu Sutherland
Carol Timberlake
Thomas Wells
Russell Wilson

Class of 2001
Total Class Gifts: $765
Class Participation: 6%

Emmanuel Club
Cheryl Clarke
Karen M. Flaherty
Kathleen Beames Rusley

Contributors
Anonymous (1)
Jennifer Anthony
Marcia Brown
Phylis Brown
Nora Butler
Jennifer Clare
Anita Colomoy
Cheryl Dornan
Karen M. Eames
Miry E. Elias
Barbara Heffernan
Charlotte O'Malley Kelly
Andria Lema
Jtau Means
Lauren Milch
Karen Rooney Ross
Rebekah Ryer
Jane Soo Hoo Wing

Class of 2002
Senior Class Gift
Emmanuel Club
B. Yolanda Harmuth

Contributors
Susan M. Bourival
Carrie M. Brown
Anne DiPaolo DeSimone
Kathleen Devine
Thomas Donnelly
Ruth A. Ello
Kristie L. Gagne
Maura Giguere-Deptaula
Nicole C. Grenon
Catherine Hailesy
Heather Hisong
Lavett A. Hoffman
Paula S. Kolek
Mary Lofigren Mariano
Kathleen McBreide-Goggin
Francisco Morales
Helia Morris
Helen Treedin Pudelko
Susan Regan
Patricia Roweley
Rosemary Andreuzzi Ryan
Nueva Santons
Diane Spies
Christina L. Sullivan
Sayaka Takaki
Sylvia A. Trump
Aileen F. Waiter
Catherine Walsh
In addition to the loyal and generous support of Emmanuel's graduates, the College is fortunate and grateful to have received gifts from the following individuals during the fiscal year:

**Board of Trustees**

Most Reverend John P. Boles  
John F. Burke  
C. Michael Daley  
Sally L. Dias '62  
Ronald R. Dion  
Sister Anne Mary Donovan, SND '62  
Sister Janet Eisner, SND '63  
James L. Elkins  
Elaine E. Khawas  
Sister Mary Parren, SND '69  
Elin Sullivan Harris '64  
C. Richard Harrison  
Richard E. Lee  
John H. McKinnon  
Leslie F. McCafferty '76  
C. Allen Merritt, Jr.  
Kathleen Murphy  
Mary Beury-Muse '41  
Terence O'Leary  
Elisabeth Hayes Patterson '67  
Mark A. Quinn  
James Roosevelt, Jr.  
Louise L. Schiavone '72  
Genevieve Barretta Sweeney '49  
Sister Susan F. Thornell, SND '70

Anonymous (1)  
Elizabeth Allen '76  
Lionel Anthony  
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Antonellis  
Vincent Baccari, Sr.  
Gourz Baneree  
Susanne Barilaro  
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony S. Baudanza  
Mr. and Mrs. Donald J. Bingham  
Nancy Bosworth Biederman '74  
Deirdre Boyle  
Peter and Marie Brady  
Mr. and Mrs. Michael P. Brown  
Neil G. Buckley  
Mr. and Mrs. Christopher Burpee  
Constance Cahill  
Elizabeth M. Cahill  
John Cahill  
John K. Cahill  
Anna Calvi  
Alice Casey  
Louise Gaddis Cash '59  
Thomas R. Cass  
John Castelli

Henry Chane  
Noreen Cloherty '00  
Carolyn M. Connelly  
Robert D. Cottell  
Alexander Courtney  
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. Crowell  
Ms. and Mrs. Larry Cumder  
Kevin Cusick  
Eileen Daley  
Catherine Dawson  
Ms. and Mrs. William Delourey  
Mr. and Mrs. Pierre Allou d'Hemecourt  
Cecilia Dibella '07  
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin D. Dimlich  
Alice M. Donahue  
Maureen Delaney Donnelly '76  
Thomas Donnelly '02  
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Donovan  
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Doyle  
Helen L. Drinan  
Virginia Egan  
Elms Alumnae Association  
Mr. and Mrs. Donald W. Farmer  
Linda Feldman  
Connie and Jamie Ferreira  
Allan Finlay  
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Fisher  
K. Elise Fitzpatrick  
Ann Grady Fleming '31  
Cynthia Flynn  
Ms. and Mrs. James D. Ford  
Melvin Foster  
Marie Fox  
Patricia M. Frade  
Norah Gaffney  
Mr. and Mrs. T. Denzy Galvin  
Thomas E. Gaquin  
Virginia A. Geary  
Mr. and Mrs. Armand Giarrusso  
Ms. and Mrs. Steven Giguere  
Marie Goodwin  
Thomas Gosnell  
Mr. and Mrs. William Grace  
Gail E. Graham  
Leon E. Granahan  
Maura Hagan '75  
Florence Hallahan  
Nancy Barbara Hanson '72  
Mr. and Mrs. William R. Harrison  
Mary Louise Hatten  
Harry G. Hill, Jr.

Laurence K. Hoffman  
William Hogan, Jr.  
Kay Holland  
Paul K. Houpt  
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Ingham  
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Janas  
David Jarvis  
Elizabeth Ellyn Jerram '98  
Mr. and Mrs. Edward C. Johnson  
Nancy C. Johnson  
Leslie V. Kates  
Maura Connolly Kazorek '94  
Paul Keane  
Irene M. Keenan  
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Kemmott  
Irene Kenney  
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Klein  
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Klisofski  
Mr. and Mrs. Geral C. Kline  
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas S. Kolek  
Robert E. Konezny  
Borins L. Konrin  
Stephan Kopstiko  
Clara Kozol  
Carol Weiler Krems  
Carla Langston  
Anthony J. Levanardo  
Shirley Lincoln  
Caryn and Peter Lynch  
Thomas A. Lyons  
Donna M. Mahan  
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Mahoney  
Gail and James Mansfield  
Martin Mansfield  
Mary Beth Martin  
E. Joan McCann  
Steven McCormack '96  
Margaret M. McGarr  
Eleanor H. McGourty  
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence C. McNeil, Jr.  
John J. Messina  
Jean A. Mooney  
Mr. and Mrs. Edward C. Moriarty  
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Mulchay, Jr.  
Robert T. Muckay  
Virginia Simmons Mullin '72  
Marie Mulvillich  
Janice Murphy '57  
Brian P. Murray  
Nancy R. Norton  
Dorothy F. O'Brien

Elisabeth O'Hea'm '47  
Jean O'Hearn  
Mr. and Mrs. John P. O'Hearn  
Jean Ohnehausen  
Alan P. Okonski  
Sr. Mary P. O'Malley, SND '61  
Lily Owsiany  
Jennifer Pedone  
Joseph Pedulla  
Mr. and Mrs. Edmund H. Perry, Jr.  
Sandra A. Perry  
Mr. and Mrs. G. Ernest Pineda  
Carole Pray  
David W. Putnam  
Barbara Puzan  
Mr. and Mrs. George C. Riley  
Patricia Rissmeyer  
Sandra Robbins  
Eve Roll Memorial Scholarship Fund  
Judith Rosenberg  
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas P. Rowley  
Gerard P. Ruane  
Mario J. Sarni  
Mr. and Mrs. Vaughn H. Schliess  
Mary Schmakel  
Claire Selbert  
Dorothy Shapiro  
Sisters of Notre Dame de Namur  
Mr. and Mrs. Roswell H. Smith  
Kathleen Scales '73  
Patricia Stevens  
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Sullivan  
Walter Sullivan  
J. Elliot Taylor  
Mary Beth Thomas '84  
Rosemary Barton Tobin '62  
Mr. and Mrs. William Tobin  
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Toplyn  
Katharine Corcoran Trask '64  
Ruth Wartz  
James H. Walsh III  
Mr. and Mrs. Richard A. Watts  
Mr. and Mrs. Willard C. Weaver  
Mr. and Mrs. Robert John Wellspring  
Sarah McCarthy Welsh  
Linda Wernery  
Mr. and Mrs. Donald C. Westman  
Ursula Wilcox '99  
Women's Golf League of Falmouth  
Ellen Yee  
Andrew Yosinoff  
Louis Yosinoff

**In Honor**

The Honor Program is a thoughtful way to remember a special occasion and special individuals. The following individuals were honored during the fiscal year:

Lisa Antonellis '02  
Mary Riley Barton  
Christina Bingham '02  
Ita Bhattachiri  
Margaret-Mary Dailey Bramley '71  
Carrie Brown '02  
Heather M. Burpee '02  
Kathleen Bunney '60  
Katie DeLoury '02  
Mary Dowckett D'Entremont '38  
Michele A. D'Hemecourt '02  
Judith and Thomas Devine  
Sarah L. Ellis '02  
Carol Giarrusso Evans '70  
Ondrea Fowers '02  
Priscilla Howe Flynn '62

Megan Ford '02  
Theresa Gaffney '02  
Shanna Garland '02  
Maura Alice Giguer-Delpina '02  
Sr. Barbara F. Gill, SND '38  
James Goggins  
Laura C. Grande '02  
Susana B. Greene '04  
Catherine A. Hahesy '02  
Emily Heffernan  
Robert M. Heffernan  
Lowe Holloman  
Lauren Janus '02  
Sr. Raymond L. Kelley, SND '51  
Katie E. Kenmott '02  
Nessa Marie Klein '02  
Joan M. Lee  
E. Donald Logan  
Kristina L. Ludstrom '02  
Wendi M. Mahan '02  
Lauren Patricia Mansfield '02  
Jack Marsden  
Mohigan Tribal Council  
Elisabeth M. O'Hea'm '47  
Carol Kelly Pacheco '70  
Denise Pineda '03  
Brenna Marie Isabella Kennedy Reilly  
Patricia Rowley '02  
Sr. Mary Shaun  
Susan A. Sullivan  
Genevieve Barretta Sweeney '49  
Jennifer Tobin '02

Phally Ty '02  
Carrie Ann Wann '02

Individuals recognized through the Honor Gift and Memorial Programs receive a special notification card acknowledging that a gift was made in their honor, or in memory of a loved one. Gift amounts are confidential. For additional information on these programs, please contact The Office of Development & Alumni Relations at 617-735-9771.
In Memory

Emmanuel College is deeply grateful for memorial gifts received from families and friends who thoughtfully remembered loved ones by contributing to the mission of the College. Gifts in loving memory of the following alumni and friends were received during the fiscal year:

Helen M. Attridge '35
Teresa Baccari
Jane M. Barrello '72
Edward J. Bishop
Peter and Arlene Black
Arthur Blais
Stanley Bonello
Edward Bransfield
Sr. Clare Francis Brennan, SND '31
Neil Backley, Sr.
Kathryn Keefe Burke '46
William J. Burns
Margaret A. Cahill '42
Marian Barry Cahill '33
Mary Carroll Carey '42
William Carey
Joan Trainor Carroll '44
Marguerite Bean Cartwright '42
Mary A. Castelli '35
Jane G. Clancy
Class of 1942 Deceased Members
John J. Cogan
M. Rosamond Collins '47
Rita Crispo Collins '38
Ann Connor
Annie M. Costello '45
Mary Sullivan Cotting '52
Mary Prinn Courtsey '44
Virginia Carey Courtney '49
Elizabeth McCarthy Cronin '32
James Carran
Margaret Kane Davenport '45
St. Vincent de Paul
David Delaney
Richard DeMott

Palmeida DeSouza
Catherine Carroll DiManno '38
Catherine Fanning Donahue '55
Mary Phelan Doohan '40
Thomas and Joanna Dowd
Richard Drennan
Ann Drinkwater
Walter Driscoll
John A. Dromey
Kevin M. Eidt
Mary Lou Erikson
Muriel T. Fahey '49
Catherine A. Ferreira
Jane Fraser Finlay '66
Mary L. FitzGerald
Stephen Fleming
Gertrude Coakley Gallant '38
Audrey Swendsman Gaquin '39
Mario Giaquinto
Mary Costello Gleason '44
Sr. Ann Bartholomew Grady, SND '28
Mary Rohan Grier '43
Sydney Grunberg
Ida Finn Hackett '23
Grace Hay
Kathleen Heffernan
Joan Dowd Hession '47
Harriet Shannon Hill '56
Agnes McHugh Hogan '34
John and Anne Hogan
Janet Taylor Hynes '53
Stephen Jackson
Mary Johnson
Rita Kane
Mary F. Kelley '32
Anne L. Kenney '36
Anna D. Kontrim
Gertrude Sullivan Lally '43
Kathleen Connolly Lynch '66
John Mahoney
Philip A. Mangone
Gertrude Marr
J. Patricia Marsh '43
Polly (Mary) Brunell McBain '42
John E. McCarthy
Mary Healey McCarthy '44
Margaret Courtsey McCarron '46
Juliana McCourt
Ruth McCourt
Nora McGrail
Margaret McBrien McIntyre '35
George L. McLaughlin
John A. McSharry
Joyce Lacourse Methie '72
Margaret Flood Mitchell '38
Barbara Ferson Mulcahy '47
Catherine Mullare
Frances Mulligan
Catherine Burke Murphy '33
Edward Murphy
Joanne Hayden Murphy '51
Margaret Conley Murphy
Veronica Murphy
Margaret Henry Murray '42
Joyce O'Connor
Claire O'Keefe
Mary Murphy O'Keefe
Gertrude Hickey O'Loughlin '34
Elizabeth Kenneally Powers '35
Robert Primmerman
Margaret Wilson Putnam
Anne Rafferty
James Reardon
Paul Rebholz
Joanne Reis
Nora Riordan
Marie McAllufie Roberts '45
Elizabeth Rogers
Marie E. Rooney '45
Salvatore J. Russo
Nora and John Salmon
Robert Sexton
George Shannon
Marian McDonald Sheehan '25
Miriam Siewert
Agnes Simmons
Elizabeth Eichhorn Stanton '38
Mary Connolly Stevens '51
Denise Murphy Stone '44
M. Catherine Fitzgerald Sullivan '34
Marie B. Tobin '57
Joseph Travers
Lillian Turley
John Viming
John R. Wall
Frank Ward
Mildred Weaver
Raymond L. White
Regina Gannon White '49
Charles Whitaker
Mrs. Will
Feda Yosinoff

Robert Primmerman
Margaret Wilson Putnam
Anne Rafferty
James Reardon
Paul Rebholz
Joanne Reis
Nora Riordan
Marie McAllufie Roberts '45
Elizabeth Rogers
Marie E. Rooney '45
Salvatore J. Russo
Nora and John Salmon
Robert Sexton
George Shannon
Marian McDonald Sheehan '25
Miriam Siewert
Agnes Simmons
Elizabeth Eichhorn Stanton '38
Mary Connolly Stevens '51
Denise Murphy Stone '44
M. Catherine Fitzgerald Sullivan '34
Marie B. Tobin '57
Joseph Travers
Lillian Turley
John Viming
John R. Wall
Frank Ward
Mildred Weaver
Raymond L. White
Regina Gannon White '49
Charles Whitaker
Mrs. Will
Feda Yosinoff

Heritage Club

The Heritage Club was established to recognize donors during their lifetimes for gifts made via bequests or other life income plans including charitable gift annuities and charitable remainder trusts. Planned gifts are greatly appreciated and ensure the future financial strength of the College. The following individuals provided for the College during 2001-02 or informed Emmanuel of their plans to provide for the future of the College:

Alberta Dillon Andrewartha '43
Jane Donelan Aspis '57 +
Jeanette A. Ayoub '59
Joyce Connolly Bachman '62
Helen V. Barry '41
Teresaelle Downing Birtinison '43
John F. Buoncristiani
John F. Cahill
Margaret M. Cannon '53
Margaret Doherty Chambers '29 +
Jeanne Connolly Clancy '47
Mary Canning Coulon '46
Lillian Cronin Crosby '33 +
Gertrude Walsh Deane '54
Raymond Deck
Ann Dempsey '33 +
Margaret Deveney '37
Margaret Dineen '46
Mary E. Dorn '40
Mary Malloy Dupland '34
Constance Dowling Dwyer '43
Marion Coady Flaherty '42
Catherine Sullivan Foley '29 +
Marie Glennon '23 +
Constance Murphy Gormley '43
Ida Finn Hackett '23 +
Dawn Hannaafin '74
Virginia Horrigan '45
Alice Johnson '29 +
Richard E. Lee
Catherine McCabe Logue '50
Clare Mahan '62
Agnes Mahoney '54
J. Patricia Marsh '43 +
Marie McCabe '43
Joan L. Mazzio Moore '57
Dorothy Hornsby O'Connell '43 +
Jean '57 and Albert J. Oliva, Jr.
Dorothy Oresteen '42 +
Mary Parent '61
Anne Pasquino '60
Elmire Petit '43
Francis W. Phelan +
Margaret Powers '40
Elizabeth Ricker '42 +
Catherine Colosi Romano '52
Helen M. Ryan '45
Walter Sullivan
Genevieve Barretta Sweeney '49
Barbara Scally Tracy '48
Esther Turnbull '27 +

+ = deceased
Corporations, Foundations and Matching Gift Companies

Corporate, foundation and matching gifts make a significant impact on the success of the College. The list of companies, foundations and corporations who generously contributed or matched gifts from our alumni and friends during the fiscal year follows:

- 3M
- Abbott Laboratories Fund
- Accenture
- Aem Foundation, Inc.
- Albany International Corporation
- Allmerica Financial Charitable
- Allstate Insurance Companies
- Ambac Financial Group, Inc.
- American Home Products Corporation
- American International Group Foundation, Inc.
- Appleton Associates
- Arch Chemicals, Inc.
- ARCO
- AT&T Foundation
- Bank of America
- BankBoston
- Barnes & Noble College Bookstores, Inc.
- Barnett Foundation
- Beeton Dickenson and Company
- The Boeing Company
- Bon Appetit
- The Boston Foundation
- BP
- Capet Corporation
- The Chase Manhattan Foundation
- CIGNA Corporation
- The Coca-Cola Company
- Colonial Management Association
- Commonwealth Energy System, Inc.
- Compaq Computer Corporation
- Computer Associates International
- Corning Incorporated Foundation
- CSX Corporation
- Daihler-Chrysler Corporation Fund
- Delta Dental
- The Dow Chemical Company
- DowAssociates
- Dunkin Donuts
- Entergy
- Ernst & Young LLP
- Exxon Education Foundation
- Factory Mutual Engineering Corporation
- The Fannie Mae Foundation
- Federated Department Stores, Inc.
- Fidelity Investments
- First Union Foundation
- Fleet NortStar
- General Dynamics Corporation
- General Electric Company
- Georgia Pacific Corporation
- The Gillette Company
- Glenshore Company
- GlassSmithKline Corporation
- Goldman Sachs & Company
- GTE Foundation
- Hartford Insurance Group
- Hershey Foods Corporation
- Hewlett-Packard Company
- Holland and Knight Charitable Foundation
- Honeywell, Inc.
- Houghton Mifflin Company
- IBM Corporation
- ING Foundation
- Intel Foundation
- International Paper Company Foundation
- ISO New England
- John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Company
- John Hancock Real Estate Finances
- Johnson & Johnson
- Johnson Controls Foundation
- J.P. Morgan & Company, Inc.
- Kemper National Insurance Companies
- Liberty Mutual Group Fund of The Boston Foundation
- Lockheed Martin Corporation
- LoJack Corporation
- Lucent Technologies
- The Lynch Foundation
- Marsh & McLennan Companies, Inc.
- Massachusetts Electric Company
- The May Department Stores Company
- McGraw-Hill Foundation, Inc.
- McKesson Foundation
- Merck & Company, Inc.
- Merrill Lynch
- Metropolitan Life Insurance Company
- The Millipore Foundation
- Moody's Corporation
- National Grid USA
- New England Business Service, Inc.
- New York Life Insurance Company
- New York Stock Exchange
- New York Times Company
- NMS Communications
- Northeast Utilities
- Norton Company
- Novartis US Foundation
- NSTAR Foundation
- Oppenheimer Funds
- Pennzool Company
- Pepsi Bottling Group
- Pfizer, Incorporated
- Pharmacia & Upjohn Foundation
- Phoenix Home Life Mutual Insurance Company
- PipeVine, Inc.
- Pitney Bowes, Inc.
- Polaroid Corporation
- PricewaterhouseCoopers Foundation
- The Procter & Gamble Company
- The Prudential Insurance Company of America
- Raytheon Company
- Adelal A. & Valeda Lea Roy Foundation
- Saint-Gobain Corporation
- SBC Foundation
- Schering-Plough Corporation
- Schwab Fund for Charitable Giving
- Scilor Corporation
- The Spahr Foundation
- Sprint Foundation
- The St. Paul Companies, Inc.
- State Street Foundation
- The Stop & Shop Companies, Inc.
- Sun Life Financial
- SYSCO Corporation
- Telcordia Technologies
- Thomson Financial Services
- Time Warner, Inc.
- U.S. Bancorp
- United Technologies
- Vanguard Charitable Endowment Program
- Verizon Foundation
- Walsh Brothers, Inc.
- Xerox Corporation
- Yawkey Foundation II
- Zurich Scudder Investments

Matching gifts can only be obtained with your help. If you or your spouse are employed by (or in some cases retired from) a matching gift company, your gift to Emmanuel College can be doubled or tripled. For a complete list of participating companies, or for additional information on matching gifts, please contact the Office of Development and Alumni Relations at 617-735-9771.

Ways of Giving

There are many ways for you to support Emmanuel College while providing tangible tax benefits:

- **Cash** - Cash gifts are the most immediate way to make a difference. These gifts can be made in convenient installments.

- **Credit Cards** - Mastercard, Visa and Discover credit cards are accepted for gift payments. Additionally, the new Emmanuel College Affinity Credit Card is a great way to support the College, with a percentage of your purchases supporting alumni programs. Call for more information on how to obtain your Emmanuel College Credit Card.

- **Securities and Stock** - You can deduct the full market value on gifts of stock owned over one year and avoid capital gains taxes on contributions of securities and stock transferred to Emmanuel.

- **Gift Annuities** - Receive a lifetime income with a gift annuity. The percentage of income you receive is based on your age, amount and timing of your gift. Real Estate, Insurance, Bequests and Gifts-in-kind are also giving options that help strengthen Emmanuel College while providing philanthropic benefits to you.

Please contact Gail Mansfield in the Office of Development & Alumni Relations at 617-735-9954 for additional information on giving opportunities at Emmanuel College.
Named Scholarships

Endowed and restricted scholarships provide much-needed financial assistance to current students as well as to future generations of Emmanuel students. As the College's undergraduate population continues to increase, these funds will be an even more critical resource. Emmanuel College welcomes the participation of its alumni and friends in the establishment of new scholarship funds and the enhancement of existing funds. We gratefully acknowledge gifts made to the following scholarship funds during the past fiscal year:

Virginia M. Cahill Memorial Scholarship Fund, established in 1986 by alumni, family and friends in memory of Virginia M. Cahill, Class of 1974, to provide scholarship assistance to an undergraduate student who demonstrates academic excellence, strength of character and financial need.

M. Rosamond Collins Endowed Scholarship Fund, established in 2002 by M. Rosamond Collins, Class of 1947, on the occasion of her 55th reunion, to provide scholarship assistance to deserving undergraduate students with financial need.

Elizabeth A. Crowley Scholarship Fund, established in 1985 by her parents in memory of Elizabeth A. Crowley, an Emmanuel student, to provide financial assistance to a deserving undergraduate student, with preference to students challenged by a handicap or illness.

Barbara A. Deck Scholarship Fund, established in 1992 by Raymond Deck in honor of his daughter, Barbara A. Deck, Class of 1962, to provide financial assistance to a student who demonstrates academic achievement and financial need.

Kevin M. Ejdts Scholarship Fund, established in 1999 by Helen Hennessey Ejdts, Class of 1967, in memory of her son Kevin M. Ejdts, to provide scholarship assistance to a graduate of Bishop Fenwick High School in Peabody, MA.

Sister Janet Eisner, SND Scholarship Fund, established through the generosity of Emmanuel College graduates and friends to honor Sister Janet for her steadfast commitment to affordable education and her own substantial efforts to make an Emmanuel education attainable for future generations of students.

The Gillis Endowed Scholarship Fund, established in 1994 by Clare M. Mahan, Class of 1962, in memory of her mother Josephine Gillis Mahan '24 and aunt St. Catherine Josephine Gillis, SND '42, to provide scholarship assistance to a deserving undergraduate student studying mathematics who demonstrates hard work and financial need.

Theresa M. Gillis Endowed Scholarship Fund, established in 1997 by Theresa M. Gillis, Esq., Class of 1971, to provide scholarship assistance to a deserving undergraduate student with financial need.

Hoye-Wallace Scholarship Fund, established in 1986 in honor of the late Sister Mary John Hoye, SND, and the late Sister Magdalen Julie Wallace, SND, in recognition of their devotion and commitment to the Sisters of Notre Dame, Emmanuel College and the Department of Chemistry.

Sister Helen Madeleine Ingraham, SND Scholarship Fund, established in 1980 to foster academic excellence at Emmanuel by providing student scholarship aid and support for faculty development and research.

Olga Mary Mafera Endowed Scholarship Fund, established in 2001 by Olga Mary Mafera, Class of 1927, on the occasion of her 75th reunion, to provide scholarship assistance to a female undergraduate student committed to pursuing a career teaching romance languages in secondary education.

Katherine Joyce McNeil Scholarship Fund, established in 1998 by family and friends of Katherine Joyce McNeil, Class of 1932, to provide scholarship assistance to women with financial need who are completing undergraduate degrees in Adult Learner or ECAP programs.

Margaret Henry Murray '42 Scholarship Fund, established in 2000 by Julie M. Murray, Class of 1966 and the Murray family, in memory of their mother, to provide financial assistance to deserving undergraduates.

Elisabeth M. O'Hearn Scholarship Fund, established in 1992 by Elisabeth M. O'Hearn and friends in honor of her retirement, to provide scholarship assistance to a graduate of Brockton High School who demonstrates academic excellence and involvement in school or community activities.

Jayne E. Stanton Scholarship Fund, established in 1991 by James E. and Helen M. Stanton, Class of 1941, in memory of their daughter, Jayne, to provide scholarship assistance to deserving students with financial need.

William J. and Mary Leavitt Sullivan Scholarship Fund, established in 1979 by their daughter, Elin Sullivan Harris, Class of 1964, to provide scholarship assistance to a deserving student who demonstrates academic achievement as well as leadership in community and secondary school activities.

Peter and Claire Themistocles Scholarship Fund, established in 2001 through a gift from the estate of Eleftheria J. Themistocles, Class of 1945, in memory of her parents, to provide financial assistance to deserving students of Greek heritage.

Sister St. Vincent de Paul, SND Scholarship Fund, established in 1962 by her father, Maurice E. White, to provide scholarship assistance to an undergraduate student, with first preference to a graduate of Notre Dame Academy in Hingham, MA.

Maureen Murphy Wilkins Endowed Scholarship Fund, established in 1997 by Frank and Maureen Murphy Wilkins, Class of 1956, to provide scholarship assistance to deserving students with financial need, with first preference to students from Cape Cod.

Freda Yosinoff Scholarship Fund, established in 1986 in memory of Freda Yosinoff, mother of Andrew Yosinoff, Emmanuel's Director of Athletics, and wife of Louis Yosinoff, to provide scholarship assistance to an undergraduate student who is physically challenged and has financial need.

For more information on how to contribute to a named scholarship fund, or to establish a new fund to benefit Emmanuel students, please contact Maureen Delaney Dornelly '76 at 617-735-9857 or the Office of Development and Alumni Relations at 617-735-9971.

A special thank you to individuals who contributed to Emmanuel College during 2001-02 and prefer to remain anonymous. Your gifts are most appreciated.

2000-01 Annual Giving Report Errata:
- Maryann Barry Cahill '33
  Emmanuel Club Member
- Mary Louise FitzGerald '51
  Memorial donation correction of name
- Ruth McNaughton '49
  President's Associates Member

Staying Current
The 2002 Annual Giving Report recognizes individuals, corporations and foundations who have contributed to Emmanuel College from July 1, 2001 through June 30, 2002. Every effort was made to ensure that each donor was accurately recognized. In order to maintain complete listings, please bring corrections or omissions to the attention of Development Information Systems at 617-735-9754 or email: yee@emmanuel.edu. Thank you.
Emmanuel College reacquired Julie Hall in September 2002, the residence hall sold to Beth Israel Hospital in 1974 and renamed the Libby Building. The blessing and naming ceremony on October 25th officially brought the building back to the Emmanuel campus and honored Thomas J. Hynes, Jr, president of Meredith & Grew and former chair of the College's Board of Trustees, for the generous contribution of his time and highly-respected talent during the negotiations to reacquire Julie Hall.

Built in 1957 as Emmanuel's first residence hall and named for the founder of the Sisters of Notre Dame de Namur Saint Julie Billiart, Julie Hall will undergo major renovations and will reopen in fall 2003. The building will once again house students, offering a variety of living options including suites.

"Bringing Julie Hall back to this campus is a significant milestone in the history of Emmanuel as we reclaim our legacy," said President Sister Janet Eisner, SND. "This is a remarkable time for us as an institution, a time of new vitality and energy due to increased enrollment."

The naming ceremony included remarks by Sister Janet and a blessing by Co-Director of Campus Ministry Father Richard Clancy. Hynes and his wife, Nicole Delava Hynes, joined current students Susan Grenon '04 and Justin Prairie '05 to unveil the new Julie Hall sign. Hynes stated that this transaction for Emmanuel is among the most important work he has ever done.

Sister Janet Eisner offered a tribute to Hynes, a member of Emmanuel’s board from 1978 to 1990 and a recipient of an honorary Doctor of Laws degree from the College in 1990. A “true son of Boston,” Hynes was raised in West Roxbury and attended Boston College High School and Boston College.

The Hynes family has a strong connection to both Emmanuel and the Sisters of Notre Dame de Namur. Thomas Hynes’ mother and aunts were educated at Notre Dame Academy and his great aunt was herself a Sister of Notre Dame. Nicole Delava Hynes studied with the Sisters of Notre Dame in Namur, Belgium.

Hynes played an instrumental role in the reacquisition — guiding Emmanuel through the period of negotiation, providing advice throughout the process and meeting with Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center executives.

To recognize the Hynes’ contributions to Emmanuel, Sister Janet announced that the enclosed courtyard in Julie Hall will be known as “Hynes Square” when the building reopens in September. Additionally, the College has arranged for a marble plaque to be placed in the garden chapel in Namur, Belgium. It will read, "With gratitude for bringing Julie Hall home to Emmanuel. Thomas J. Hynes, Jr. — Nicole Delava Hynes — October 25, 2002."

"The Hynes are very much a part of Emmanuel’s story," said Sister Janet. "We are profoundly grateful."

Julie Hall will house upper-class students and will be completely renovated to accommodate over 200 beds. Housing options will include singles, doubles, and three-to-five person suites. Suites will include a shared private bathroom and some will feature small kitchens. Each floor will have a full kitchen for resident use, and the lower level will have a courtyard as well as common study and conference spaces. The hall will also have a cyber café.

"Julie Hall gives Emmanuel College upper-class students an opportunity for a new experience and a link to Emmanuel’s history," said Junior Susan Grenon. "Although the building is going to be newly renovated, the memories that alumni have had in the past will always remain."

BY MOLLY E. HONAN
College Breaks Ground for New Student Center

September 27, 2002 marked the official beginning of construction for Emmanuel's new state-of-the-art Student Center. Mayor of Boston Thomas M. Menino, Congressman Michael Capuano and the Board of Trustees were on hand to congratulate the College community and Sister Janet Elsner on the first groundbreaking at Emmanuel since 1966. To be completed in the fall of 2004, the center will include classrooms, laboratories, dining facilities and an NCAA-regulation gymnasium.

Mayor Menino, a long-time friend of the College, praised Sister Janet on Emmanuel's recent growth and on the College's continued role as a vital part of the city. "Sister Janet is an individual, not only in the academic world, but in the world of Boston, who does so much for so many at so many times...it is so important that the colleges and universities of Boston grow — that is what makes Boston unique."

Congressman Michael Capuano, who represents the Eighth Congressional District of Massachusetts, offered his congratulations during the ceremony. "Education is about the students, about the faculty, about the administrators and the alumni who support the college. A school with all these elements is a wonderful place to be and it shines above its competition. This school is such a school. I thank you and congratulate you on having such a wonderful spirit, for such dedication to the next generation and for being a wonderful part of the city of Boston."

During the ceremony, Sister Janet announced a donation of $1 million for the center from Mr. Frank Wilkens and Mrs. Maureen Murphy Wilkens '56 — the largest gift from an Emmanuel graduate in the College's history (see related story page 10). Upon completion of the facility, the glass atrium will be named in the Wilkens' honor.

The Saints Make Their Mark

The women's basketball team was ranked 13th nationally in the USA Today Women's Basketball Coaches Association pre-season poll. The squad was victorious in the 19th Annual PEPSI Tap-Off tournament on November 24th, defeating Moravian College of Pennsylvania, 83-75 in overtime. Senior Center Lon Tega Morris led the team with 15 points and 5 rebounds. The Saints defeated New Jersey City College in the opening round, 88-49.

The men's basketball squad defeated Yeshiva University of New York, 78-75, during the consolation final of the Tap-Off on November 24th. Sophomore Guard Bobby Brown scored 14 points to lead the Saints. Sophomore Forward Albert Hayle, who scored 19 points and a school record 9 assists in the win and 13 points and 5 assists versus Moravian College in the opening round, was named to the All-Tournament Team. Senior Center Bryan Smith led the team in the 76-65 loss with 19 points and 8 rebounds. Both basketball teams look forward to a successful season.

The women's soccer squad had a milestone 2002 season — advancing to the semifinals of the Great North Atlantic Conference (GNAC) tournament for the first time ever, upsetting third seeded Simmons College in the quarterfinals. Senior Captain Katie Baribeault, the Saints leading point scorer this season with 10 goals and 2 assists, was named an all-star, along with Junior Captain Kellie Folsom — also a first for the women's soccer team. The team was led by first-year coach Wayne Currie, and ended the season with a GNAC record of 6-6, eventually losing to Johnson & Wales in the semifinals of the tournament.

The women's cross-country team, in its second year as a varsity team, won the Elms Invitational on September 28th — the first invitational meet victory in the College's history. Senior Betsy Suda won the 3K in a time of 13:43. Suda also set a personal record in the 3.1 mile event at the UMass Dartmouth Invitational on September 17th. Sophomore Keven James on the men's squad set a college and personal record at the same event, completing the 8000-meter in 31:28. James was named GNAC Player of the Week for September 23rd.

The women's volleyball team concluded another successful season, with a 19-12 overall record, a 9-4 conference record and an appearance in the GNAC semifinals. Freshman Rachel Ziminsky and Senior Captain Christine Crotty led the Saints with 256 and 241 kills respectively. Junior Captain Kristal Breneman led the team in both assists (779) and digs (870). Crotty was named to the GNAC All-Tournament Team and 1st Team All-Conference. Breneman and Ziminsky picked up 2nd team honors. Coach Joe Seid logged his 200th career win with Emmanuel during the season.

Congratulations to the Emmanuel dance team for placing second in the college dance division of the New England Cheer and Dance Competition at the Reggie Lewis Center. The team will perform during men's and women's home basketball games this season.

The College has introduced several new varsity sports for the 2002-2003 academic year, including men's soccer, men's volleyball, and men's and women's outdoor track & field.
EMMANUEL COLLEGE LECTURE SERIES

Critical Questions in Contemporary Catholicism:
A Series of Events in Response to Current Issues in the Catholic Church
*All lectures take place at 7:00 p.m. in the Janet M. Daley Library Lecture Hall*

February 18, 2003
Young Adults and the Future of the Church
Sr. Mary Johnson, SND, Associate Professor of Sociology and Religious Studies, Emmanuel College

March 5, 2003
Authority in the Church: Changing Roles for the Laity
Dr. Mary Hines, Professor of Theology, Emmanuel College

April 3, 2003
Ethical Issues in the Church
Dr. Raymond J. Devettere, Professor of Philosophy, Emmanuel College

Sister Marie Augusta Neal, SND

Lecture Series

M. Shawn Copeland, Ph.D., president-elect of the Catholic Theological Society of America and the Joseph Visiting Scholar of Theology at Boston College, was this year's featured speaker at the Fourth Annual Sister Marie Augusta Neal, SND Lecture Series, on October 24th. Copeland, an internationally known Catholic theologian, spoke on the topic of "Disturbing Aesthetics of Race." An author and frequent lecturer on such topics as political and womanist theologies and the African American religious experience, Copeland holds an honorary degree from Emmanuel College.

Sister Marie Augusta Neal, SND, was recently honored with the Luzbetak Award from the Center for Applied Research in the Apostolate (CARA) at Georgetown University. The annual award is given to scholars who have done exemplary Church research during their scholarly careers. A member of the Emmanuel faculty for 37 years, Sister Marie Augusta published more than 70 articles and six books on topics of women in the church, social justice and social change.

Merck Update

Merck Pharmaceuticals held the Steel Topping Out Ceremony for its Boston Research Center in July 2002, hoisting the top beam of the structure. Merck broke ground on the Emmanuel College campus for its 11th and largest research facility in October 2001 with the projected completion date in early 2004.

Incoming Class Largest in 32 years

With 324 first-year students and 58 transfers arriving on campus on August 31, 2002, Emmanuel College is the fastest growing college in the region. In just its second year as a coeducational institution, the College's incoming enrollment has doubled since 2000 and applications have tripled.

Faculty News

Associate Professor of Sociology and Religious Studies Sister Mary Johnson, SND '79 delivered the Mary A. Dooley Lecture at Elms College in Chicopee, MA in November and spoke at the Boston College Alumni Clergy meeting in October.

Professor of Biology Joel Kowit conducted several workshops and offered lectures during the summer of 2002 in conjunction with pharmaceutical leaders Merck and AstraZeneca focusing on developments in immunology. Kowit has been a lecturer for 21 years and began pharmaceutical workshops in 1996.

Associate Professor of Psychology Kimberly Smirles' article, "Attributions of Responsibility in Cases of Sexual Harassment: The Person and the Situation," was accepted for publication in the Journal of Applied Social Psychology.

A profile of Professor of Art Kathleen Soles '79 was featured in the June/July 2002 issue of Art New England, a widely-circulated art, architecture and design magazine.

Professor of Psychology Michael St. Clair's book, Object Relations and Self Psychology, has been translated into Chinese and his book Human Relationships and the Experience of God: Object Relations and Religion, has been translated into Korean. Professor St. Clair's article, "The Psychologist and Time Going, Going, Gone," was also published in the Massachusetts Psychological Association Quarterly (November, 2002 vol 46, #3:20-21).

Chair and Professor of Nursing Dr. Joan Riley was presented with the Lily Kravitz Nursing Studies Award on December 12th at Brigham and Women's Hospital. The award provides financial support for research study. Riley's study, in collaboration with Dr. Diane Lancaster, a nursing program manager at Brigham and Women's, is "Uneartling Nursing Scholarship: Understanding Nursing Practice as a Holistic Scholarly Endeavor."

Assistant Professor of Nursing Helen Ahearn's article "Advanced Practice: Compassion" was published in the New England December 16, 2002 edition of Nursing Spectrum. Ahearn also recently completed the training program "Protecting God's Children" sponsored by the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Boston. Ahearn is a member of the Child Abuse Prevention Team at St. Athanasius in Reading, MA.

Assistant Professor of Education Corinne Merritt and Associate Professor of Education Sandra Perry presented at the November Fall Conference for Massachusetts Educators, sponsored by the Massachusetts Association of Colleges for Teacher Education (MACTE). Merritt and Perry spoke on the topic of "Portfolios: An Assessment Tool, focusing on strengthening the content and design of the portfolio process.

Associate Professor of Instructional Technology Gouri Banerjee was awarded an $8,000 grant from the Haymarket People's Fund, a foundation supporting social change in New England. The funds will be used for Saheli, a volunteer organization offering a variety of support services for South Asian women in Greater Boston.

Professor of Sociology Britta Fischer was on sabbatical during the fall semester in Brazil conducting research, Associate Professor of Religious Studies Ann Wetherill spent her recent sabbatical writing a textbook, and Professor of Biology Joel Kowit conducted research at a hospital in England.
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Incoming Class Largest in 32 years

With 324 first-year students and 58 transfers arriving on campus on August 31, 2002, Emmanuel College is the fastest growing college in the region. In just its second year as a coeducational institution, the College’s incoming enrollment has doubled since 2000 and applications have tripled.
Message from the Alumni Association President

Anyone who visits the Emmanuel campus today can detect the energy and enthusiasm of students, faculty and administration. Even the workers wearing hardhats know they are part of something very special. The student population is returning to the high enrollment of the early 70s and the facilities are undergoing unimagined transformations. For alumni, it is especially satisfying.

While I first want to take this opportunity to thank alumni for their support of the College and the Association, I also want to invite you to attend upcoming events that will enable you to strengthen your ties and nurture your relationship with an institution that played an important role in your lives.

A quick recap of last year shows that alumni joined together for some very memorable activities and events, including the always-popular Red Sox game, a unique tour of the Jacqueline Kennedy exhibit at the JFK Library and Museum, the annual Lenten Reflection Liturgy and discussion with Co-Director of Campus Ministry Father Richard Clancy, and a first-ever trip to see the Boston Bruins. In some cases, family and friends accompanied Emmanuel alumni attendees; in others, alumni arranged to meet up with their former classmates and caught up on each other’s lives. Alumni also returned to campus for Memorial Liturgies, campus lectures, and volunteer work in the Admissions Office and Office of Development and Alumni Relations. During graduation weekend, our very own alumna and volunteer extraordinaire — Betty O’Hearn ’47 — was so justly awarded an honorary Doctor of Humane Letters by the College. In a wonderful conclusion to the year, reunion year classes gathered at Alumni Weekend to celebrate the College, recognize their own achievements, loyalty, and support of Emmanuel, and award the second Outstanding Alumna Award to Sr. Mary Johnson, SND ’79.

This year, certain ever-popular events will be repeated and new activities will be introduced. Please try any one or more of them and take advantage of the care and personal attention of our Development and Alumni Relations staff, each of whom does a superb job meeting the needs and expectations of alumni.

I invite you to become as involved and engaged in the Alumni Association as your time permits. We are actively seeking candidates for election to the Alumni Association Board of Directors and welcome inquiries and nominations. We are always interested in increasing the numbers of alumni attendees at our events in order to give everyone the greatest opportunity to reconnect with old friends and network with new ones.

Please consider joining us next time you receive an invitation to an upcoming event. I look forward to seeing you there.

KATHY CREEGAN DAMASKOS ’75

UPCOMING ALUMNI ASSOCIATION EVENTS
Watch your mail for details on the following Spring 2003 programs and events

February 20th
Networking Event
Top Room at the Sheraton, Braintree

February 25th
Legal Ease: A Panel Discussion
Administration Meeting Room

February 28th
Celtics vs. Toronto
Fleet Center, Boston

March 13th
Networking Event
Molly Malone’s at the Sheraton, Framingham

March 23rd
Lenten Reflection, Authority in the Church: Changing Roles for the Laity
Janet M. Daley Library Lecture Hall

April 10th
Building Your Financial Future
Administration Meeting Room

April 27th
“Art in Bloom”
The Museum of Fine Arts, Boston

STARS Shine
Emmanuel's Salute to Alumni for Remarkable Support was held on Thursday, November 21st, with 60 special volunteers and outstanding alumni in attendance. The honorees of the night had their names and faces on Emmanuel's STARS Walk of Fame.

★ Justine Devlin McComiskey ’50
Outstanding Regional Support

★ Kathleen P. Dolan ’00
Remarkable Alumni Program Support

★ Mary Liva Campanelli ’62 and Catherine Negro Guiney ’42
Remarkable Class Reunion Committee Members

★ Marie Murphy Clausen-Corcoran ’57
Outstanding Lifetime Support

Also recognized were the Outstanding Alumni Volunteers 2002-2003:
Helen McEttrick Cogan ’41
Jeanne Connolly Clancy ’47
Elizabeth McCarty Grimes ’46
Lorraine Harding ’48
Elizabeth Mahoney ’45
Joan McAuliffe ’45
Lois O’Hara ’51
Elisabeth O’Hearn ’47
Dorothea Phair ’46
Bernadine Travers Rines ’43
Margaret Salmon ’47
Ruth O’Brien White ’47
Alumni on November 16th prior to a trip to the North Shore Music Theatre to organized a group of see the musical Chicago. During the brunch, Mary Campanelli ’62 received a STARS award for her outstanding support in the 1962 Reunion Committee.

Day Trip to Newport
A group of Emmanuel graduates traveled to Newport, RI to explore the historic Vanderbilt mansions — The Marble House and The Breakers — on October 19th. Kathleen Dolan ’00, a member of the Alumni Association Board of Directors, greeted alums as they boarded a motor coach at Emmanuel.

Alums Gather for Networking Event
The Adult Learner Committee of Emmanuel College sponsored its fall networking event on October 3rd at the Back Bay Hilton in Boston. The committee is planning a number of events for 2003, including additional networking events, information panels and educational seminars to be held in a variety of locations and areas. Check our web page at www.emmanuel.edu/alumni for updates.

Grads Volunteer at Franklin Park
Emmanuel Community Service Coordinator Deirdre Bradley ’98 organized a group of alumni and current students for a day of service, helping to clean up Franklin Park and to raise money for the zoo and the Fund for Parks & Recreation. Held on September 21st, the event was sponsored by Starbucks, which donated $10 per hour for each volunteer. The Emmanuel contingent, which included Assistant Director of Alumni Relations Mollie Kaye Wieser ’98 and Maura Bradley ’96, raised $540 for the zoo. Alumni are encouraged to participate in upcoming community service projects through Emmanuel. Please contact Deirdre Bradley at (617) 735-9753 to get involved.

Fall Red Sox Game
One hundred alumni, family and friends gathered for a trip to Fenway Park on September 13th to see the Boston Red Sox take on the Baltimore Orioles. Patricia Babine Crane ’85 and Maureen Hallice ’83, representing the officers and directors of the Alumni Association, welcomed guests to the College for a dinner and presented each with an Emmanuel baseball cap prior to the game. We plan to reserve a larger block of seats next season to respond to the growing popularity of this event.

Regional Club Events
The Emmanuel College Merrimack Valley Alumni Club held its annual fall luncheon at the Hillview in North Reading on October 6th. Sister Janet Eisner greeted alumni and talked about the excitement at Emmanuel today. Alumni from the 1940s to the 1990s joined together for the Emmanuel College MetroWest Alumni Club Fall Luncheon on October 27th. Associate Professor of Religious Studies Dr. Anne Wetherill was the keynote speaker for the event, discussing the topic “Youth and Faith: How Are Young People Relating to Faith Traditions in Today’s World?”

Visit the New Emmanuel.edu!
Keep up-to-date on Emmanuel by visiting the redesigned college web site at www.emmanuel.edu. Find information on upcoming events, news announcements from the College and photographs from past events (www.emmanuel.edu/photogallery).

Annual Summer Luncheon
Alumni and guests gathered at the Coonamessett Inn in Falmouth, MA on July 25, 2002 for the 25th Anniversary of the Cape Cod Summer Luncheon. Sister Janet Eisner, SND addressed the 175 participants, providing an update on recent developments and future plans at Emmanuel. Sister Janet also paid tribute to the past leader of the Cape Cod Club for many years, J. Patricia Marsh ’43, who passed away in June.

New Staff
Mollie Kaye Wieser ’98 has joined the Emmanuel staff as the Assistant Director of Alumni Relations, a role in which she will support the increasing number of events and activities of the Office of Development and Alumni Relations. Prior to this position, Wieser was an executive producer for a sports talk show and network game producer in Phoenix, AZ. Wieser received her Bachelor of Arts in Communications from Emmanuel and was captain of both the basketball and tennis teams.
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1923
Mary Paula Brodine, a teacher of Spanish and French, general manager of Theatrical Enterprises Corporation, a breeder of Chow dogs and baseball aficionado, recently passed away. She was famous for her wit, charitable work and legislation aiding disabled teachers.

1925
It is with great sadness that we report the death of Marie Glennon on November 4, 2002. President of Emmanuel College, St. Janet Esner, SND eulogized Marie at her funeral Mass of the Resurrection on November 6, 2002. Excerpts follow.

Marie Glennon, dedicated teacher, wise counselor, loyal alumna, good friend and generous benefactor, especially to the Sisters of Notre Dame, Notre Dame Academy and Emmanuel College. The 1925 yearbook of Emmanuel notes of her: "Good nature and good sense must ever tone her. She finds happiness just in the serene joy of doing day by day big and little acts of kindness." How prophetic were those words of the life Marie would lead.

After graduating from Emmanuel having majored in Latin and math, Marie received her Master's from Boston University and began teaching at Girls' Latin School. After 20 years of teaching, she spent the next 20 years as a guidance counselor at Girls' Latin School. Four decades of her students found in her a clarity of vision, and the generosity of spirit of a great educator.

Although I did not experience first hand Marie Glennon the teacher, I certainly heard of her from her students. I met Marie as a guidance counselor my first day in the Admissions Office in 1966. She telephoned me to let me know the student she would be recommending to Emmanuel. That was the first of many calls over the years. She cared deeply about her students and would say: "this girl needs a little more help," or "maybe I'll help her out a bit, her father just lost his job." From the 30s to the early 70s Marie Glennon referred more students single-handedly to Emmanuel College than any other person.

Marie remembered her students with kindness throughout their lives. She would say to me of someone who graduated in the 40s or 50s: "she just lost her husband so especially kind to her," or "give her some extra recognition, she's having a hard time."

How proud we were in 1991 to confer on Marie the honorary degree of Distinguished Alumna. Letters from her, St. Lillian Morris, SND '43 delivered the citation recognizing Marie's life accomplishments as an educator.

In June 2000 Marie celebrated her 75th anniversary of her commencement. She led the reunion classes down the aisle of the Emmanuel Chapel — graduates of 1925 to the most recent graduates of 2000. She spoke that day of the many blessings she had received from her friends and teachers at Emmanuel, from her family of whom she was so proud, of the Sisters of Notre Dame. Scripture asks who shall find a valiant woman, who keeps her lamp burning all night and reaches out her hand to the needy. We have known such a valiant woman in Marie Glennon. Marie wrote the class notes for the class of 1925, and I would like to close my reflections with her words so often written about her classmates, which so reflect her own deep belief: God called Marie Glennon to herself; she was born to eternal life. Our sincere sympathy goes to her family and friends together with a promise of prayers for Marie's peace and happiness with the Lord.

1929
Elizabeth Kelly
48 Alexander McGregor Road
Pavtucket, RI 02861
Susan Piko '65 reports that her mother Gertrude (Riley) Lough is independent and living in Florida.

1930
Kathleen McCarthy
66 Newton Street
Waltham, MA 02861

1932
Margaret B. Buckley
180 Main Street
Apartment D241
Walpole, MA 02081
Elizabeth (Betty) McCarthy Cronin died peacefully in February. Her husband of 57 years, 7 children, 15 grandchildren and 4 great grandchildren survive Betty. She remained close to and was visited often by classmate Lee Doyle Cavanaugh.

1934
Mary J. Kenney, who taught elementary education in the Boston and Lancaster School Systems for 51 years, has passed away. She was a member of Delta Kappa Gamma, Society, Harvard 60 Plus Club, Harvard Women's Club and St. Theresa's Church.

Corale Nelson McAllister is 89 and says, "she is still hanging in there!" She was in New England recently and visited her friend and classmate Mary Murray. Mary's address is: The Gables, Unit 220, 299 Cambridge St., Winchester, MA 01890.

1935
Elinor Lynch Donohue passed away. She had been very active in several musical organizations, was a member of Worcester Art Museum and volunteered at Assumption College for several years.

Mary Groden Reardon died on September 25th after a brief illness. As a Boston, Hull and Cohasset elementary school teacher, as a devoted wife, mother, grandmother and great-grandmother, and as a woman with diverse interests in the sports and the arts, Mary Reardon lived a very full and rewarding life. Survived by 5 children including Susan R. Chisholm '63, Mary was an active Emmanuel alumna who will be missed by her classmates and all who knew her.

1936
Mary C. Donel in
79 Fenno Street
Quincy, MA 02170-3903
Rita Ryan Corcoran lives in a senior citizen residence community in Woburn with her husband Jack. It is not far from their home of 50 years in Winchester. She says they are both doing "quite well."

1937
Mary T. Battell
67 Tufts Street
Arlington, MA 02474-6838

1938
Frances-Marie Mitchell
81 Emerson Road
Wellesley Hills, MA 02181-3411
Mary Cronin has moved to Unuity House, 30 Cyrus Road, Apt. 425, Milton MA 02186
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1939
Mary Sullivan Jones passed away in August. Nineteen grandchildren, nine great-grandchildren and many nieces and nephews survive her.

1941
Sister Therese Gerard Kleh, SND
30 Jeffrey's Neck Road
Ipswich, MA 01938
Christmas brought news from Therese Senecal Bernique. Therese wrote that she loved her years in France. She may come to the United States this year. We do hope so!

Katherine Bixby has a new address: 157 South Street #100, Plymouth, MA 02360.

Kathleen Ryan Dacey would like to thank Betty O'Hearn '47 for "always being there for Emmanuel when needed!"

Our sympathies to Helen McFirtrick Cogan on the death of her husband Jack; Eugenia Mullin Dromey on the death of her husband John; Ellen Gannon Hanley on the death of her sister Irene. Our hearts also go out to Miriam Fellows Best on the death of her eldest daughter Miriam, 56, mother of six grown children, of an aneurysm in October 2001. May they rest in peace.

Eleanor O'Neill Farrell has moved to: 110 Thistle Patch Way, Hingham, MA 02043.

Therese Gerard Kleh, SND now lives at: 20 Jeffrey's Neck Road, Ipswich, MA 01938.

Mary Schuver Morgan now resides at: 21 Mill Road, Havertown, PA 19086.

Ann O'Connor Thomas has relocated to: 211 Monomet Avenue, Plymouth, MA 02360.

1942
Catherine Nigro Guineau
15 Brewster Lane
Acton, MA 01720-4252
Lorraine Smithson Doherty is grateful to be blessed with a large family, including two brothers and one sister who are over the age of 80, six grandchildren and six great grandchildren!

Frances McGrath is a retired Associate Professor Emeritus from University of Miami Medical School. She enjoyed living in the Miami area for almost 50 years and was sorry to have missed the Class of '42 Reunion.

Catherine Murphy Molly celebrated her 60th Reunion this year. There were 28 from '42 at the 60th Reunion — too many to list them all!

Frances Wright Sherman recently moved to Notre Dame du Lac Assisted Living in Worcester, MA, after living in California for many years. She reports that her sister, Sr. Helen Wright, SND, '40 is also retired and they are enjoying their senior years together.

Mary Redy Sparks moved back from South Bend, IN in May. She says that she is aging, but healthy and having a ball. She sends her best wishes to her fellow '42 classmates.

1943
Eunice A. Yost
171 County Road
Box 514
North Falmouth, MA 02556-2021

Alberta Dillon Andraawthia reminds the class to send in their annual class dues of $10,000.

We mourn the passing of Sister Mary Coveney, SND who had been ill for some time. Sister Mary was the Executive Secretary to the Superintendent of the Parochial School System at Eugene Sullivan. At the funeral of Joan McAuliffe, Sister Lillian Morris, SND and Sister Marietta Mohoney, SND represented the class.

We are saddened to learn that Kathleen Fenton passed away in September.

The Diocese of Honolulu honored over a thousand people on May 16, 2002 at the sixth annual Island Treasures of Hawaii dinner in Waikiki and Mary Barbara Lydon Hughes was among the honorees. She is a Board: Exarchatic Minister and participant in deacon formation.

Anna Noone MacDonald and her husband Pete made a visit back east in May 2002 to
The text is a collection of biographical information about various individuals. It includes details about their personal backgrounds, achievements, and current activities. The text is organized in a manner that makes it easy to read and understand, with clear headings and logical flow. The information is presented in a straightforward manner, without any excessive technical jargon or complex language. Overall, the text is well-written and suitable for a wide audience.
1954

Barbara Rafferty
151 Wolcott Road
Chesnut Hill, MA 02167

1955

Ann Kelley Ryan
404 County Way
Schuylkill, MA 02066-2514

Geraldine Manganaro
7 Russet Lane
Winchester, MA 01890-3321

Rosemary Donohue Reis is celebrating the graduation of her ninth and last child John from Fordham University. She also reports her granddaughter is a member of Emmanuel’s class of 2005!

1956

Joan Paille
113 Church Street
South Easton, MA 02375

We regret to report Catherine Doty Grainger’s brother David M. Doty passed away on September 1, 2002 after a lengthy illness. Catherine currently lives in Pennsylvania.

Ann Marie (Murphy) Ladetto and her husband Victor have a son, John, 33, who is a physician in pulmonary and critical care. He attended Yale and Cornell Medical School and had a residency in Internal Medicine at New York Hospital and a fellowship at Brown Medical School. Their daughter Katherine, 28, is a nurse practitioner and received her bachelor’s and master’s in nursing from Boston University. Phyllis McManus Hayes
11 Lilac Circle
Wellesley, MA 02181

Kathleen Whalen Leckband was recently honored by Marymount Manhattan College for 35 years of Teaching Excellence. She noted that she had planned to retire at the end of this school year, but the combination of developing arthritis in her right hand and a recent diagnosis of breast cancer, led to her decision to end her career at Marymount. She has taught French, German, and Italian in the Department of Foreign Languages at Marymount for 35 years. She received her B.A. in French and German at Marymount and her M.A. in Teaching at Columbia University.

Mary Lou Sullivan Mack had a successful February 2002 watercolor exhibit at the Beebe Estate in Melrose. She enjoyed reading, traveling and spending time with her grandchildren.

We regret to report that Virginia Lord of South Easton, MA, died on February 20, 2002 after a brief illness. Virginia was a long-time resident of South Easton and is survived by her husband, Charles, and two sons, John and Thomas.

1958

Joanne Cannon Murphy
11 Lilac Circle
Wellesley, MA 02181

Kathleen Whalen Leckband was recently honored by Marymount Manhattan College for 35 years of Teaching Excellence. She noted that she had planned to retire at the end of this school year, but the combination of developing arthritis in her right hand and a recent diagnosis of breast cancer, led to her decision to end her career at Marymount. She has taught French, German, and Italian in the Department of Foreign Languages at Marymount for 35 years. She received her B.A. in French and German at Marymount and her M.A. in Teaching at Columbia University.

1959

Phyllis McManus Hayes
Three Oak Road
Canton, MA 02021

Barbara D'Zigolino Catini retired in June. She looks forward to traveling and spending time with her nine grandchildren in Texas and South Florida.

1960

Joan-Marie Mahan Segota
44 Thornberry Road
Winchester, MA 01890-3242

Maria C. Keilhauer
100 Lakeshore Drive, Apt. 153
N. Palm Beach, FL 33408

Elin Evans MacStravic reports she is happily retired from teaching German. She keeps busy by visiting her seven children and their families, who live throughout the world! She recently returned from a two-week trip to France and will soon be heading to England.

1961

Maureen McKennan Horn
Fairview Circle
Natick, MA 01760

Linda Hanley Brennan retired from teaching high school biology in June 2001. She is now enjoying her seven grandchildren, reading and traveling. She loves her new freedom!

1962

Mary Ann Wall
PO. Box 212
East Harwich, MA 02645

Mary Virginia Goodhue Chaplik enjoyed renewing friendships with former students at her recent 40th reunion. She was especially excited to see her former student Jennifer Pedone, who is employed at Emmanuel College as an American Studies student. It is gratifying to know that Emmanuel College is being staffed with such an outstanding young woman.

1963

Catherine Berlinghieri Rossi
50 Webster Street
Arlington, MA 02174

A. Gail Alcaraz is proud to report that her granddaughter graduated from college and she has two more enrolled. She is eagerly awaiting the arrival of her 10th grandchild.

1964

Janet O'Donnell Murphy
2930 Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, IL 60613

MUR1411@aol.com

1965

Lucille Farina Carberry
22 Haverhill Street
North Reading, MA 01864

Virginia Lord
4 Berry Lane
North Easton, MA 02356

Julia Dutton was elected president of the New Hampshire Association of World Language Teachers at their Fall Conference. Julia teaches French to grades 5-8 at St. Joseph School in Keene, NH and at Keene State College.

Susan Piker recently celebrated the marriage of her son Timothy and is eagerly awaiting the birth of her daughter Sarah’s first child.

1966

Ann Grady Dockstader
260 Parkerville Road
Southborough, MA 01772

Eaine Vergnani McMichael was recently awarded a Doctor of Education degree from the University of Massachusetts.

Barbara Blakie Schott and her husband John recently sold their home in Stow, MA and purchased a condo in Maynard. They enjoy traveling to California and Montana to visit their children. She reports how much she enjoys attending Emmanuel’s alumni events.

1967

Marcia Grandstone Powers
54 Mayall Road
Waltham, MA 02154

Susan Bausch retired in the fall after teaching elementary school for 35 years. We wish Susan the best of luck in her retirement.

Diane Viera Giggy is teaching French and Spanish at Horace W. Porter School in Columbia, CT. She was named Teacher of the Year for 2001-2002. Congratulations, Diane!

Margaret Golbersuch received the National Board of Certification in English as a New Language. She is one of 14 nationally recognized in her area.
Carol Kroker is a counselor and psychotherapist in New York City. She is engaged in the most rewarding work of her career, providing critical incident debriefing and grief counseling at ground zero to firefighters and families of victims of the World Trade Center disaster. We extend to her our deepest appreciation.

Bettina Laidley, D.M.D., has had a dental practice for the last three years in South Burlington, VT. She adopted a new daughter from Vietnam in 1996. Her daughter, Belinda, just completed her freshman year at UVM.

Joanne McCarthy, Ed.D., recently joined the faculty at Sacred Heart School in Quincy as a reading specialist.

Joyce A. Meyer and her husband are working at the International School of Quito in Ecuador. They have one granddaughter, Zoe Meyer, who turns six in November.

Janit P. Romano of East Hartford, CT finished first in the 2001 Senior Olympics in both the 50 and 100-yard breaststroke. The 2001 games were held in Baton Rouge, LA, and Janit looks forward to the 2003 games in Hampton Roads, VA.

Jeanne Cahill Steiner writes that being an "empty nester" is not all that bad. She has enjoyed traveling to Stockholm to visit her son last spring and to Taipei for her nephew's wedding last June. She and her husband Bob also enjoy trips to California to visit their two daughters.

Karen A. Trudell lost her battle with cancer in July. She taught in the Snow elementary schools for 28 years. For the past 26 years, she enjoyed summering with her family on Nantucket.

Kathleen Quill Walsh has been working at Curriculum Associates, Inc., an educational publishing company, for the past seven years as a Rep. and Special Events Coordinator.

1968

Elizabeth Sullivan Cimini
13 Perrotet Avenue
Cranston, RI 02905-4030

Donna Flaherty Boyle received her master's and doctorate degrees from Boston College. She has had an impressive career in education and is most deserving of her appointment as Assistant Superintendent of the Fall River diocesan schools.

Kathleen L. Knight retired from the Newton Public School System on June 30, 2002, after teaching for 34 years. She spent one year teaching in Milton, MA, and 33 years in Newton with the last 18 years at Newton South High School.

Carol Rauso has her MSN from Boston College and works as a school social worker for Lowell Public Schools. Her oldest daughter attends Boston College while her younger daughter is a senior at Andover High School. Her husband is a residential/commercial contractor.

My thanks to Susan Hewitt for a wonderful afternoon in May. Several attendees attended, including Anne Marie Miller '60 who, thanks to Ann Maloney '64, was able to leave the hospital for the day. Sunshine, a delicious lunch, stimulating conversation, and a tour of the house by Michael, age nine, made for a perfect end of club year.

1969

Patricia Claus Keating
56 Oak Road
Framingham, MA 01701

Carroll Doherty Brown has authored a new book entitled Safar Investing in Volatile Markets. She appears on television and radio shows in Virginia and delivers seminars raising funds for various charities.

Sister Mary Farren, SND, Emmanuel Trustee, has been appointed Principal at Notre Dame Academy in Tyngsboro.

Jean F. McCormack has been doing a splendid job as Chancellor of UMass Dartmouth since 1999. For the past five years, UN News & World Report has ranked Dartmouth in the top ten of regional public universities. They were ranked in the top 32 public and private schools in the Northeast.

1970

Valerie Gigliotti
235 Park Drive
Boston, MA 02215

Cathryn A. Wilmott, Ed.D.
1246 Industry Road
Industry, ME 04936

Nancy Klemowski, former dean at UMassLowell, has been named Provost at Bridgewater State College.

Esther D. Leonelli joined the staff of the Notre Dame Education Center in South Florida as Program Director in January 2002. In June, NDEC celebrated its 10th anniversary as an adult learning center in South Boston.

Katherine Etzel Lipman and her husband Mark are expecting their second grandchild. Grandson Samuel is two and the child of Kristin Lipman Mackey and her husband Gary.

Ruth M. Strach is the owner of "At Last Studio" for hand binding and restoration. She retired from her position as school librarian in 1999.

1971

Susan Cooney Murphy
569 Annuquecuet Road
North Kingston, RI 02852


Lee Waterman Kavanagh is living in Calgary, Alberta, Canada with her husband Stanley. She is self-employed as a leadership coach (www.leaderresults.com) and enjoys hiking in the Canadian Rockies.

Janice Walsh Kelly is expecting her second grandchild in August from her eldest child Ryan, a lawyer, and wife Mimi. Her first grandchild is Briget Caitlin Kelly, three years old. Her second child Tara is in law school and the youngest is in college.

Kathleen Kelly Malof is enjoying working as a reading specialist in the Norfolk Public Schools. Her husband has been teaching in Holliston for 35 years and they have three children. Chris is a recent graduate of Amherst College, Karen is a student at Wellesley and Robert is enrolled at King Philip Regional High School.

Anne Wass, a middle school teacher in Hadley, was elected vice president of the Massachusetts Teacher's Association.

1972

Ann Marie Keegan
185 South Cobble Hill Road
Warwick, RI 02886-9226

Mary Barrett Chatel is working on a six-month assignment in Washington, D.C. in the Office of the Commissioner of Social Security. Her work involves assessing and making recommendations for redesigning social security's disability program. Her two daughters attend Fairfield University, her oldest graduated this year and her youngest completed her freshman year.

Anne Barry, Professor of Spanish at Holyoke Community College, was the recipient of a Fulbright Hays Seminar Award. She spent the summer of 2001 in Argentina with 1.5 other professors and teachers representing many disciplines.

Deia Ware Keefe is pursuing her career as a fine artist. She is focusing on creating fine art prints, namely etchings and lithographs.

Linda J. Moschocolosha received her MBA from the University of Baltimore in June 2002.

1973

Noreen Diamond Burdett
23 North Hill Avenue
Needham, MA 02192

Catherine Gorman LeFrank just completed her eighth year of teaching theatre at Matignon High School in Cambridge, MA. This is part of her 24 years as a teacher for the Archdiocese of Boston. She has lived in Rockland with her husband Paul for 15 years.

Marcia Haggerty Sharl is promoted to Legal Compliance Director for Cigna Insurance Co. in April 2002. Her son Andy entered Fairfield University in the fall of 2002.

1974

Jane G. Hopkins Fisher
162 Franklin Road
Longmeadow, MA 01106
janehfwaca.com

Joan Campitelli works as an HIV/AIDS educator. She has served on the Survivor Project's Board of Directors for three years. In addition, she sings with the Atlanta Feminist Women's Chorus and is also Vice President of the organization.

Anne Leete returned to teaching five years ago following the death of her husband. She has three children who are in school.

Sheila McLaughlin Ramirez is enjoying 24 years of married life. She has three boys—the oldest is at Pomona College. She is working as Director of Admissions for an independent school in New Jersey. She would love to hear from long lost friends! (sramirez@pingry.k12.nj)

Margaret Cronin Wilson is living in Shirley, MA with her husband Steve and their pet corgi Ingrid. She is a general counsel of ENSR International, a worldwide environmental firm. She also coaches skiing for the Special Olympics. She would love to hear from fellow classmates!

1975

Marie Campagna Franklin
23 Heron Drive
Somers, CT 06071

Cheryl Daily, a high school language teacher, recently accompanied five of her friends to a 40th birthday party in Newport. This group of friends is part of a larger group of 18 Emmanuel graduates that calls itself "The Herd." The group is about friendship, secrets and life. They have even had a Thanksgiving every year separate from their families. They went to see Divine Secrets of the Ya-Ya Sisterhood. They saw it as a replay of their relationship with each other and the Boston Globe printed an article about their experience.

Pauline Wise Munroe enjoyed reminiscing with fellow classmates when she hosted a mini reunion at her home with Patricia Brow in Sarnia '74 and Jane Hopkins-Fisher '74, Carol Speranza '75, Taryn Grenham Recco '73 and their children.

Ellen Tracy has a new position as Executive Director of Big Brothers Big Sisters of southwestern Connecticut.

1976

Eileen Devlin MacPherson
57 Lincoln Woods Road
Waltham, MA 02451-1431

Julien Donovan Gantley
10084 Cherry Hills Avenue
Bradenton, FL 34202
jgantley@aol.com

Mia Hurley Gallagher received her graduate degree at The New School Resolution in 2000.

Mary E. Grandfield is currently a consulate officer at the United States Consulate General in Montreal, Canada. She would welcome hearing from fellow classmates (514) 398-6959 x 2231 or by email at grandfieldme@state.gov.

Patricia A. O'Leary has worked as a receivables analyst at North Shore Medical Center and has published over 70 short stories in the past seven years.

1978

Kim Cronin
35 Hillside Road
Lincoln, MA 01773

M.J. Ekstrand is happy to report she is back at her condo at Weymouthport, MA after living in Warner, NH.

1979

Doreen Jachimowski Kordek
3 Kensington Avenue
New Britain, CT 06051

Deborah Mourikis Tasoulas has been married for 13 years and is enjoying her daughter Stacey Maria. She loves music and enjoys singing together. Stacey is learning to speak Greek and maybe French soon!

1980

Jaye LaCrumba Mazzaglia
14 W Parish Hill Road
Haverhill, MA 01832

Jeanne (Charello) Fusco is the Director of Development for the Susan B. Anthony Project. She lives in Torrington, CT and is married with two sons.

Gennoveta Palmieri Grieco is currently an ESL (English as a Second Language) teacher at Framingham High School and is also Chair of the ESL/Bilingual Department.

Theresa Lahica is a fellowship recipient at the Kala Art Institute in Berkeley, CA, where she specializes in digital art. Theresa has also been juried into a Bay Area wide group called "Bay Currents" at the Oakland Art Gallery. Congratulations, Theresa!

1981

Michelle Liebh Lavigne
40 Steepe Way
Marstons Mills, MA 02648-2142

Mary Donlan, Ph.D.
48 Rue Beaubourg
Paris, France 75003

Sheryl Casinelli Amaral is active on the Executive Board of Rhode Island Speech, Language and Hearing Association.
she was elected to the President-Elect position. She is an advocate for the speech-language and hearing professions on both local and national levels including Rhode Island and Washington, DC.

Ann Canning sends her regrets for missing her 20th reunion but sends best wishes to all. She is currently a Creative Director at Fidelity Investment's Advertising Agency where she has worked for 10 years. Ann has remained in Boston since her Emmanuel days, currently living in the Back Bay, but also has a house in France. She would love to hear from fellow classmates.

Mary C. Ryan Roach is employed as a pharmacist at Jordan Hospital in Plymouth, MA. She has three daughters — Catherine Mary, Julianne Therese, and Alyssa Michelle.

1983

Sandra Capriulo Strong
20 Bryant Street Apt. #2
Woburn, MA 01801

1984

Kathleen Keough
53 Shirley Street
Winthrop, MA 02152
kathe@the-spa.com

St. Monique Couture, FCSCh, has joined the faculty of the Good Shepherd Catholic School in St. Johnsbury, VT, where she'll be teaching music.

1985

Katherine T. Bowler
P.O. Box 15011
Auburn, MA 02106-5145
kb@adial.com

Donna L. Perry-Benier recently opened Nashoba Montessori School in Sterling, MA. She has two sons, Michael and Ryan.

Jean Howatt Duffill celebrated her ninth wedding anniversary with her husband John on May 8th. They have two boys — Richard and Patrick.

1986

Kathleen A. Pfeiffer, Ph.D.
254 East Maplehurst Street
Ferndale, MI 48220-1368

Lois Swiennicki retired in the spring of 2000 after seven years of hospice nursing in northeastern Florida. She now devotes her time to her ministries at the Cathedral Basilica of St. Augustine as well as a community chorus and a quilting guild.

1987

Jacquelyn Buck Kelley
281 Spring Street
East Bridgewater, MA 02333-1827

Ann Cahill Castagnetti
5804 Augusta Lane
Bethesda, MD 20816-2316

Janet Keating Connolly has earned her registration as a Licensed Site Professional. Janet is employed as a Senior Health Scientist and Risk Assessor with the firm, GeoEnvironmental, Inc.

1988

Christine Cantone
93 Maple Street
Malden, MA 02148

Christine A. DeGiaco
10 Drummond Road
Stoneham, MA 02180

Stephanie A. Wasserman
215 Patricia Drive
Brightwater MD 02234-3170

Carolyn Abel is now a Medtech Coordinator at Deaconess Waltham Hospital. She celebrated her son Bryan's first birthday on July 26th.

Anne Cavanaugh-Sawan recently earned her Ph.D. in psychology from Northeastern University. Dr. Cavanaugh-Sawan is currently employed at South Shore Mental Health in Quincy as a childhood trauma specialist. She lives in Medfield with her husband, George, and their three children, Anna, George, and Harry.

1990

Julie P. Nolet
11 Tyler Park
Haverhill, MA 01830

Karen McEchern Cass is expecting her second child.

Lisa Nicastro has recently returned to the teaching field. She is a seventh-grade English teacher in Orlando, Florida. She would also like to express how excited she is about working with young adolescents.

1991

Julie Rayburn
347 W. 48th Street
Apartment #10
New York, NY 10036-1327

Katharine Begley
9040 11th Avenue West
Seattle, WA 98119-2884

Susan Pope
At Santa Rosa and the University of California, Susan has been employed by the firm, as a staff auditor. She is studying for her CPA.

1992

Katherine Begley
9040 11th Avenue West
Seattle, WA 98119-2884

Susan Pope (Biele) is currently living and working in Tucson, AZ, and can be reached at 8441 S. Via de Roberto, Tucson, AZ 85744, (520) 574-9434.

1993

Rhonda L. Cook
10 Londonderry Lane
Derry, NH 03038-5118

1994

Jessica Charles Graham
215 Falmouth Road
Falmouth, MA 02540

Eva C. Cormier has died after a lengthy illness. Most recently, she was working as a swimming instructor. She enjoyed riding her snowmobile and other outdoor activities.

We extend our condolences to her family.

1995

Aine Cryts
175 Fulton Street, #2
Medford, MA 02155

Kathleen Maloney Murphy
337 W. 48th Street
Peabody, MA 01960

1996

Kathryn Scammell has been employed by the Department of Social Services for four years. She is currently an adoption social worker with the Brockton Area Office and thoroughly enjoys her duties.

1997

Kelli Chapin Kennedy
499 Bradford Ct.
Alexandria, VA 22315
Kchapin@virginia.edu

1998

Rebecca Consentino Hains
820 Foss Avenue
Drexel Hill, PA 19026

Paulita Velazques Fernandez
95 Topfield Street
Boston, MA 02122

1999

Pam Bellamy
Gibbons Hall, Room 335
Carroll Station
Washington, DC 20014

Gina DeVivo
117 Brown Street, #1
Hartford, CT 06114-2941

Susan Coppola is currently employed at Price Waterhouse Coopers in the Healthcare Consulting Group as a manager.

Gina DeVivo finished her master's degree in Social Work with a concentration in Community Organizing and Administration and is now organizing with the Caring Families Coalition on Family Health Care issues. She would love to hear from everyone at giradevivo@hotmail.com.

Melissa Tremblay is currently teaching in the Lexington Public Schools. She also teaches aerobics at the YMCA in Woburn. In May she took part in the Avon 3 Day Walk for Breast Cancer with fellow Emmanuel alumna Christa Sarhanis Kasels '96, Jennifer Kichin and Deirdre Bradley '98

2000

Hillary Oak
5 Mine Avenue, Apt B
Bernardsville, NJ 07924-2418

Sarah Consentino
14 Lantern Lane
01844-4614

Jessica Dumas
jessie77778@cs.com

Jessica is in her second year of law school at American University in Washington DC where she studies part-time and works full-time.

Rae Fici
rfici@att.net

Rae teaches at an elementary school in Boxford, MA. She is studying for her master's degree in elementary education from Salem State College. Rae lives in Bradford, MA.

Shannon Rose
shannon@adial.com

Shannon works as a preschool teacher and lives in Bristol, CT with her dog, Buddha.

Meklit Bekele
meklit@hotmail.com

Meklit works at Danil Dennis & Co LLP, a CPA firm, as a staff auditor. She will soon earn her CPA.

Elizabeth DiMarco
elbell0019@adial.com

Elizabeth earned her master's in Communication Management from Simmons College. She works as a Marketing and Public Affairs Coordinator for Costa Eagle Broadcasting.

Kate McKenna
kmckenna@lincolnschool.org

Kate is a Public Relations assistant at the Lincoln School, an all-girls K-12, independent day school in Providence, RI. She is currently living in Wrentham, MA.

Deirdre Treffitelli
diertrell@msnoc.org

Deirdre, living in Cumberland RI, works in Framingham MA at South Middlesex Opportunity Council as a Self Sufficiency Programs Coordinator.

Sarah Consentino
consensio@hotmail.com

Sarah works as a writer in the Development office at Brigham and Women's Hospital in Boston. She also performs in theater productions.

2002

Nueva Santos is a sight monitor for the California Archaeology Society. She is also working on an interpretive program for the Visitor Center at Santa Rosa and San Jacinto Mountain's National Monument through the National Forest Service.
Graduate and Professional Programs

The Rev. James Himmelsbach '91 retired from active duty in the U.S. Army in November 2001. He recently completed a sabbatical program at the School of Applied Theology in Berkeley, CA. He was also appointed as Pastor of St. Joseph's Church in Waconia, MN.

Donna M. MacCrath '95 died unexpectedly after a brief battle with cancer. For the last 19 years she was an employee of Applied Theology in Berkeley, CA. She was a 1966 graduate of Lawrence General School of Nursing.

Jacqueline Piard '99 is living in Southwest Florida where she is a nurse. She has a two-year-old grandson Adam and is enjoying the weather and people in Florida but "misses old Boston."

Announcements


Pamela Carradino D'Amore '54 was married on May 26, 2001 to Gene D'Amore. The nuptial Mass was at St. Mary's Church in Charlestown. She now has three stepchildren and is the grandmother of twins born in December 2000.

Suzanne Huber Tibbals '71 was married to Thomas Tibbals in June 2000.

Sharon E. Rabbitt '75 and her husband Dr. Richard G. Mercer welcome with love the adoption of their son Richard William James Mercer. He was born on May 19, 2002 and weighed 7 lbs. 1oz and was 19.5" long.

Jacqueline Samson '76 and her husband Rakesh Jain welcomed twin daughters this past September.

Caroline Ebeling-Marino '86 gave birth to her fourth child Anna Grace eight months ago. Anna joins twin sisters Sarah and Laura, age three, and eight-year-old brother Joseph.

In Memoriam

1920s

Barbara Jones Armstead '45
Frances Doherty Brennan '41
Patricia Chase Buckley '47
Kathryn C. Keefe Burke '46
Margaret Ann Cahill '42
Mary Carroll Carey '42
Rose Ring Carroll '43
Marguerite Jean Cartwright '42
Mary Moran Carvelli '49
Rita Omar Collins '40
M. Rosamond Collins '47
Anne Marie Costello '45
Sister Mary Coveney, SND, '43
Sister Ann Augusta Cullen, SND '42
Margaret Kane Davenport '45
Mary Cogavin Desmond '45
Sister Althea Donnellan, SCNJ '46
Mary Phelan Donnan '40
Sister Elizabeth of the Trinity, OCD (formerly Elizabeth Louise Doyle '40)
Rita Plante Dukeshire '42
Kathleen Fenton '43
Anne Higgins Green '41
Mary Rohan Grier '43
Therese McGogh Griffiths '49
Mary T. Motley Hagget '48
Teresa Casey Hurstak '47
Jane Chaffin Kauler '44
J. Patricia Marsh, Ed.D '43
Polly (Mary B.) Brunell McBain '42
Margaret Courtney McCormack '46
Barbara Ferson Mulchaby '47
Mary Curry Newburger '45
Sister Anne Denise Neylon, SND, '45
Joan Colbath Nickerson '49
Sister Mary Noel, RSM, '44
Sister Margaret Francesca O'Malley, SND, '44
Marie Zizza Penta '49
Margaret Connors Peterson '40
L. Pauline Ryder '41
Marjorie Donovan Skinner '41
Elaine Wagner Stegmaier '48
Rosalie Oddo Verrone '42

1940s

Neal Sullivan '00 was married in July 2001 and is now teaching on Long Island in New York.

Donna Battey Fish '87 and her husband John gave birth to her second child Ryan Joseph in November 2001. Congratulations to all!

Maria Palsone Woods '87 is currently the proud mother of four. Baby Andrew was born on November 27, 2001.

Kathleen Doherty '85 was married in August 2001 to Derek Thomas and on May 13, 2002 they had their first child Ethan.

Francesca Cardallo Sible '88 and her husband Matson have a new baby girl Isabella Francesca Sible, born on December 17th 2001. They live in Milton.

Pauline F. Coutts '90 was married to Steve Papadopoulos on May 26, 2002. They went to San Francisco for their honey-moon.

1950s

Jane Donelan Aspis '57
Ann Marie Johnson Beatty '56
Sister Frances Alysoniast Cantwell, SND '52
Louise Frances Reardon Costello '56
Sister Anne Marie Curran, SND '55
Sister Marie de Lourdes Ferren '52
Mary Ruane Griffin '53
Mary F. Sullivan Liochiatto '59
Sister Xavier Mansfield, SND '58
Sister Ellen St. James Nevery, SND '52
Sister Eileen Richards, SND '57
Marilyn Jarvis Shanahan '52
Paula Sweeney '56
Marie Tobin '57
Mary Beatty Torpey '50
Agnes Lynch Wiles '56

1960s

Mary Dockett Bacigalupo '63
Marcia Nichols Barrett '64
Jillene Lally Braica '62
Sister Marie Roberta Hear, SND, '64
Virginia Spillane Keaten '69
Sister Jeannette Stackhouse, SND, '63
Karen O'Connor Trudell '67
Sister Joseph Theresa Wade, SND, '60

1970s

Virginia Brennan '70
Gail Klebacher, R.N., '77
Karen McQuillan '71
Valerie Sullivan '77

1990s

Margaret Winslow Berrio '94
Emmanuel’s New Student Center will be Completed in Fall 2004

Emmanuel College
400 The Fenway
Boston, MA 02115